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1.0  Introduction 

1.1  Background 
Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd (GML), in association with Archaeological & Heritage Management 
Solutions Pty Ltd (AHMS), has been commissioned by Baulkham Hills Shire Council to prepare a 
Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for the Castle Hill Heritage Park, Castle Hill.   

The Castle Hill Heritage Park embodies a range of cultural heritage values.  The site’s principal non-
Aboriginal cultural heritage value is that it was where the convicts who planned and initiated the Castle 
Hill Rebellion, which led to the Battle of Vinegar Hill in March 1804, were incarcerated.  The heritage 
values of the place are primarily embodied in the archaeological and landscape remains of the Third 
Convict Farm (which are associated with the Castle Hill Rebellion) and the later Lunatic Asylum 
established on the site in the early 1800s.  The site also retains landscape and later archaeological 
elements that embody and represent the history of European settlement and development in the wider 
Castle Hill area.   

The CMP has been developed to complement and fulfill certain objectives and strategies of the 1999–
2000 Castle Hill Heritage Park Plan of Management (as amended and updated) and specifically provide 
policy and practical advice about the archaeological remains associated with the Convict Barracks of the 
Third Convict Farm.  The remains were revealed during the AHMS archaeological excavations in late 
2005.   

A key aspect of the CMP is a comprehensive assessment of the site’s state and local heritage values, 
and an indicative assessment of elements that embody and demonstrate its potential National Heritage 
values.  The assessment has been condensed into a site plan, text and table that identify and rank 
elements of heritage value and additionally indicate their ‘tolerance for change’ according to their 
physical attributes and the heritage values that they embody (Figure 4.1, Section 4.8 and Table 4.3).   

Other key matters addressed in the CMP include the identification and recommended management of 
the significant landscape and historical attributes of the site; a consideration of proposals for adaptive re-
use/new development, at policy level; the identification of management and maintenance options; and 
preliminary recommendations with respect to the interpretation of the archaeological remains. 

The CMP is written as a companion document to the Plan of Management for the Castle Hill Heritage 
Park.   

1.2  Castle Hill Heritage Park 
Castle Hill Heritage Park is located in the suburb of Castle Hill in northwestern Sydney in a west-facing 
valley between Old Castle Hill Road, Old Northern Road, Gilbert Road and Banks Road (Figures 1.1 
and 1.2).  The park is 21.3856 hectares in area and made up of largely undulating land which is steepest 
towards its eastern (Old Northern Road ridgeline) boundary.  It is characterised by a mix of open 
grassed areas, stands of remnant native re-growth and cultural plantings, and some newly introduced 
vegetation, especially along thin gullies, and park improvements such as landscaping, paths and play 
areas.  There are interpretation panels throughout the park which illustrate and interpret, through images 
and text, the Castle Hill Rebellion and the history of the use and occupation of the site from Darug times 
to the present. 
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The park is zoned Open Space 6(a).  It is also a designated Heritage Conservation Area which confirms 
Council’s ongoing intentions with respect to the management of the heritage values of the site. The site 
is generally surrounded and overlooked by largely developed residential land although some buffer 
areas, including roads, are located to screen and separate the park from surrounding and adjacent 
residential land.  Studies undertaken in the preparation of the Plan of Management indicated that at that 
time the park was not well known locally or regionally and it was considered to be under-visited.  Use of 
the park by local residents has since increased significantly.  It is largely used by surrounding residents 
for passive recreation, although some visitors and special tours are drawn to the site for its historical 
associations.    

The Plan of Management identifies that the park has cultural heritage, natural, aesthetic, urban and 
recreational values, and that the cultural heritage values associated with the Third Convict Farm and 
later Lunatic Asylum are potentially of National significance because of the Vinegar Hill connections.  

The site’s heritage values are analysed in detail in Section 4.0 of this report.  A summary history is 
provided in Section 2.0.  A full history, underpinning the assessment and policies in this CMP, is 
provided at Appendix B. 

1.3  Current Heritage Listings 
The site is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register (SHR) as the ‘Third Government Farm’ site.  The 
citation is discussed in detail in Section 4.0 below and reproduced in Appendix A. 

The site is also listed as ‘Old Government Farm (Heritage Park)’ in Schedule 1, Part 3 of the Baulkham 
Hills Local Environmental Plan 2005 as a Heritage Conservation Area. 

The ‘Castle Hill Settlement Site’ (ie the Heritage Park) is also included in the Register of the National 
Estate (RNE) as a registered place. 

1.4  Methodology and Terminology 
This Conservation Management Plan (CMP) has been prepared having regard to the methodology 
outlined in the NSW Heritage Manual guidelines for the preparation of Conservation Management Plans 
(NSW Department of Urban Affairs and Planning and the Heritage Council of NSW, November 1996, as 
amended July 2002).  It also follows the approach set out in The Conservation Plan, by James Semple 
Kerr (National Trust of Australia (NSW), fifth edition, 2000) and the guidelines of The Burra Charter: The 
Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance 1999. 

The terminology used in this report is consistent with the NSW Heritage Manual, prepared by the NSW 
Heritage Office, and the Burra Charter. 

1.5  Limitations 
The CMP generally adopts the cultural, natural, recreational, aesthetic, urban and social values of the 
site as identified in the Plan of Management, but clarifies and expands upon them as required (see 
Section 6.13 for recommendations with respect to the Plan of Management and Landscape Masterplan).   

The plans used to show the layout of the site and its key components are based on a plan provided by 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council.  The historic overlays used to show the evolution of the layout and key 
components of the site use various historic plans and aerial photographs as a base.  All plans within the 
CMP are presented as supporting graphics only and are subject to more detailed survey. 
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The CMP deals only with non-Indigenous cultural heritage values. 

1.6  Author Identification 
The Godden Mackay Logan personnel involved in the project and their key roles were: 

• Dr Andrew Sneddon, Senior Consultant and Project Manager, was the principal author. 

• Lisa Newell, Associate, reviewed the report, provided written input and facilitated the Management 
Committee and Council consultation. 

• Professor Richard Mackay, AM, Director, reviewed the report. 

The Archaeological & Heritage Management Solutions personnel involved in the project were: 

• Matthew Kelly, Senior Consultant, and Graham Wilson, Archaeologist and Historian, who reviewed 
the report, contributed to elements of the text, and prepared the bulk of the historic mapping 
overlays.  Matthew Kelly also facilitated the Committee and Council consultation. 

• Peter Douglas, Director, who oversaw the AHMS inputs into the project.   
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Figure 1.1  Location of the Castle Hill Heritage Park in its regional context. 

 

Figure 1.2  Location of the Castle Hill Heritage Park in its local context. 
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Figure 1.3  Plan showing the present State Heritage Register boundaries for the site. 
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2.0  Summary History 

2.1  Introduction 
A full history of the site is contained in Appendix B.  The following summary is provided to assist 
managers of the site to identify physical elements by date and function, and to emphasise the principal 
historical events contributing to the site’s heritage values. 

2.2  The Castle Hill Rebellion and the Battle of Vinegar Hill 
Castle Hill Heritage Park is significant principally for its association with the participants in the Battle of 
Vinegar Hill. 

The Battle of Vinegar Hill holds a seminal, but only relatively recently recognised, place in Australian 
ethnic, religious and political history.  The Battle of Vinegar Hill is the only recorded armed battle 
between Europeans in Australia, other than the Eureka Stockade, although there were bigger battles 
between Europeans and Aborigines up until the 1930s.  The Battle of Vinegar Hill involved 
approximately 300 mainly Irish insurgents, most of whom had been transported for sedition, political 
activism and uprisings in Ireland, and of whom 15 were shot, nine hanged, nine flogged (200–500 lashes 
each), and 50 sent in chains to Coal River (later renamed Newcastle) for their part in the uprising.  The 
insurgents battled with the soldiers of the New South Wales Corp and the militia.   

The reasons for the uprising remain unclear. ‘Death or Liberty’ was the catchphrase used by the 
insurgents during the Rebellion and the popular view has been that the uprising was a bid for freedom in 
response to cruel punishments and food shortages.1  This, however, is perhaps too narrow and 
simplistic a view given the demographics of the convict population.  It is likely that the uprising was a 
largely political act of organised revolution by the largely Irish National convict population who did not 
recognise English authority in Ireland, and had been transported for their involvement in political 
uprisings in the Old Country.  The view that to the Irish Defenders and the Society of the United 
Irishmen, all English authority was illegitimate, unjust and their natural state was to resist it, both at home 
and in the colonies, is a plausible, wider view of events.   

It is still not certain why the uprising took place.  There are few official and public records on this point 
dating to the Rebellion, due to age and circumstance and probably because of the potential 
embarrassment to Governor King whose policy to concentrate Irish political prisoners in a single remote 
location could have been seen by London and the Colonial Secretary as naïve (which it almost certainly 
was).  Those participants who were not executed as a deterrent were separated and dispersed after the 
Rebellion to ensure such group action was unlikely ever to again occur.  Their story has never been 
adequately told. 

It is fascinating, however, that such an important episode in Colonial history has gone largely 
unrecognised and un-commemorated for so long.  This may relate to political and religious trends in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.   

2.3  Summary Timeline of Important Events on the Site 
The following timeline summarises the important events and physical modifications of the site: 

• 1801—Work commenced on the Third Government farm, with the soil being described as the ‘best 
and most productive kind’.2 
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• 1801/2—The bridges, long hut (100 feet by 20 feet) and watering place were referred to in a 
surveyors field book.3 

• 1802 (Oct)—François Péron described Castle Hill as an ‘infant town’ consisting of ‘a dozen houses’ 
with ‘cultivated land’ and ‘several handsome farms’.4 

• 1803—A watercolour indicated that the Government Farm area was substantially cleared with 17–
18 structures, tracks and associated areas under tillage (see Figure 2.1).  Importantly, the image 
shows the ‘long hut’ with adjacent store house and mill house.5 

• 1803 (June 30)—Governor King reported that he was constructing a stone barrack at Castle Hill of 
two storeys and 100 feet by 24 feet.6 

• 1803 (August)—The Barracks was still under construction.7   

• 1804 (4th March)—Vinegar Hill uprising occurred, with a ‘house’ set alight on the Government 
Farm.8 

• 1806 (August)—Barracks building was possibly converted into barn.9 

• 1807 (August)—Repairs to a number of buildings occurred, as well as the granary and barn 
reported finished.10 

• 1811 (April)—Macquarie instructed the farm be converted into an asylum and a garden fenced at 
rear of granary for exercise of inmates, with the building to accommodate 30 persons.11 

• 1811 (June)—Conversion reported complete.12 

• 1814—Buildings reported in bad condition by Surgeon Bland.13 

• 1817—Buildings reported in good condition (with a few repairs needed), with mention of a kitchen 
(separate?) and the need for partitions in the upper storey to create an internal configuration of two 
wards and a store room.14 

• 1819 (March)—Building reported as upstairs female ward and need for partition to separate male 
inmates upstairs as well, store recommended.  Roof and walls unplastered with damp conditions.15 

• 1821—Commissioner Bigge recommended the closure of the asylum.16 

• 1826—Asylum closed and inmates moved to Liverpool Courthouse.  

• 1826 (November)—The former asylum was converted into a church requiring a replacement roof, 
shingling, ladder and rail, replacement of floors, partitioning, door furniture, window repairs and 
glazing, clean verandah beams and new posts, whitewashing and plastering of two rooms 60 fee 
by 18 feet and one 45 feet by 18 feet.17 

• 1828—Former asylum land formally conveyed to Church and Schools Corporation.18 

• 1832 (May 2–5)—Former asylum surveyed by Felton Mathew showing school, bridge, former 
asylum building and ruins (kitchen?).19   

• 1832 (September)—Building reported as in dilapidated condition.20 
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• 1837 (November)—HL Butler resurveyed the land and set aside 40 acres as a glebe.   

• 1839 (September)—Building reported as being converted into a chapel to be called St Simon’s.21 

• c1866—The old asylum building was demolished, with stone reportedly transported to construct the 
rectory for St Paul’s on the corner of Parsonage Road and Old Northern Road.22 

• 1895—First part of the 40 acre glebe sold to orchardist JT Benn.   

• 1900—The remainder was sold to James Purser. 

• 1930s—Orcharding declined and site was given over to pasturage during later 1930s and 40s.   

• Between 1947 and 1961—a large mushroom shed was constructed to the northeast of the 
Barracks site with a vehicular entrance to the east of the site along the right of way. 

• By 1961—A small fibro cottage with brick piers was constructed on the Barracks site. 

• 1966—The dwarf wall at the rear of the cottage allotment along the right-of-way was constructed 
possibly of sandstone stone from the barracks site at the same time and in a similar fashion to the 
stone wall at the Parsonage. 

 

Figure 2.1  ‘View of the Castle Hill Government Farm’ (unsigned watercolour). (Source: ML PXD 379-1 f.8) 
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2.4  Endnotes 
 

1      Whitaker, AM 1994, Unfinished Revolution: United Irishmen in New South Wales, 1800–1810, Crossing Press, p 97. 
2  HRA. ser. 1, vol. 9: 113, Governor King to the Duke of Portland and HRA. ser. 1, vol. 3: pp 120–121.  
3  SR NSW Surveyors’ Field Books SZ731–J22 
4  Péron (1809), pp 307–308.  
5  ML PXD379-1 f.8.  
6  HRNSW vol 5: 164 Public Works in Hand.   
7  HRA vol. 4: 311 King to Lord Hobart.   
8  SG 11 March 1804.   
9  HRA vol 6: 98 State and Repair of Public Buildings Richard Rouse in Bligh to Windham 13 August 1806.   
10  HRA vol 6: 170 State and Repair of Public Buildings in NSW 13 October 1807.   
11  SR NSW Col Sec 4/3490D pp.158-9 Campbell to Durie 15 April 1811 and HRA vol 10; 696, Macquarie to Bathurst, 22 July.   
12  SG 21 June 1811.   
13  Bonwick Transcripts, Box 6, pp.2604-19, 1814-1815 Statement of conditions at asylum by Dr Bland to Commissioner Bigge, 1821.   
14  Bonwick Transcripts, Appendix, Box 16, pp.1983-85 2 October 1817 Letter from Dr Parmeter to D. Wentworth.   
15  SR NSW Col Sec 4/1742 p167 3 March 1819 Bennett to Campbell.   
16  SR NSW Col. Sec. 4/1752 p.14 Bennett to Campbell 6 February 1821.   
17  SR NSW Col Sec 4/347 pp 266-7 George Hopkins to Rev. Wilton 23 November 1826 Tender application for repairs to Old Asylum 

for conversion into a place of worship.   
18  HRA vol 14: 210 Darling to Huskisson 29 May 1828. 
19  Mathew reports in his journal for May 2, ‘Rode to Castle Hill could not find the camp till late – walked over to the church & School 

Estate’.   
20  Dispatches from the Governor of New South Wales to the Secretary of State 1832, p 1176.  Letter from WG Broughton to Rev C 

Dickenson, 22 September 1832.   
21  Jervis (1944), p 354.   
22  Illustrated Sydney News 16 July 1866.   
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3.0  Site Description 

3.1  Introduction 
The location of the Castle Hill Heritage Park is illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 above.  Its multi-layered 
history is reflected in the site’s archaeology, landscape and topography. 

3.2  Built Heritage/Archaeology 
There are no historic buildings on the site.  However, the site contains a number of known and potential 
archaeological sites.  Most significant of these is the site of the former barracks and associated kitchen, 
excavated in 2006, which survive today as sandstone wall footings.  The known and potential 
archaeological elements of the site are illustrated in Figures 3.1–3.8 below.  Their dates of construction 
are also indicated in those plans and described in greater detail in Section 2.0 and Appendix B.  Their 
significance is assessed in Section 4.5–4.8 and their tolerance for change assessed in Section 4.9.   

3.3  The Natural Landscape 

3.3.1  Vegetation 

General 

For plans illustrating the changes in the vegetation/landscape at the site over time, and the principal 
areas of re-growth, see Figures 3.9–3.12. 

The existing native vegetation on the site is all post-1816 re-growth.  The date at which this process 
began could not be determined with accuracy.  Aerial photographs demonstrate that by 1943, native 
timbers had regenerated along the main gully lines.  The area under timber spread from the gullies, 
primarily in the period after 1961. 

There is no evidence to indicate that any of the trees on the site pre-date European settlement.  Most 
are likely to post-date c1900. 

The primary element in these areas of re-growth is the Sydney Blue Gum (Eucalyptus saligna).  This 
appears to be the species designated simply as ‘gum’ in the surveys of 1803 and 1816.  These surveys 
did, however, recognise a number of other species, and these were sufficiently uncommon for them to 
be used as reference points in the survey.  The list includes the following: 

• ‘Blackbutt’ Eucalyptus pilularis. 

• ‘Apple’ Angophora sp. (probably A. floribunda). 

• ‘Oak’ Allocasuarina torulosa. 

• ‘Ironbark’ Eucalyptus fibrosa. 

• ‘Bloodwood’ Corymbia eximia. 

Of these species, Angophora floribunda has been recognised in the gully immediately north of Banks 
Road.  It is unclear if other species on the list are currently present. 
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Government Farm Phase 

The heavily timbered pre-European landscape was modified during the initial phase of development of 
the site as a Government Farm by a process of clear-felling and burning.  The process commenced on 
the site and radiated from this core area as more land was required for grazing stock and for raising 
crops. 

All trees and scrub on the site, except for a single stand of trees located to the east of the barracks, were 
removed (see Figure 2.1).  The forest was also left intact beyond the line of the ridge to the north and 
northeast of the site. 

The areas thus opened up within the site were used primarily for running stock; however, there were a 
number of distinct zones (Figure 3.10): 

• A low ridge located on the southern margin of the site was occupied by the principal buildings. 

• The flat area located immediately north of Banks Road (site of the bell) may have been used as an 
assembly/muster point during the normal operation of the site and during the uprising in 1804. 

• A barnyard on the western side of the creek. 

• The superintendent’s garden. 

Asylum and Church Phases 

Two main zones were present during these phases (Figure 3.11): 

• the yard and garden associated with the asylum surgeon’s residence/later school yard; and 

• the area occupied by the main asylum buildings/later church. 

The remaining areas of the site appear to have been unused or given over to stock grazing. 

Orcharding Phase 

During the later orcharding phase most of the southwest corner of the site was put to use for fruit 
growing.  Most of the landscape modification during the orcharding period was undertaken in the post-
1900 period and is related to changes in the agricultural use of the site and to subdivision (Figure 3.12). 

The most significant landscape element of the Orcharding Phase that remains clearly visible on the site 
today is the remains of the quarter-mile long dog racing course on the western boundary of the site.  In 
addition, a domed brick cistern, associated with a mid-twentieth century domestic occupation, remains in 
the northeast quadrant of the park.  The remaining areas of the site were used for grazing with regrowth 
of native timbers being allowed to take place in the gullies. 

3.3.2  Topography and Waterways 

The site is characterised by four main topographic zones (see Figure 3.13): 

• the upper ridge slopes in the north and east; 

• the lower moderate slopes with a grade of <1:10; 

• the flat adjacent to Banks Road; and 
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• the central gully/creek line containing areas of outcropping sandstone. 

These have remained largely unchanged since European settlement apart from the sculpting of part of 
the upper ridge slope south of Gilbert Road for the installation of a dam and the reworking of the western 
margin of the site for a dog course.  The 1960s saw substantial landform modification to level an area for 
the installation of chicken sheds adjacent to the convict barracks site.  This modification removed the 
northern two-thirds of the barracks remains. 

The small flat enclosed by a ridge with moderate foot slopes, and a series of creeks and gullies and 
reasonably fertile soils, may have contributed to the original selection of this place for a Government 
Farm, and the small chain of ponds shown in the 1803 water colour may have been the original water 
source for the inhabitants of the Farm.  These elements in their current configuration are important 
elements in understanding the reasons for the original establishment of the farm.  The enclosing ridge 
lined with forest during the early phase of the Government Farm marked the limit of expansion of 
European settlement as well as providing a psychological barrier confining those sent to work here.  The 
ridge to the north and east that provides such an important backdrop to the site throughout its various 
phases of development is the ‘Castle Hill’, from which the wider suburb derives its name. 
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Figure 3.1  Plan of the site showing the approximate location of the principal built features of the Convict Phase.  For cultural 
landscape zones see Figure 3.10 and Section 3.3.1 above.  
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Figure 3.2  Plan of the site overlaid on aerial photograph showing the approximate location of the principal built features of the Convict 
Phase.  For cultural landscape zones see Figure 3.10 and Section 3.3.1 above. 
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Figure 3.3  Plan of the site showing the approximate location of the principal built features of the Asylum Phase.  For cultural 
landscape zones see Figure 3.11 and Section 3.3.1 above. 
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Figure 3.4  Plan of the site overlaid on aerial photograph showing the approximate location of the principal built features of the Asylum 
Phase.  For cultural landscape zones see Figure 3.11 and Section 3.3.1 above. 
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Figure 3.5  Plan of the site showing the approximate location of the principal built features of the Church and School Phase. The dotted 
line represents the boundary of the church glebe.  For cultural landscape zones see Figure 3.11 and Section 3.3.1 above. 
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Figure 3.6  Plan of the site overlaid on aerial photograph showing the approximate location of the principal built features of the Church 
and School Phase.  The dotted line represents the boundary of the church glebe.  For cultural landscape zones see Figure 3.11 and 
Section 3.3.1 above. 
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Figure 3.7  Plan of the site showing the approximate location of the principal built features of the Orcharding Phase.  For cultural 
landscape zones see Figure 3.12 and Section 3.3.1 above.   
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Figure 3.8  Plan of the site overlaid on aerial photograph showing the approximate location of the principal features of the Orcharding 
Phase. 
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Figure 3.9  Plan of the site showing areas of timber regrowth, based on nineteenth-century survey and twentieth century aerial 
photographs. 
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Figure 3.10  Plan of the site showing significant cultural landscape zones in the Convict Phase.  Note that the whole site at this time 
had been cleared and was itself a significant cultural landscape. 
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Figure 3.11  Plan of the site showing significant cultural landscape features in the Asylum and Church Phases. 
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Figure 3.12  Plan of the site showing significant cultural landscape features in the Orcharding Phase. 
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Figure 3.13  Plan of the site showing the principal topographic zones and waterways. 
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4.0  Assessment of Heritage Values 

4.1  Introduction 
Castle Hill Heritage Park has a layered history reflected in a variety of physical and intangible elements.  
It embodies a range of values which vary in their levels of significance and in their tolerance to change. 

Section 4.0 assesses the heritage values of the site at a number of levels in order to establish a logical 
and practical framework for managing those values. 

The first step in the assessment process (Sections 4.2–4.6) is to assess the heritage values of the site 
as a whole.  This is achieved by: 

• identifying the heritage criteria relevant to the assessment of the State Heritage values of the site 
(Section 4.2); 

• identifying the Historic Themes that are relevant to the assessment of the State Heritage values of 
the site (Section 4.3); 

• considering previous assessments of the site’s heritage values (the State Heritage Register, Plan 
of Management and Register of the National Estate) (Section 4.4); and 

• updating and augmenting the previous assessments based on the results of archaeological 
investigations carried out at the site in 2003, 2004 and 2006 and further research, and assessing 
the site against the State Heritage criteria (Section 4.5). 

In assessing the site as a whole, Castle Hill Heritage Park is divided into its four main historical phases:   

• Phase 1—Government/Convict Farm (1801–1811). 

• Phase 2—Lunatic Asylum (1811–1828). 

• Phase 3—Church and Schools Corporation (1828–1866). 

• Phase 4—Orchards (1870–c1970/80). 

These phases were identified in previous studies on the site and outlined in the Plan of Management.  
To the above phases might be added a ‘Phase 5’; namely, a short period of residential occupation 
followed by the use of the area as a public park (2004 to the present).  The relevance of the public park 
phase as an indicator of current social values is discussed as a part of the following assessments.  It has 
not been subject to a detailed heritage assessment, however, as this use is too current and as yet too 
undefined to allow a useful heritage assessment.   

The Aboriginal exploitation and occupation of the site (another historical phase) is beyond the scope of 
this report.     

The division into historical phases has occurred in order to identify those periods of the site’s use that 
best embody its different heritage values.  The approach offers a useful means of identifying areas within 
the site that exemplify its multi-layered history.  At a general level, it is assumed that areas within Castle 
Hill Heritage Park that played host to activities relating to all of the above historical phases, are likely to 
embody the greatest number and most significant heritage values (and therefore to have the lowest 
tolerance for change).  In other words, this approach is a valuable tool for identifying heritage values 
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generally and then spatially dividing the site (for management purposes) into ‘multi-use’ (historical) and 
therefore ‘multi-values’ (heritage) areas.  As a result of this approach, it has been possible to identify a 
‘core’ heritage zone within the site (Figure 4.1). 

At a second level of analysis, Section 4.0 divides Castle Hill Heritage Park into its constituent elements 
(both physical and intangible) (in Section 4.8) and assesses them for the contribution that they make to 
the heritage values of the site as a whole.  However, the report emphasises that this is done in order to 
assist in the management of the site at a practical level.  It stresses that the many physical and 
intangible elements of the site belonging to the Convict Phase (for example) should be regarded as a 
suite of related structures and should not be assessed or otherwise regarded in isolation.   

Section 4.0 also reproduces the criteria for assessing National Heritage values derived from the 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth) (EPBC Act).  These criteria are 
similar to the State Heritage criteria.  However, full assessment against those criteria requires 
comparative analysis and research outside the scope of the present brief.  Therefore, Section 4.7 makes 
preliminary observations concerning potential National Heritage significance only. 

4.2  The State Heritage Criteria 
The NSW Heritage Manual guidelines prepared by the NSW Heritage Office and Department of Urban 
Affairs and Planning (as amended July 2002) provide the framework for the following assessment and 
statement of significance for the Castle Hill Heritage Park.  These guidelines incorporate the cultural 
heritage values identified in The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Places of Cultural 
Significance 1999 into a structured framework which is currently accepted as the required format by 
heritage authorities in New South Wales. 

Under these guidelines, items (or ‘places’, to use Burra Charter terminology) are assessed in 
accordance with a specific set of criteria, as set out below: 

An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the 
local area). 

An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in the 
cultural or natural history of NSW (or the cultural or natural history of the local area). 

An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical achievement 
in NSW (or the local area). 

An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for 
social, cultural or spiritual reasons. 

An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or 
the cultural or natural history of the local area). 

An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural 
history of the local area). 

An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s: 

– cultural or natural places; or 
– cultural or natural environments 
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(or a class of the local areas 
– cultural or natural places; or 
– cultural or natural environments.) 

In applying the assessment criteria, both the nature and degree of significance of the place need to be 
identified, with items varying in the extent to which they embody or reflect key values and the relative 
importance of their evidence or associations.   

The assessment also needs to relate the item’s values to its relevant geographical and social context, 
usually identified as either local or state contexts.  Items may have both local and state significance for 
similar or different values/criteria.   

Statutory protection of heritage places (ie by local and/or state governments) is usually related to the 
identified level of significance.  Items of State significance may be considered by the Heritage Council of 
NSW for inclusion on the State Heritage Register.  

4.3  State and National Historical Themes 
The NSW Heritage Manual provides a set of ‘Historical Themes relevant to New South Wales’ that 
provide a historical context within which the heritage values of a place can be examined.  A number of 
the themes are relevant to the Castle Hill Heritage Park.  They are summarised in the following table: 

Theme  Explanatory Note Comment 

Convict  Activities relating to incarceration, transport, reform, 
accommodation and working during the convict 
period in New South Wales (1788–1850). 

Embodied in the archaeological remains and 
intangible features dating to the Convict Phase of the 
site’s use. 

Agriculture  Activities relating to the cultivation and rearing of plant 
and animal species, usually for commercial purposes. 

Embodied in the features relating to the areas of 
cultivation during the Convict, Asylum and Orcharding 
Phases of the site’s use.  

Environment 
(Cultural 
Landscapes) 

Activities associated with the interactions between 
humans, human societies and the shaping of their 
physical surroundings. 

The land clearing associated with the preparation of 
the site in the Convict Phase created a distinctive rural 
cultural landscape, reworked throughout the 
nineteenth and into the twentieth century.  Remnants 
of this landscape still survive at the site. 

Events  Activities and processes that mark the consequences 
of natural and cultural occurrences. 

The site was central to the events surrounding the 
Battle of Vinegar Hill in 1804. 

Health  Activities associated with preparing and providing 
medical assistance and/or promoting or maintaining 
the wellbeing of humans. 

Embodied by the features associated with the Asylum 
Phase.  The site accommodated the first designated 
mental health facility in the colony. 

Pastoralism Activities associated with the breeding, raising, 
processing and distribution of livestock for human 
use. 

During the Convict Phase the site was recognised for 
the quality of its livestock. 

Science Activities associated with systematic observations, 
experiments and processes for the explanation of 
observable phenomena. 

The site is associated with Rev WB Clarke, prominent 
colonial polymath, who provided the first series of 
meteorological observations for the colony, some from 
the Castle Hill site.   

Towns, Suburbs 
and Villages 

Activities associated with creating, planning and 
managing urban functions, landscapes and lifestyles 
in towns, suburbs and villages. 

The existing open space recalls the early settlement 
patterns in the Castle Hill area, and therefore reflects 
early colonial attitudes to the foundation, maintenance 
and expansion of settlements. 
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Theme  Explanatory Note Comment 

Accommodation Activities associated with the provision of 
accommodation, and particular types of 
accommodation. 

The site provides evidence of accommodation newly 
introduced and built to house convicts and, later, 
undergoing a series of modifications for those 
committed to the asylum. 

Labour  Activities associated with work practises and 
organised and unorganised labour. 

The site displays evidence of convict labour and 
government management of that labour. 

Defence  Activities associated with defending places from 
hostile takeover and occupation. 

A small detachment of the NSW Corps was quartered 
here during the establishment phase of the 
Government Farm.  Its withdrawal may have been a 
contributing factor to the events of 1804. 

Government and 
Administration 

Activities associated with the governance of local 
areas, regions, the state and the nation, and the 
administration of public programs. 

The site represents some of the earliest settlement in 
the colony of New South Wales.  Its role as an 
experimental farm, the developing use of convict 
labour, and the deployment of a small detachment of 
the NSW Corps to the site represent early and 
important stages in the governance of the local area, 
region, state and nation.  The settlement of Castle Hill, 
including the first attempts at convict-based 
agriculture, was a highly significant public program of 
expansion and development. 

Law and Order  Activities associated with maintaining, promoting and 
implementing criminal and civil law and legal 
processes. 

The isolated location of the Government Farm and the 
use of convict barracks were central to the early 
colony’s maintenance of law and order through 
incarceration of both convicts and later inmates of the 
asylum. 

Religion  Activities associated with particular systems of faith 
and worship. 

The barracks site was converted for use as a church 
by the Church and Schools Corporation from 1828 
and additional features such as the school and 
designated glebe formed part of the new use. 

 
The former Australian Heritage Commission (now the Australian Heritage Council) prepared a number of 
National historical themes to assist in contextualizing the heritage values of places.  They generally 
complement the state themes discussed above.  The National historical themes of most relevance to the 
Castle Hill Heritage Park are as follows: 

• Theme 2—Peopling Australia—2.2 Adapting to Diverse Environments; 2.3 Coming to Australia as a 
punishment; 2.4 Migrating (2.4.5 Changing the face of rural and urban Australia through migration); 
2.5 Promoting settlement. 

• Theme 3—Developing Local, Regional and National Economies—3.3.4 Looking for land with 
agricultural potential; 3.5.1 Grazing stock; 3.5.2 Breeding animals; 3.5.3 Developing agricultural 
industries; 3.11.4 Clearing vegetation; 3.26.2 Providing hospital services; 3.26.4 Providing care for 
people with disabilities. 

• Theme 4—Planning Urban Settlements—4.1.1 Selecting township sites; 4.5 Making settlements to 
serve rural Australia; 4.6 Remembering significant phases in the development of settlements, towns 
and cities. 

• Theme 5—Working—5.8 Working on the land. 

• Theme 6—Educating—6.2 Establishing schools; 6.5 Educating people in remote places. 
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• Theme 7—Governing—7.1 Governing Australia as a province of the British Empire; 7.2 Developing 
institutions of self-government and democracy (7.2.1 Protesting and 7.2.2 Struggling for inclusion in 
the political process); 7.6 Administering Australia (7.6.5 Incarcerating people); 7.7 Defending 
Australia (7.7.1 Providing for the common defence). 

• Theme 8—Worshipping—8.6.1 Worshipping together; 8.6.3 Founding Australian religious 
institutions; 8.10.5 Advancing knowledge in science and technology. 

Themes 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 relate directly to the Castle Hill Rebellion and the Battle of Vinegar Hill. 

4.4  Previous Heritage Assessments 

4.4.1  The State Heritage Register 

The Third Government Farm (the Castle Hill Heritage Park) is listed on the State Heritage Register for its 
State heritage significance.  The Statement of Significance for the site is now five years old and can be 
updated based on the results of the archaeological excavations undertaken in 2006 and further 
research.  The present SHR Summary Statement of Significance is reproduced below (see also the full 
citation in Appendix A): 

The environs of Castle Hill Heritage Park are of national and state heritage significance, for the following values: 

• high historical significance as part of the core, residual portion of the original Crown Reserve set aside for farming 
activity at Castle Hill, commencing in 1801. The successive land uses on them have played an important supporting 
role in subserving the purposes of the buildings located nearby in the Heritage Park in all phases of settlement of 
Castle Hill. These ranged from the farming activities of phase 1 (Government Farm) depicted in the painting 
attributed to Lewin, to phases 2 (Asylum), 3 (Church & school land) and also phase 4 (the Orchard period); 

• social value from their association with the distinctive groups of people who worked on this land, particularly the 
convict farmers, the inmates of the Asylum, those associated with the Church and farming activities on its Glebe 
land, those associated with the school, and those who later used it for orcharding. This significance has been 
highlighted in books on the area which have focussed on the successive communities who settled, developed, and 
worked the land; 

• a moderate degree of research significance because the area contains sites on which future archaeological 
investigations may yet reveal valuable information about the early uses of the site, the extent of technology 
available at that time and the remains of early convicts, soldiers, asylum inmates and settlers buried in unmarked 
graves. The creek's indigenous, remnant vegetation may also contain some data of ecological and scientific value;   

• aesthetic values deriving principally from the area's role in people's perception and memories as a cleared rural 
setting to the early 19th century farming cottages, barns, asylum, church and school. Some aesthetic value also 
resides in the visual catchment out to the Blue Mountains available from the upper reaches of Portion 162, and from 
the enclosed, rural character of the views into, and within, the area.  

The area contains aspects which are representative of early settlement patterns and land uses, although only the rural 
open spaces and a few relics remain to indicate that story. The area is an integral part of a whole cultural landscape 
which represents a rare and unusual aspect of our early settlement history and cultural (and custodial) attitudes. Although 
the early built elements are no longer present, this core part of the original Crown Reserve is still legible because, being 
largely unbuilt over, it remains visually cohesive. (Mayne-Wilson & Associates, 1999). 

Heritage Park is a site of great historical significance. The site represents the whole history of settlement in the region, 
from the Government Farm of 1801, to the lunatic asylum of 1811–1826, and its conversion to a church and use by the 
community up to 1866. The area also demonstrates its change of use to orange orchards serving the needs of greater 
Sydney in the late 19th Century. Heritage park is of significance to all Australians as it is the place where the armed 
rebellion of 1804, culminating in the Battle of Vinegar Hill a few kilometres away, was planned and initiated. The contours 
of the land have remained virtually unchanged from those depicted in the painting of the Government Farm in 1801–6 
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and the site of the convict barracks and probably the stone wells belong to this period. The  Heritage Park has great 
explanatory potential in demonstrating the early colonial schemes for growing food for the colony, government attempts 
to control and care for convicts and the mentally ill by incarceration, and the long term history of food production in 
Sydney from 1801 to the early 20th Century. (Bickford, 1990).  

Castle Hill Heritage Park is significant primarily as a symbolic site. It is likely to have some research and scientific value in 
the archaeological investigation of sites identified in the survey of the Plan of Management and previous surveys. It 
provides a visual impression of the cumulative agricultural and horticultural uses of this site, and it represents the rural 
origins of the Castle Hill district. The site is of considerable environmental heritage significance, preserving remnants of 
indigenous forests in a modified cultural landscape. (McDonald, McPhee, 1991). 

A major archaeological resource with potential for investigation as a total settlement. The site encompasses early colonial 
remains such as the site of the first Government Farm of 1801–11, the lunatic asylum (1811–26) and the school house 
(1826 on). There are remains of early dwellings and wells and features such as roads, tracks, fencing and bridges of both 
the early and middle nineteenth century. As there has been remarkably little disturbance, successive landscape changes, 
with archaeological integrity so close to Sydney, can be clearly seen. (RNE). 

This report revises the above Statement of Significance in the light of the archaeological excavations 
undertaken in 2006 and further subsequent research (in particular emphasising the importance of the 
site to the Vinegar Hill uprising).  It reproduces parts of the SHR citation where appropriate. 

4.4.2  The Plan of Management 

The Castle Hill Heritage Park Plan of Management includes a preliminary assessment of the heritage 
values of the site (pages 3.2–3.4).  The assessment can now be updated to include the results of 
archaeological excavation and further research undertaken in 2006.  The Plan of Management states: 

Cultural heritage is the reason for the Park’s existence and provides its primary value.  The historical development of the 
site commencing in the early 1800s was the determining factor in establishing the Park, and is seen as the most 
important contributor to the Park by a number of heritage and community groups.  The site is recognised as the 
birthplace of the township of Castle Hill …  

Whilst there are no major building structures related to the early historical phases and particularly the stone barracks, 
there are a arrange of remnants on the site representing the four (historical) phases.  These include wells, fencing, tracks, 
building footings, bridges, plantings, previous sites and various other remnants, identified in the 1981 Birmingham 
report—Archaeological Survey.  Banks Road and the laneway are believed to be the traditional access routes into the 
site.  However, the majority of the site’s heritage value is intangible.  It relates to past activities, uses, people and 
buildings, rather than evidence through structures.  It is the stories and significance of the past that are most relevant and 
of the greatest potential value to the community, and this needs to be emphasised in any planning and future use of the 
Park. 

The Plan of Management concludes that the cultural heritage values relating to the phases of the site’s 
development are of the following significance: 

• As site of significant historic event—National significance. 

• As part of the Government Farm—National significance. 

• As site of the first lunatic asylum—National significance. 

• As the site for a school and church—District significance. 

• As the site for orchard farming—Regional significance. 
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The additional assessment undertaken in this CMP in the light of field excavations and further detailed 
research, expands and adjusts the allocation of values levels in the Plan of Management.   

4.4.3  Register of the National Estate 

The ‘Castle Hill Settlement Site’ (the Castle Hill Heritage Park) is included on the Register of the National 
Estate (RNE).  The RNE citation includes the following Summary Statement of Significance: 

A major archaeological resource with potential for investigation as a total settlement. The site encompasses early colonial 
remains such as the site of the first Government Farm of 1801–11, the lunatic asylum (1811–26) and the school house 
(1826 on). There are remains of early dwellings and wells and features such as roads, tracks, fencing and bridges of both 
the early and middle nineteenth century. As there has been remarkably little disturbance, successive landscape changes, 
with archaeological integrity rare so close to Sydney, can be clearly seen. 

This Statement of Significance can now be expanded on the basis of the recent archaeological 
excavations carried out at the site, and as a result of additional research. 

4.5  Applying the New South Wales Heritage Assessment Criteria  
This section sets out an assessment of the heritage significance of the site in accordance with the 
standard criteria identified in the NSW Heritage Office guidelines.  The evaluation includes consideration 
of the original and subsequent layering of fabric, uses, associations and meanings of the place, as well 
as its relationship to its immediate and wider settings.   

The discussion under each criterion concludes with an assessment of the site’s significance as a whole, 
considering all phases together.  It also breaks down the contribution that each historical phase makes 
to the satisfaction of the criteria.  This is done so that rankings for ‘tolerance for change’ across the site 
can be more precisely identified in Section 4.9.   

4.5.1  Criterion A (Historic: Evolution) 

An item is important in the course, or pattern, of  NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the 
local area). 

Phase 1—Convict Phase 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is important in the course or pattern of the state’s history, being the place 
where the events leading up to the Battle of Vinegar Hill were conceived and initially put into action.  The 
convict accommodation constructed at the site in 1803 was the place where the Vinegar Hill rebels were 
housed, and the site is where they mustered before their ill-fated march on Parramatta.  The site’s 
importance in this respect extends beyond the state level, comprising an important event within a 
substantive national and international historical context.  The Battle of Vinegar Hill should be regarded as 
a continuation of the Irish national struggle in the nineteenth century into Australia, forming a direct link 
with other nationalist uprisings of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, including its namesake, the 
Battle of Vinegar Hill at Enniscorthy in County Wexford, Ireland, in 1798.  The Castle Hill Rebellion was a 
potent symbol of nationalism and self-identity amongst the early Irish settlers in the country, and 
represents one of only two non-Aboriginal armed rebellions in the nation’s history (the other being the 
Eureka Stockade where, significantly, the password used by the rebels was ‘Vinegar Hill’). 

The historical importance of the site is enhanced by its place in the westward expansion of the early 
colony, when sometimes faltering attempts were made at the introduction and development of 
agriculture in previously unsettled and only recently explored areas.  The use of the site as a 
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‘Government Farm’ (1801–1811) is an important historical feature of the site, being a highly significant 
development in the exploitation of the early convict labour force.  The site comprises part of the original 
Crown Reserve set aside by the Colonial Government for farming activity at Castle Hill, commencing in 
1801.  Therefore, its early convict uses (including the convict labour and wheat reserves it yielded) 
facilitated, encouraged and shaped the settlement of Castle Hill and the wider area, which in turn 
sustained the early settlements of Sydney and Parramatta.  The farm was an important element of the 
colony’s early efforts at agriculture, notwithstanding the early failure of the wheat crops owing to rust. 

The site also marks the first use of the barracks arrangement for convict accommodation.  Prior to the 
creation of the Castle Hill Government Farm, convicts had been housed in huts.  The use of barracks is 
a marked departure in convict management, soon abandoned as a principle, but foreshadowing 
Macquarie’s system that would become the standard between 1810 and the end of transportation. 

Phase 2—Asylum Phase 

The conversion of the convict barracks for use as a lunatic asylum in 1811 is a significant feature in the 
course of the cultural history of the state.  The asylum was the first designated mental health facility in 
the young colony and the first place in which specific rules and regulations for the treatment of mental 
illness were put into practice.      

Phase 3—Church Phase 

The conversion of the barracks/asylum facilities to a church by 1828 is an important event in the history 
of the local area.  The church functioned as a local place of worship at a time when land grants in the 
area were increasing the numbers of settlers around the site.  It was the first school and church in the 
district.  The church, related structures and facilities, and 200 acre glebe, became perhaps the sole focus 
for the social and religious life of the local area until its demolition in 1866. 

Phase 4—Orcharding Phase 

The subdivision of the site and introduction of orchards between 1870 and 1960 represents a 
development in the history of the local area and, to a lesser degree, the wider region.  The change in 
land use reflects the changing demands and needs of the Sydney consumer. 

Conclusions 

The site as a whole (all periods considered)—Criterion satisfied at the State level: 

• Phase 1—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 2—Very High contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 3—High contribution at the Local level. 

• Phase 4—Moderate contribution at the Local level. 

4.5.2  Criterion B (Historic: Association) 

An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in NSW’s 
cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area). 
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Phase 1—Convict Phase 

The site has a strong association with the convicts involved in the Battle of Vinegar Hill—a group of 
people of exceptional importance in Australia’s early colonial history, being one of only two groups to be 
involved in armed rebellion within Australia (the Eureka Stockade being the other).  The principal figures 
in this event were housed on the site and planned the uprising here.  The participants in the uprising 
mustered on the site in preparation for their fateful march on Parramatta, ending at Vinegar Hill.  The site 
also has associations with Governor King who oversaw its development. 

Phase 2—Asylum Phase 

The site has associations with a small group of people from the early period of the settlement of the 
colony: the inmates of the first lunatic asylum in the country.  Little is known of this group, largely 
neglected by history, which occupied the site for a relatively short period and which played a small but 
notable role in the development of the state of New South Wales.     

Phase 3—Church Phase 

The site is associated with the early work of Rev WB Clarke (1839–44), an early colonial polymath, who 
directed part of the conversion of the Barracks into a church.  Castle Hill and Dural were his first 
parishes.  Clarke is credited with being the ‘Father of Geology in Australia’ and was one of the first 
people to discover gold in the state.  He published widely in a number of scientific disciplines, including 
meteorology.  He made systematic meteorological observations at the site assisted by one of the local 
residents.   

The site during the church phase of land use had strong associations with the early settlers of the area, 
acting as the social and religious focus of the district.  The association was a relatively short one (1828–
1866) and significant principally at the local level.   

Phase 4—Orcharding Phase  

The site has some association with the orchardists of the local area.  However, this group, although 
important to the development of the local economy and agriculture, made a limited contribution to the 
state’s cultural or natural history. 

Conclusions 

The site as a whole (all periods considered)—Criterion satisfied at the State level: 

• Phase 1—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 2—High contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 3—High contribution at the Local level. 

• Phase 4—Moderate contribution at the Local level. 

4.5.3  Criterion C (Aesthetic Significance) 

An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical achievement 
in NSW (or in local area). 
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Phases 1—3 (Convict, Asylum and Church Phases) 

The contours of the land comprising the site are little changed since its first clearance and settlement (as 
is evident from an analysis of the site as depicted in the painting of the Government Farm in 1801–6).  
The retention and adaptive re-use of the original convict buildings through the first half of the nineteenth 
century and ongoing rural/agricultural use, with minimal modification of contours after the site’s 
conversion to an orchard in the later nineteenth century, means that the site closely recalls the 
contours/form of the original barracks and farm.  It also demonstrates an important and aesthetically 
significant cultural landscape, in which the core elements of the original Crown Reserve are still legible 
and visually cohesive.    

Some aesthetic value also resides in the visual catchment out to the Blue Mountains available from the 
upper reaches of Portion 162, a view into the site from the point at which the 1803 image was painted, 
and from which the original/early spatial relationships are still comprehensible.  Aesthetic values also 
derive from the enclosed, rural character of the views into, and within, the area. 

Phase 4—Orcharding Phase 

Parts of the site demonstrate the cumulative agricultural and horticultural uses of the area (including the 
locally significant orcharding that took place at the site from the later nineteenth century) through its 
remnant plantings and enduring rural character. 

Conclusions 

The site as a whole (all periods considered)—Criterion satisfied at the State level: 

• Phase 1—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 2—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 3—Moderate contribution at the Local level. 

• Phase 4—Moderate contribution at the Local level. 

4.5.4  Criterion D (Social Significance) 

An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in NSW (or local area) for social, 
cultural or spiritual reasons.  

No social significance assessment was undertaken during the preparation of this report, although 
community consultation was carried out in order to identify certain issues pertaining to the preparation of 
this CMP.  The response and involvement suggests that the site may have strong social value; however, 
without a thorough social significance assessment, it is not possible to assess the site against this 
criterion.  There is anecdotal evidence, expressed in community consultation, that descendants of the 
orchardists who occupied the area still live there and value this element of the site’s history.   

4.5.5  Criterion E (Technical/Research Potential) 

An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or 
the cultural or natural history of the local area) 

The site has considerable potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of how 
the site developed, which in turn has the potential to inform research about the settlement of the western 
Sydney and Parramatta areas in the early colonial period.  This potential derives in part from the nature 
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of the remnant cultural landscape at the site.  However, it principally derives from the known and 
potential archaeological relics at the site.   

The heritage significance of archaeological relics will vary according to their ability to contribute to our 
understanding of the culture and history of the state and local area, and the site itself.  On the whole, 
more intact deposits and archaeological resources that can be used to address important research 
questions, or which can reveal information about little known aspects of history, will have the highest 
heritage significance.  

This is a matter that has been considered in an influential paper by Bickford and Sullivan, published in 
1984.1  Bickford and Sullivan draw attention to the dilemma faced by archaeologists and developers in 
connection with sites that are to be destroyed as a result of development, and discuss effective means of 
assessing their heritage value.  They note that archaeological significance has long been accepted in the 
United States as linked directly to scientific research value: 

A site or resource is said to be scientifically significant when its further study may be expected to help answer questions.  
That is scientific significance is defined as research potential. 

This is a concept that has been extended by Bickford and Sullivan in the context of Australian 
archaeology and refined to the following three questions which can be used as a guide for assessing the 
significance of an archaeological site or resource within a relative framework: 

1. Can the site contribute knowledge which no other resource can? 

2. Can the site contribute knowledge which no other site can? 

3. Is this knowledge relevant to general questions about human history or other substantive 
questions relating to Australian history, or does it contribute to other major research questions?2 

The above considerations inform the following assessment. 

Phase 1—Convict Phase 

The archaeological relics exposed in 2006 have demonstrated the potential for further relics to survive at 
the site relating to the Convict Phase.  The exposed relics, and potential relics elsewhere on the site, 
relating to the Convict Phase have the potential to yield information that would contribute significantly to 
our understanding of the state’s historical development.  These relics, being unique to the site and 
relating to a poorly documented period of the site’s use, and events which were ‘covered up’ by the 
government of the day, would contribute knowledge which no other resource or site could.  This 
knowledge would be relevant to substantive questions relating to Australian history, such as the 
conditions of incarceration and possibly the treatment of the rebels involved in the Battle of Vinegar Hill.  
The topography and remnant cultural landscape recalls the landscape created and maintained by the 
convicts who were incarcerated at the site.  This has the potential to yield information relating to land 
clearance, settlement and land use in the early colonial period. 

Phase 2—Asylum Phase 

The archaeological relics exposed in 2006 have demonstrated the potential for further relics to survive at 
the site relating to the Asylum Phase.  The exposed relics, and potential relics elsewhere on the site, 
relating to the Asylum Phase have the potential to yield information that would contribute significantly to 
our understanding of the state’s historical development.  These relics, being unique to the site and 
relating to a poorly documented period of the site’s use, would contribute knowledge which no other 
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resource or site could.  This knowledge would be relevant to substantive questions relating to Australian 
history, such as the conditions of incarceration and possibly the treatment of the inmates of the first 
asylum in the country.  The topography and remnant cultural landscape recalls the landscape 
maintained by the government after its clearance by the convicts who were originally incarcerated at the 
site.  This has the potential to yield information relating to settlement and land use and exploitation in the 
early colonial period. 

Phase 3—Church Phase 

The archaeological relics exposed in 2006 have demonstrated the potential for further relics to survive at 
the site relating to the Church Phase.  The exposed relics, and potential relics elsewhere on the site, 
relating to the Church Phase have the potential to yield information that would contribute to our 
understanding of the historical development of the local area.  These relics would contribute knowledge 
which other similar mid-nineteenth century church sites could contribute, and which is available from 
other resources (such as written records).  This knowledge would be relevant to general questions 
relating to Australian settlement and religious history, but would principally be relevant at the local level.  
The topography and remnant cultural landscape recalls the landscape maintained by the church after its 
earlier clearance by the convicts who were originally incarcerated at the site.  This has the potential to 
yield information relating to expanding settlement and land use by the church in the local area in the mid-
nineteenth century. 

Phase 4—Orcharding Phase 

The existing site topography and remnant cultural landscape relating to the orcharding phase of the 
site’s occupation have the potential to yield information that would contribute to our understanding of the 
historical development of the local area.  These relics would contribute knowledge which other similar 
sites could contribute, and which is available from other resources (such as written records).  This 
knowledge would be of limited relevance to general questions relating to Australian settlement and 
religious history, but would principally be relevant to historical research at the local level.  

Conclusions 

The site as a whole (all periods considered)—Criterion satisfied at the State level: 

• Phase 1—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 2—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 3—Moderate contribution at the Local level. 

• Phase 4—Moderate contribution at the Local level. 

4.5.6  Criterion F (Rarity) 

An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural 
history of the local area). 

Phase 1—Convict Phase 

The archaeological relics and remnant cultural landscape relating to the Convict Phase at the site are 
exceptionally rare aspects of the state’s and Australia’s cultural history.  They represent the birthplace of 
one of only two non-Aboriginal armed rebellions in colonial Australia (the Battle of Vinegar Hill—the other 
being the Eureka Stockade).  Further, they represent some of the earliest efforts at introducing 
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agriculture (through the exploitation of convict labour on ‘Government Farms’) in the westward-
expanding colony in the early nineteenth century.  As such, the almost unchanged topography, read with 
the archaeological relics associated with the Convict Phase, presents a rare example of an early colonial 
period convict farm and rural cultural landscape.  The site’s rarity also derives from the fact that the 
Convict Phase structures were retained and augmented in later phases of the site’s use, resulting in an 
uncommon multi-layered cultural landscape that marks several phases of important land use without 
obscuring all traces of the earliest phases.  

Phase 2—Asylum Phase 

The archaeological relics and remnant cultural landscape relating to the Asylum Phase at the site are 
rare aspects of the state’s cultural history.  The asylum was the first established in Australia and its 
remains are therefore unique, being an unusual aspect of our early settlement history and cultural (and 
custodial) attitudes.  It is all the more rare for its use of the pre-existing Convict Phase structures.  This 
has resulted in an uncommon multi-layered cultural landscape that marks several phases of important 
land use without obscuring all traces of the earliest phases. 

Phase 3—Church Phase 

The site accommodated the first church in Castle Hill and therefore has some specific rarity at the local 
level.   

Phase 4—Orcharding Phase 

The site was one of many orchards in western Sydney in the late nineteenth and twentieth century.  
Similarly, orchards were not unusual in the local area. 

Conclusions 

The site as a whole (all periods considered)—Criterion satisfied at the State level: 

• Phase 1—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 2—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 3—Low contribution at the Local level. 

• Phase 4—No contribution at the Local or State level. 

4.5.7  Criterion G (Representativeness)  

An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of  NSW’s cultural or natural places or 
environments (or a class of the local area’s cultural or natural places or environments). 

Phase 1—Convict Phase 

The elements of the site from the Convict Phase of use are exceptionally important for demonstrating the 
early settlement patterns during the period of westward expansion in the early nineteenth century.  The 
almost unchanged topography, read with the archaeological relics associated with the Convict Phase, 
comprises a representative example of an early colonial period convict farm and rural cultural landscape.  
This is enhanced by the fact that the Convict Phase structures were retained and augmented in later 
phases of the site’s use, resulting in a multi-layered cultural landscape that is a fine representative 
example of a western Sydney rural farming site from the early colonial period.  It is also a good 
representative example of a place of incarceration in the decades immediately after 1788. 
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Phase 2—Asylum Phase 

The elements of the site from the Asylum Phase of use are important for demonstrating the early 
settlement patterns during the period of westward expansion in the early nineteenth century.  The almost 
unchanged topography, read with the archaeological relics associated with the Convict and Asylum 
Phase, comprises a representative example of an early colonial period convict farm and rural cultural 
landscape.  This is enhanced by the fact that the Convict and Asylum Phase structures were retained 
and augmented in later phases of the site’s use, resulting in a multi-layered cultural landscape that is a 
fine representative example of a western Sydney rural farming site from the early colonial period.  It is 
also a good representative example of a place of incarceration (including those committed to the asylum) 
in the few decades after 1788. 

Phase 3—Church Phase 

The elements of the site relating to the Church Phase are representative of ecclesiastical land use in the 
local area in the mid to late nineteenth century. 

Phase 4—Orcharding Phase 

The elements of the site relating to the Orcharding Phase are representative of changes in land use in 
the local area from the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries. 

Conclusions 

The site as a whole (all periods considered)—Criterion satisfied at the State level: 

• Phase 1—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 2—Exceptional contribution at the State level. 

• Phase 3—Moderate contribution at the Local level. 

• Phase 4—Low contribution at the Local level. 

4.6  Summary Statement of Significance 
Castle Hill Heritage Park is a place of Exceptionally High significance at the state level.  The place 
embodies a range of heritage values deriving from multiple historical phases of land use, reflected in a 
number of physical and intangible features of the site. 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is important in the course or pattern of the state’s history for its close 
connection with the events leading up to the Battle of Vinegar Hill in 1804 (also comprising an important 
event in the Irish nationalist movements of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries).  The historical 
importance of the site is enhanced by its place in the westward expansion of the early colony, using 
convict labour, when sometimes faltering and often unsuccessful attempts were made at the introduction 
and development of agriculture in previously unsettled and only recently explored areas.  Later uses of 
the site as the nation’s first dedicated mental health facility (the ‘Asylum Phase’) (1811–1828) enhances 
the site’s historical significance.  The site’s conversion to use for a church and school (1828–1866) and 
then adaptation for orcharding (1870–1930) are also important historical ‘layers’, principally at the local 
level (Criterion (a)). 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is Exceptionally significant at the state level for its strong associations with the 
rebels who participated in the Battle of Vinegar Hill in 1804 and, more generally, with the early convict 
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labourers and Irish of the colony.  The site’s later associations with the first mental health patients of the 
nation, and with the prominent colonial polymath Rev WB Clarke, are also significant at the state level.  
Associations between the site and the local community from 1828 into the late twentieth century (when it 
functioned as the district Church and then orchards) are also significant, although principally at the local 
level (Criterion (b)). 

Castle Hill Heritage Park recalls in its topography, land forms and remnant structures the original layout 
and form of the Third Government Farm.  As a result, it reflects the nineteenth century cultural landscape 
and demonstrates, at a state level of significance, the principal characteristics of the rural aesthetic of the 
period (Criterion (c)). 

The orcharding phase of the site may be of social significance to those members of the community that 
are descendants of the earlier orchardists of the area (Criterion (d)). Further, the school and church were 
for many years focal points for the community after the closure of the barracks and asylum.   

The archaeological relics identified at Castle Hill, and other relics potentially on the site but not yet 
exposed, hold considerable potential to contribute to substantive research questions relating to important 
trends in the state’s (and nation’s) history, including the treatment of the convicts and mental health 
patients incarcerated at the site, the circumstances precipitating the Battle of Vinegar Hill, early attempts 
at agriculture west of Sydney, and (at the local level) the settlement and later development of the area 
around Castle Hill (Criterion (e)). 

The site represents an uncommon aspect of the state’s (and nation’s) history, in that it is one of only two 
places in the country where armed rebellion was planned and commenced.  Similarly, it was the first 
Lunatic Asylum in the colony, and rare to that extent, although later examples also existed.  The cultural 
landscape at the site also comprises an uncommon example of a relatively unchanged (in terms of 
topography and later development) convict farm site (Criterion (f)). 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is important at the State level as a representative example of a relatively 
unchanged (in terms of topography and later development) convict farm site.  Its remnant cultural 
landscape is a good example of the nineteenth century convict farm settlement (Criterion (g)). 

4.7  The National Heritage Criteria 

4.7.1  Introduction 

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth) (EPBC Act) establishes a 
list of places of ‘outstanding heritage value to the nation’.  This list (the National Heritage List, or ‘NHL’) 
includes places that satisfy one or more of the following National Heritage criteria (contained in the 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Regulations 2000): 

Criterion A:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's importance in the course or 
pattern of Australia's natural or cultural history.  

Criterion B:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's possession of uncommon, 
rare or endangered aspects of Australia's natural or cultural history. 

Criterion C:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's potential to yield information 
that will contribute to an understanding of Australia's natural or cultural history. 

Criterion D:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's importance in demonstrating 
the principal characteristics of:  
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 i.  a class of Australia's natural or cultural places; or 

 ii.  a class of Australia's natural or cultural environments. 

Criterion E:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's importance in exhibiting 
particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community or cultural group. 

Criterion F:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's importance in demonstrating a 
high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular period. 

Criterion G:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's strong or special association 
with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons. 

Criterion H:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place's special association with the 
life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in Australia's natural or cultural history. 

Criterion I:  The place has outstanding heritage value to the nation because of the place’s importance as part of 
indigenous tradition.  

The National Heritage criteria are similar to the State Heritage criteria, with the principal difference being 
that a higher threshold must be met for inclusion on the National Heritage List ‘outstanding heritage 
value to the nation’ as opposed to being ‘important’ to the state, among other things. 

An assessment of the Castle Hill Heritage Park against the National Heritage criteria is outside the 
scope of the brief for this Conservation Management Plan.  However, we make the following preliminary 
observations based on the assessment against the State Heritage criteria. 

4.7.2  Preliminary Observations—National Heritage Criteria 

Criterion (a)—Historic Values 

The Castle Hill Heritage Park is likely to satisfy this criterion on the following grounds: 

• The convicts involved in the Battle of Vinegar Hill were incarcerated at Castle Hill.  They planned 
the rebellion within the barracks walls, and mustered at the site prior to their ill-fated march on 
Parramatta.  Together with the uprising at the Eureka Stockade, this is the only recorded non-
Aboriginal ‘armed rebellion’ in Australia’s history and the only substantial convict uprising.  It also 
has close associations with significant international historical trends, including Irish nationalism in 
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.  As a result, the site embodies exceptionally 
significant intangible heritage values, also reflected in the physical archaeological remains on the 
site. 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 

• The Third Government Farm on the Castle Hill site was one of the first of its type, reflecting the 
earliest expansion of the colony of Sydney to the west.  It is an example of early land exploitation 
by government, using convict labour including experimentation in the manner of housing them, 
and was an important step in the establishment of settlements beyond Sydney and Parramatta.  It 
was also important for stock breeding and the development of the nation’s early herds. 
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• The Lunatic Asylum at the site was the first in the Australian colonies, comprising an important 
step in the historical development of the treatment of mental health in the early nineteenth 
century, and reflects then current techniques used elsewhere in their housing and management.  

Criterion (b)—Uncommon, Rare or Endangered Aspects 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is likely to satisfy this criterion on the following grounds: 

• The Castle Hill convict barracks were the focus of one of only two armed rebellions in Australian 
history, ie the Battle of Vinegar Hill (the other being the Eureka Stockade).  Its intangible values 
and physical archaeological remains are exceptionally rare elements of an unusual event in 
Australia’s history. 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 

• The remnant cultural landscape at the site is a relatively intact and uncommon aspect of 
Australian convict history, being one of a small number of sites that recall early nineteenth century 
convict prison farms. 

• The asylum on the site is rare for being the first asylum in the colony. 

Criterion (c)—Potential to Yield Information 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is likely to satisfy this criterion on the following grounds: 

• The archaeological relics that have been exposed at the site, and the potential for more relics to 
be exposed, demonstrate that the site is a valuable mine of information relating to the causes of, 
and participants in, the Battle of Vinegar Hill.  They have the potential to yield information relating 
to the conditions of and attitudes to incarceration in the early colonial period.  They have the 
potential to shed light on the early imprisonment and exploitation of the convicts involved in the 
rebellion. 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 

• Potential archaeological relics relating to the use of the site for the colony’s first asylum have the 
potential to contribute to our understanding of attitudes to mental health, and its treatment, in the 
early nineteenth century. 

Criterion (d)—Demonstrating the Principal Characteristics of a Class 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 

• The remnant cultural landscape at the site, read with the archaeological relics relating to the 
Convict and Asylum Phase, is a representative example of an early nineteenth century 
‘Government Farm’. 

Criterion (e)—Aesthetic Characteristics 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 
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• The remnant cultural landscape at the site, read with the archaeological relics relating to the 
Convict and Asylum Phase, is a representative example of an early nineteenth century 
‘Government Farm’. 

• The remnant cultural landscape at the site, read with the archaeological relics relating to the 
Convict and Asylum Phase, recalls the early nineteenth rural aesthetic through the setting and 
layout of an early nineteenth century ‘Government Farm’. 

Criterion (f)—Creative or Technical Achievement 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 

• The site was one of the first settlements in the area and represents an early attempt to establish 
agriculture west of Sydney. 

Criterion (g)—Social, Cultural or Spiritual Associations 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 

• Local community members have strong familial ties with the original inhabitants of the convict 
barracks and asylum or the early orchardists of the area. 

Criterion (h)—Special Associations with Person or Group 

The Castle Hill Heritage Park is likely to satisfy this criterion on the following grounds: 

• The site has close associations with an exceptionally important group of persons of importance to 
Australia’s history; namely, the convicts involved in the Battle of Vinegar Hill who were 
incarcerated at Castle Hill.   

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion on the following 
grounds: 

• The site is associated with the inmates of the first designated mental health facility in the country. 

• The site has associations with the early colonial polymath, Rev WB Clarke. 

Criterion (i)—Indigenous Values 

Further research may demonstrate that Castle Hill Heritage Park satisfies this criterion but on present 
information, no Indigenous values are known. 

4.8  Assessing Individual Elements 

4.8.1  Introduction 

On the basis of the above assessments, it is possible to make the following observations: 

• The site as a whole is of State heritage significance. 

• The site as a whole is potentially of National heritage significance. 
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• Castle Hill Heritage Park is a multi-layered site containing physical elements (and elements 
embodying intangible values) that derive from a number of phases of land use.   

• The contributions that these different elements make to the heritage significance of the place vary 
according to the phases of land use to which they belong and the heritage values to which they 
make a contribution: 

− This section identifies those elements of the site (physical and intangible) that make a 
contribution to the site’s overall heritage significance, in order to assist in the practical 
management of the site’s constituent parts.   

− Specifying the relative contribution of a site’s individual elements to the overall significance of 
the place provides a useful framework for decision making about the conservation of the 
place.   

• Making good decisions about conservation and change on multi-layered site, such as Castle Hill 
Heritage Park follows a four step process: 

− establish what is the significance of each individual element; 

− identify which of the attributes (form, fabric, function and/or location) of each of the elements is 
significant; 

− assess the ‘tolerance for change’ of each attribute of each of the elements to determine likely 
impacts of a proposed action; and 

− plan to minimise any adverse heritage impacts. 

4.8.2  Grades of Significance 

The NSW Heritage Office has defined certain terms that can be used to describe the grades of 
significance for different components of a place (see the NSW Heritage Office publication Assessing 
Heritage Significance (2001)).  The NSW Heritage Office publication also suggests that the standard 
gradings devised by it may need to be modified to suit particular applications and specific places.  In 
Table 4.1 below, the Heritage Office ranking criteria have been modified to reflect the values identified by 
historical phase in Section 4.5 and to identify the contributions that individual elements of the site make 
to the significance of the site as a whole. 

Ranking Justification Status 

Exceptional Rare or outstanding place, element or value that significantly embodies, expresses or 
demonstrates heritage values/significance in its own right and which directly and 
irreplaceably contributes to the heritage value/significance of the place and its cultural 
identity.   
Usually high degree of undisturbed fabric or attributes that embody heritage 
significance. Loss or alteration, or incompatible development of it or in its vicinity, would 
significantly diminish its value/significance and the value/significance of the place.  
Dates to the Convict Phase of land use.  Is a physical or intangible element of the site 
with direct connections with the participants in the Battle of Vinegar Hill.  Is a physical or 
intangible embodiment of the activities of the first settlers and first agricultural 
experiments at Castle Hill. 
Contributes significantly to the legibility of the original and early cultural landscape. 

Sites/elements must be 
conserved in situ and fabric 
and attributes that 
embody/demonstrate 
values preserved. 
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Ranking Justification Status 

High Place, element or value that embodies, expresses or demonstrates heritage 
values/significance in its own right and which significantly contributes to the heritage 
value/significance of the place and its cultural identity. 
Existing disturbance and evidence of change does not detract from its individual or 
contributory value/significance. Loss or unsympathetic further disturbance or change of 
it or in its vicinity would diminish its value/significance and the value/significance of the 
place. 
Has a close and direct connection with the nation’s first mental health facility. 
Made a small but important contribution to the overall convict complex. 
Contributes to the legibility of the original and early cultural landscape. 

Sites/elements should be 
conserved in situ and fabric 
and attributes that 
embody/demonstrate 
values should be 
preserved.   

Moderate Place/element or value that demonstrates or reflects heritage values/significance, and 
which contributes to the overall heritage significance/value of the place and its cultural 
identify.   
Loss or unsympathetic or further disturbance or change is likely to diminish its heritage 
value/significance and may affect the overall value/significance of the place.  
Has a connection with the functions of the nation’s first dedicated mental health facility. 
Elements dating to the Church Phase which demonstrate important aspects of the mid-
nineteenth century development of the local area. 

Sites/elements should be 
conserved, preferably in-
situ. 
Fabric/ attributes that 
embody/demonstrate 
values should be preserved 
where possible and as 
appropriate. 

Some Elements that reflect some heritage values/significance but only contribute to the 
overall heritage values/significance of the place or cultural identify in a minor way. 
Loss or change may diminish their individual heritage value/significance but would not 
diminish the individual heritage value/significance of the place as a whole. 
Elements belonging to the Orcharding Phase which make a contribution to an 
understanding of the late nineteenth and twentieth century development of the area. 

No requirement to 
conserve or preserve or 
manage in any particular 
way. 

Table 4.1  Adapted Standard Grades of Significance, NSW Heritage Office. 
 
4.8.3  Grading Individual Elements 

This section grades individual elements of the site according to an assessment of the contribution that 
they make to the site’s overall significance.  The location of the elements is illustrated in Figures 3.1–
3.13 above.  The following text is also summarised in Section 4.9.2 below with a related assessment of 
their ‘tolerance for change’. 

Existing Site Boundary 

Some elements of the present site boundary reflect historical patterns of subdivision.  The site 
boundaries in the south, along Banks Road, are a direct reflection of field boundaries dating from the first 
months of the operation of the Government Farm.  The south boundary, east of Banks Road, dates from 
c1870 following a re-survey of the former glebe.  The western boundary represents the former division 
between Portion 167 in the east and Portion 140 in the west, created during the subdivision of 1870.  
The eastern and northern boundaries are a product of subdivision between 1903 and 1943. 

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

General Topography and Landforms, Including Remnant Vegetation 

The topography and landforms of the site appear to be little changed since the first clearance and 
settlement of the Government Farm (this observation being based on an analysis of historical images).  
Therefore, the present topography and landforms comprise an important cultural landscape that has 
been little modified over 200 years, and which has strong associations with an important period in the 
state’s history (criteria (a), (b), (d)).  It recalls both the specific setting of the original convict barracks and 
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asylum, and also the former rural character of the wider setting, since lost through incremental 
development of the wider district.  It is therefore a rare example of a convict farm landscape (and asylum 
landscape), reflecting the nineteenth century rural aesthetic (criterion (c)), and a good example of such a 
facility (criteria (f), (g)), with potential to shed light on the management of convicts and patients of the 
asylum, early settlement patterns and early methods of agriculture (criterion (e)). 

The existing vegetation on the site is all post-1816 re-growth, mostly dating to post-1943.  The trees 
recall the pre-European vegetation cover but their significance as a cultural heritage feature (as opposed 
to a natural heritage feature) is limited (see Section 3.3 and Figures 3.9–3.11 above).  For the natural 
values of these trees, see the Plan of Management (pages 34–35). 

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Site of Barracks Building/Asylum/Church 

See Figures 3.1–3.6. 

The archaeological remains of the barracks represent multiple layers of history and embody multiple 
heritage values.  They are a physical and spiritual symbol reflective of an exceptionally significant event 
in the nation’s history; namely, the Battle of Vinegar Hill (criteria (a) and (d)).  They are also important as 
evidence of the westward expansion of the colony in the early years of settlement and of the first 
attempts at agriculture in previously unsettled areas (criteria (a) and (d)).  The barracks’ archaeological 
remains are also the physical manifestation of the first lunatic asylum in the country and the first church 
in the district (criterion (a)).  They have close associations with the participants in the Battle of Vinegar 
Hill and, to a lesser degree, the country’s first mental health patients.  They also have associations at the 
local level with the early Castle Hill settlers, being their principal place of worship (criterion (b)). 

The remains of the barracks formed the physical and visual focus of the site during the first three phases 
of the site’s use, and today it makes a highly significant contribution to the remnant cultural landscape, 
contributing to the legibility of the original and early settlement landscape and being an uncommon and 
representative example of a convict farm from the early colonial period (criteria (f), (g)).  The barracks’ 
location and contribution to the cultural landscape contribute to our understanding of the colonial rural 
aesthetic (criterion (c)). 

The archaeological relics associated with the barracks/asylum have the potential to contribute 
significantly to our understanding of the conditions in which the rebellious convicts were held, and later, 
the mental health patients of the asylum.  This has the potential to inform research into the causes of the 
rebellion and attitudes to convict incarceration and the early treatment of the mentally ill (criterion (e)).  

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Area of Long Hut, Mill House and Store 

See Figures 3.1–3.2. 

The Long Hut, Mill House and Store were landmark features of the Government Farm, depicted in the 
iconic watercolour of the site in 1803 (often incorrectly attributed to Lewin).  These structures pre-dated 
the barracks and served similar functions to the better-known barracks building, and therefore share the 
same heritage values as those described above with respect to the Convict Phase (criteria (a), (b), (d)).  
These heritage values reside in the potential archaeological resource in this part of the site and also in 
the intangible values attaching to what was the functional hub of the early convict site (criteria (d), (e)).  
This significance is enhanced by the contribution that the area makes to the legibility of the original and 
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early cultural landscape, being a rare example of an early Government Farm, representative of the rural 
aesthetic (Criteria (c), (f), (g)). 

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Site of Barn (Convict and Asylum Phases) 

See Figures 3.1–3.4. 

The barn was a small but essential part of the Castle Hill convict complex and it should therefore not be 
assessed in isolation.  It shares the historic values that have been identified for the other structures 
dating to the Convict Phase, although the connections are not necessarily as strong (criteria (a), (b), (d)).   

The area makes an important contribution to the remnant cultural landscape and to an understanding of 
the original site layout of a rare example of an early Government Farm, and the potential archaeological 
remains may also shed light on the nature and extent of the convict farm (criteria (c), (e), (f), (g)). 

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Possible Areas of Small Huts 

See Figures 3.1–3.2. 

The 1803 watercolour of the site (Figure 2.1) records the main convict buildings being ringed by clusters 
of small huts.  These were evidently an important part of the site’s function and setting.  These areas 
therefore make an important contribution to the remnant cultural landscape and to an understanding of 
the original site layout of a rare example of an early Government Farm.  The potential archaeological 
remains may also shed light on the nature and extent of the convict farm (criteria (c), (e), (f), (g)).  Given 
their association with the Castle Hill complex, they also share the historic values that have been 
identified for the other structures dating to the Convict Phase, although the connections are not 
necessarily as strong (criteria (a), (b), (d)). 

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Line of Original Track and (later) Bridge 

See Figures 3.1–3.6. 

The line of Banks Road and the position of the bridge over the creek survive from the first months of the 
Government Farm.  Banks Road was the main point of access for the farm and was important in the 
movement of people, stock and produce. 

Banks Road was also the main point of egress during the uprising of 1804. 

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Area of Cultivation by the Convicts 

See Figures 3.1–3.2. 

The areas cultivated by the convicts as part of the Government Farm were the raison d’etre for the 
facility, and represent an important phase of the colony’s development when new settlements were 
established and agriculture expanded (criterion (a)).  Large parts of the original cultivated areas have 
been compromised by later development.  However, sufficient survives undeveloped to make an 
important contribution to the remnant cultural landscape and to an understanding of the original site 
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layout of a rare example of an early Government Farm.  The potential archaeological remains may also 
shed light on the nature of early agricultural experimentation at the convict farm (criteria (c), (e), (f), (g)).   

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Place Where Convicts Mustered Before Marching on Parramatta  

See Figure 3.1 for location of bell and Figure 3.10 for muster area. 

Musters were part of the daily life for overseers and convicts at government establishments, taking place 
at least once a day.  The area most likely used for this important activity at Castle Hill is the flat area just 
north of Banks Road.  This is also the most likely spot at which the convicts assembled prior to raiding 
the surrounding properties and marching on Parramatta (culminating in the Battle of Vinegar Hill).  This 
was also the site of the settlement bell, which was rung to signal the regular musters and the beginning 
of the rising. 

Grading:  Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Site of the Kitchen (Asylum Phase) 

See Figures 3.3–3.4. 

The asylum kitchen was one of a few structures purpose built for the asylum (criterion (f)).  
Archaeological relics belonging to the kitchen would have the potential to make a contribution to an 
understanding of the form and layout of the asylum complex, and possibly to the treatment of the 
patients and prisoners accommodated there (criterion (e)).  It made an important contribution to the 
functioning of the asylum and, considered with the main building, it comprises an important development 
in the history of mental health in the state (criterion (a)). 

Grading:  Moderate contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Site of the Superintendent’s Cottage and Garden (Asylum Phase) 

See Figures 3.3–3.4. 

The asylum’s superintendent’s cottage and garden (formerly the Asylum Surgeon’s residence) was one 
of a few structures purpose built for the asylum (criterion (f)).  Archaeological relics belonging to the 
building and garden would have the potential to make a contribution to an understanding of the form and 
layout of the asylum complex, and possibly to the treatment of the patients and prisoners 
accommodated there (criterion (e)).  It made an important contribution to the functioning of the asylum 
and, considered with the main building, it comprises an important development in the history of mental 
health in the state (criterion (a)). 

Grading:  Moderate contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Boundaries of Church Glebe 

See Figures 3.5–3.6. 

The boundaries of the Church glebe are have not been developed or irreparably obscured by 
subsequent subdivision or development.  With appropriate interpretative measures, it could be made 
readable in the landscape.  The glebe represents an important phase in the history of the local area and 
is somewhat unusual in that it belongs to the first church in the district (criteria (a) and (f)). 

Grading:  Moderate contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 
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Site of the First School (Former Superintendent’s Cottage) 

See Figures 3.5–3.6. 

The site of the first school represents an important phase in the history of the local area and is somewhat 
unusual in that it belongs to the first church in the district (criteria (a) and (f)).  Archaeological relics 
deriving from the site may shed light on elements of the local area’s history (criterion (e)).  This building 
was also the site of church services prior to the conversion of the Asylum into a church in the 1840s. 

Grading:  Moderate contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Areas Formerly Under Orchard Cultivation 

See Figures 3.7–3.8 and 3.12. 

Evidence of the orchards formerly on the site represents an important phase in the history of the local 
area (criterion (a)).   

Grading:  Some contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Unidentified Structures from Orcharding Phase 

See Figures 3.7–3.8. 

Evidence of the orchards formerly on the site represents an important phase in the history of the local 
area (criterion (a)).  However, structures belonging to the mid to late twentieth century confuse the 
legibility of the cultural landscape and are intrusive in heritage terms. 

Grading:  Some (possibly Intrusive) contribution to the site’s heritage significance. 

Views and Vistas 

A number of significant historical views exist at the site:   

• A significant and extant external vista dating from the nineteenth century is the view from the 
south up Banks Road towards the hills in the north (recalling the view captured in the 1803 
illustration often incorrectly attributed to Lewin).   

• Internal views within the barracks ‘precinct’ are highly significant.  They should not be obscured as 
they recall the parade ground/mustering area that characterised the Government Farm.   

• Views between the stock hut on the hill located on the northwestern corner of the site may have 
been an important internal view point for stock management purposes during the operation of the 
Government Farm.  This view has been compromised by vegetation regrowth and the 
construction of Gilbert Road.  Nevertheless, views from Gilbert Road generally recall this view 
line. 

• View 5 in Figure 4.2 reflects the view from the datum station used by Macquarie’s surveyor Mr 
Meehan when he first surveyed the site of the Government Farm.  The datum point is now off the 
site in a residential area.  The view from Meehan’s datum once captured most of the site but has 
now been compromised by development.  It is historically significant but has a relatively high 
tolerance for change. 

• Other significant internal views are illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
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Grading:  Banks Road view (View 4 in Figure 4.2)—Exceptional contribution to the site’s heritage 
significance; Views to and within the barracks area (Views 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 4,2)—Exceptional;  Stock 
hut internal view/Gilbert Road View—High contribution to the site’s heritage significance; View 5 in 
Figure 4.2—High Significance; Orcharding Phase views (Views 6 and 7 in Figure 4,2)—Some 
significance.  

4.9  Tolerance for Change 

4.9.1  Introduction 

The divisions discussed above (precincts and specific elements) are a useful tool for the practical 
management of the site as a whole.  Their tolerance for change varies according to the kind and number 
of heritage values that they embody.  This section investigates the concept of ‘tolerance for change’ and 
grades these areas and elements accordingly. 

The objective of the analysis is to ensure that positive conservation actions are directed to elements and 
precincts of greater significance and any negative impacts of change are confined to elements and 
precincts of lesser significance overall.   

Managing places of heritage significance involves understanding which attributes of an element 
contribute to the site’s significance and then assessing each of the attributes’ ‘tolerance for change’.  For 
buildings and structures (or groups of buildings and structures), including the archaeological remains of 
structures, their form, fabric, function and/or location are usually the key attributes that embody their 
significance. 

To assist future planning and management of the site, the specific attributes of each of the buildings and 
structures (or groups of buildings and structures) have been analysed and their ‘tolerance for change’ 
assessed.  In general terms, this can be described as the extent to which key attributes of a building or 
structure are able to tolerate change without adversely affecting the nature or degree of their significance 
to the site overall. 

For example, in some sites, the fabric of built elements of Exceptional or High significance may be 
capable of sustaining considerable change without affecting significance.  This might be because the 
fabric of the structure has been modified over time so that the significance of the structure now resides 
principally in its form and location.   

Table 4.2 below sets out the gradings of ‘tolerance for change’ used in this report and explains their 
application to the Castle Hill site.  These gradings are then applied to particular elements and zones 
(physical and intangible) of the site.   

Tolerance for 
Change 

Application to Castle Hill Heritage Park 

Low Tolerance 
(Little or No Change 
Possible) 

The key attributes (form, fabric, function and/or location) embody the heritage significance of the 
element/precinct and its contribution to the site. 
Any change that would impact on these key attributes would detract from the heritage values of the site as a 
whole, and would adversely affect the ability to ‘tell the story’ of Castle Hill. 
Usually, the element retains a high degree of intactness with only very minor alterations that do not detract 
from significance.  In the case of archaeological relics, they usually remain in situ and excellently illustrate 
the form, function, location and fabric of the original feature. 
Usually in close physical and/or visual proximity to the areas of the site that embody the most significant 
heritage values. 
The key attribute should be retained and conserved.  
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Tolerance for 
Change 

Application to Castle Hill Heritage Park 

Some Tolerance 
(Minor Changes 
Possible)  

The key attributes (form, fabric, function and/or location) embody the heritage significance of the 
element/precinct and its contribution to the site, but the element/precinct may have undergone some 
modification which detracts from its significance (and its contribution to the significance of the site) to a small 
degree. 
Minor change to these key attributes are likely to detract from the heritage values of the element/precinct 
and the site as a whole.  However, closely monitored change may be appropriate in some circumstances, 
especially where this would enhance the ability to ‘tell the story’ of Castle Hill. 
The key attributes should generally be retained and conserved.  However, it may be possible to alter some 
or all of them to some degree without adverse impact on the heritage significance of the site as a whole. 
Usually in close physical and/or visual proximity to the areas of the site that embody the most significant 
heritage values. 

Moderate Tolerance 
(Moderate Changes 
Possible) 

The key attributes (form, fabric, function and/or location) only partly embody the heritage significance of the 
element and the site, possibly because some or all have been modified to a degree. 
Moderate change is unlikely to significantly impact on the ability to ‘tell the story’ of Castle Hill. 
Usually physically and/or visually removed to a degree from the areas of the site that embody the most 
significant heritage values. 
The key attributes should be retained and conserved but there is greater opportunity for change, with less 
adverse impact. 

High Tolerance 
(Considerable 
Changes Possible)  

The key attributes (form, fabric, function and/or location) embody little of the heritage significance of the 
element/precinct and the site, possibly because some or all have been considerably modified. 
Alterations, modifications etc detract from significance or the element/precinct is difficult to interpret.  
Therefore, considerable change is unlikely to significantly impact on the ability to ‘tell the story’ of Castle Hill. 
Usually physically and/or visually removed from the areas of the site that embody the most significant 
heritage values. 

Table 4.2 Grading of Tolerance for Change for Castle Hill Heritage Park. 

4.9.2  Assessing Individual Elements and Zones 

Element/Precinct Contribution to 
Site’s Significance 

Tolerance for Change 

Existing Site Boundary Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Low  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

General Topography 
and Landforms, 
Including Remnant 
Vegetation 

Exceptional Topography/Landforms—Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted). 
Vegetation—Plantings of historically attested natural species and cultivars 
acceptable in a manner which reflects their historically demonstrated  pattern. 
Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—not applicable 
• Location—Low 

Site of Barracks 
Building/Asylum/Church 

Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 
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Element/Precinct Contribution to 
Site’s Significance 

Tolerance for Change 

Area of Long Hut, Mill 
House and Store 

Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

Site of Barn (Convict 
and Asylum Phases) 

Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

Possible Areas of Small 
Huts 

Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

Line of Original Track 
and (later) Bridge 

Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Moderate 
• Location—Low 

Area of Cultivation by 
the Convicts 

Exceptional Generally Some (Minor Changes Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

Place Where Convicts 
Mustered Before 
Marching on Parramatta 

Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

Site of Kitchen (Asylum 
Phase) 

Moderate Generally Some (Minor Changes Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

Site of Superintendent’s 
Cottage and Garden 
(Asylum Phase) 

Moderate Generally Some (Minor Changes Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Moderate 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 
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Element/Precinct Contribution to 
Site’s Significance 

Tolerance for Change 

Boundaries of Church 
Glebe 

Moderate Generally Moderate (Moderate Changes Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Moderate 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Not applicable 
• Location—Low 

Site of First School 
(former 
Superintendent’s 
Cottage) 

Moderate Generally Some (Minor Changes Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Low 
• Location—Low 

Areas Formerly Under 
Orchard Cultivation 

Some Generally Moderate (Moderate Changes Permitted) (but depends on location, 
especially proximity to High significance zones).  Specifically: 
• Form—Moderate 
• Function—Moderate  
• Fabric—Moderate 
• Location—Low 

Unidentified Structures 
from Orcharding Phase 

Some Generally High (Considerable Changes Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Moderate 
• Function—High  
• Fabric—Moderate 
• Location—Low 

Views and Vistas from 
the Convict Phase 
(Views 1–4 in Figure 
4.2) 

Exceptional Generally Low (Little or No Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Low 
• Function—Low  
• Fabric—Not applicable 
• Location—Low 

Other Views and Vistas  
(Views 5–8 in Figure 
4.2) 

High/Some There is generally greater tolerance for change in the Orcharding Phase view 
corridors (Views 6 and 7) and some of the early long views (Views 5 and 8).  
But any impingement on views must be carefully considered. 
Generally Moderate (Some Change Permitted).  Specifically: 
• Form—Moderate 
• Function—Moderate 
• Fabric—Not applicable 
• Location—Moderate 

Table 4.3 Grading of Tolerance for Change for Castle Hill Heritage Park—elements and precincts. 

4.10  Summary Spatial Analysis of the Site—Values and Tolerance for 
Change 
On the basis of the foregoing analysis, it is possible to identify areas within the Castle Hill Heritage Park 
where there are varying concentrations of: 

• historical ‘layers’, ie physical and intangible elements from a number of historical phases; and 

• heritage values. 
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These different areas have different levels of tolerance for change. 

Every proposed action must be assessed on its merits on a case by case basis applying the above 
principles.  However, Figure 4.1 combines the above information in summary pictorial form, dividing the 
site into very broad management zones, to assist future decision making.   

The following zones are identified: 

• Zone 1—Area of Exceptional heritage significance/Low tolerance for change—contains physical 
and intangible elements from all historical phases of the site’s use.  The precinct embodies a wide 
range of heritage values of Exceptional and High significance.  The elements within this core form 
a cohesive suite of related features that together ‘tell the story’ of the Castle Hill Government 
Farm.  Generally has a low tolerance for change. 

• Zone 2—Areas of High heritage significance—contains areas of land that were used during all or 
most of the historical phases of the site but which have few physical elements remaining to 
demonstrate this.  Retains topography/landforms little changed since the Convict Phase.  
Important to the legibility of the remnant cultural landscape at the site.  In close proximity to, or in 
the visual catchment of, areas of Exceptional significance.  Generally has a low tolerance for 
change although carefully assessed and managed change may be appropriate in limited 
circumstances. 

• Zone 3—Areas with Some heritage significance—contains areas of land used during all or some 
of the site’s occupation but which have few, if any, physical elements remaining to demonstrate 
this.  Principally embodies values at a local level, especially in relation to the orcharding phase of 
land use.  Makes a modest contribution to the legibility of the remnant cultural landscape.  Makes 
a small contribution to ‘telling the story’ of Castle Hill.  Has a relatively high tolerance to change 
and is therefore the preferred location for new development, but any change must be carefully 
assessed and managed. 
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Figure 4.1  Site plan divided into broad management zones according to each zone’s heritage significance and tolerance to change 
(see Section 4.10).  This should be read with more specific policies and principles in the CMP. 
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Figure 4.2  Site plan showing significant internal views. 
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4.11  Endnotes 
 

1  Bickford, A and S Sullivan 1984, ‘Assessing the Research Significance of Historic Sites’, in Sullivan, S and S Bowdler (eds) Site 
Surveys and Significance Assessment in Australian Archaeology (Proceedings of the 1981 Springwood Conference on Australian 
Prehistory), Department of Prehistory, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian National University, Canberra, pp 19–26. 

2  ibid, pp 23–24. 
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5.0  Constraints and Opportunities 

5.1  Introduction 
Before devising conservation policies for the site, it is necessary to identify the practical constraints on 
development or change operating there.  Therefore, this section of the report presents: 

• the ways in which the site’s heritage significance and tolerance for change constrain development 
or change; 

• the practical requirements of the site’s owners and managers, including available resources and 
preferred uses; 

• the ways in which the physical condition and the integrity of the fabric of the various elements of the 
place may constrain development or change; and 

• the legal framework within which any change or development must take place. 

This section also considers the opportunities that the site presents for development and change, having 
regard to the factors discussed above. 

5.2  Constraints and Opportunities Arising from Heritage Values/ 
Significance 

5.2.1  Development Constraints 

The following constraints flow from the identified heritage values of the place and the tolerance of its 
elements to change (identified in Section 4.9 above): 

• The site comprises a suite of related elements from a number of historical phases that are mutually 
supporting.  Inappropriate changes to one element have the potential to adversely impact on others 
and to cumulatively adversely affect the heritage significance of the site. 

• Change should not intrude upon the ability to understand and appreciate the site of the convict 
barracks (later, the asylum and church) and associated structures (as represented by their 
archaeological remains) within the broader landscape.   

• No actions at the site should disturb or destroy archaeological relics relating to the Convict or 
Asylum Phases.  Actions should be permitted to disturb or destroy archaeological relics relating to 
the Church Phase in exceptional circumstances only, and generally only where this will result in a 
better appreciation of relics from the preceding phases. 

• Modifications to the topography and landforms should not obscure the remnant cultural landscape 
or impede the ability to interpret past uses and associations. 

• Changes should not adversely impact on the physical conservation of the significant archaeological 
relics on the site. 

• New development should be of a form and fabric that is sympathetic to the historical uses of the site 
and the form and fabric of the historic structures that once existed on it. 

• New development should respect the generally undeveloped character of the site. 
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• Significant views that enable the appreciation of the barracks/asylum/church in its setting should be 
maintained and enhanced in accordance with significance (this includes views from the public 
domain as well as internal views). 

• New development or change should not compromise future research opportunities at the site. 

5.2.2  Development Opportunities 

The following opportunities for the enhancement of the heritage values at Castle Hill Heritage Park exist:   

• The site’s generally undeveloped character is well-suited to use as public open space (eg 
parkland). 

• The site contains elements (such as its archaeological relics) that would be excellent tools for 
‘telling the story’ of Castle’s Hill’s historical development, and the events leading up to and including 
the Battle of Vinegar Hill.  The site provides numerous opportunities for interpretation and 
engagement with the public. 

• The landscape setting of the site could be enhanced with the removal of intrusive plantings and 
introduction of appropriate plantings based on historical research. 

• The setting of the former barracks (and associated buildings) could be enhanced through 
interpretive use of view corridors and landscaping. 

• The historic significance of the place could be used to excite public interest in the heritage of the 
wider area, and the attractions of Castle Hill. 

5.3  Interpretation Opportunities 
This CMP recommends the preparation of an Interpretation Plan to inform future interpretation options.  
This section preliminarily identifies the ‘themes’ that might be developed in the future interpretation of the 
site: 

• Our Troubled Past—evidence of insurrection in colonial Australia. 

• Shades of Nationalism—the Anglo-Irish divide in colonial Australia. 

• Settling the Wilderness—the story of the early settlement of the area, including experimental 
farming. 

• Diseases of Society/Diseases of the Mind—attitudes to incarceration as reflected in the convict and 
asylum history of the site. 

• Church and Community—the role of the site’s church and school in the formation of the community. 

• Fruits for the City—the orcharding phase. 

The recommended Interpretation Plan would discuss interpretative devices in detail.  Appropriate 
interpretative media for the site might include (subject to further investigation): 

• signage incorporating words and pictures; 

• public art/installations that tell the Castle Hill story; 
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• construction of an Interpretation Centre; 

• walking tours, especially involving engagement with schools; 

• interpretative landscaping; 

• exposure and conservation of the known relics (subject to their condition) to enhance appreciation 
of the site’s history; and 

• use of elements of the former Kentwell Cottage in interpretative media. 

5.4  Constraints and Opportunities with Respect to Curtilage 
The cultural significance of a heritage place (in physical terms) is embodied not just within the fabric and 
form of the place.  It also includes (among other things) its setting (Burra Charter, Article 1.2).  ‘Setting’ is 
defined by the Burra Charter to mean the area around a place, which may include the visual catchment 
(Article 1.12).   

While the Burra Charter uses the term ‘setting’, various agencies such as local councils, the Heritage 
Council of NSW, and heritage and planning practitioners use of the term ‘curtilage’. 

The concept of ‘heritage curtilage’ normally refers to a more compact area surrounding the item.  It is 
defined in the publication Heritage Curtilages (the Department of Urban Affairs and Planning and the 
NSW Heritage Office, 1996) as ‘the area of land … surrounding an item or area of heritage significance 
which is essential for retaining and interpreting its heritage significance.  It can apply to either land which 
is integral to the heritage significance of items of the built heritage or a precinct which includes buildings, 
works, relics, trees or places and their setting’ (p 3). 

In order to manage the heritage values of the site appropriately, a consent authority considering an 
application for the future development of the site is likely to require that steps must be taken to ensure 
that any future development does not detract from the significance of the place.  This might occur (for 
example) if inappropriate development were to occur within the ‘heritage curtilage’ of the place, or if 
development were to impede important lines of sight to and from the heritage item. 

In defining the heritage curtilage of the site, a number of questions are implicitly addressed.  They are 
outlined in the Heritage Curtilages publication and are as follows: 

• Has the significance of the original relationship between the heritage elements to the site and wider 
locality been conserved? 

• Has an adequate setting for the heritage items and the site been provided, enabling their heritage 
significance to be maintained? 

• Have adequate visual catchments or corridors been provided to the heritage item from major 
viewing points and from the item to outside elements with which it has important visual or functional 
relationships? 

• Are buffer areas required to screen the heritage elements/site from visually unsympathetic 
development or to provide protection from vibration, traffic noise, pollution or vandalism? 

These questions provide the framework for the following conclusions regarding the Castle Hill Heritage 
Park’s heritage curtilage: 
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• The site boundaries in the current SHR listing (see Figure 1.3) reflect the minimum curtilage 
appropriate to the conservation of the site’s heritage values.  It would be appropriate to expand the 
listing boundary to incorporate Lot 11 DP 1059323, Lot 201 DP1044173 and the allotments in the 
angle of Banks Road, if that were possible.  

• The view corridors illustrated in Figure 4.2 are essential to the appropriate management of the 
archaeological relics within the core heritage precinct.  New development should not adversely 
impact on these views.  In particular, the historical visual connections between the sites of the 
former convict/asylum/church buildings and the associated buildings to their west (the location of 
the former mill house, store and school) should be retained in a relatively open setting guided by 
the historical illustration of the site in Figure 2.1. 

• Before introducing new elements to the landscape, careful consideration must be given to impacts 
on views into the site from the Gilbert Road frontage, in order to ensure the sense of the site’s 
former rural character from the adjacent developed areas. 

• New toilet facilities would be inappropriate in areas of Exceptional and (except where very carefully 
assessed and managed) High significance (see Zones 1 and 2 Figure 4.1 above) but could be 
located in the areas of lower significance and higher tolerance for change (for example, Zone 3 in 
Figure 4.1, especially immediately north or east of the present carpark). 

5.5  Specific Constraints and Opportunities Relating to Archaeology 
Figure 5.1 illustrates those parts of the site that have been archaeologically investigated in the past and 
which have been demonstrated to contain no archaeological relics.  Work involving ground disturbance 
could be undertaken in these areas, unconstrained by archaeological considerations.   

Figure 5.1 also illustrates those areas of the site where known archaeological relics have been 
demonstrated to exist and which have been retained in situ.  Works in these parts of the site have the 
potential to adversely impact on the archaeological relics and would be significantly constrained by their 
existence. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates those parts of the site that historical research and field survey suggest have a 
relatively high potential to contain archaeological relics.  These areas should be regarded as presenting 
an opportunity for future fruitful research excavation.    

For specific policies and recommendations regarding the archaeological resource see Section 6.7 
below. 

5.6  Client Requirements and Proposed Uses—Plan of Management 

5.6.1  Vision for the Site 

Baulkham Hills Shire Council adopted a Plan of Management (POM) for Castle Hill Heritage Park in 
October 1999 (revised in 2001 and revision adopted on 23 July 2002).  The POM identified a number of 
opportunities for the long-term development of the site as public open space, and also identified a 
number of constraints impacting on development options.  The POM expresses the ‘vision’ for the site as 
follows: 

Castle Hill Heritage Park will be valued for its cultural heritage, quality natural systems, and integrated activities that 
enable an appreciation of the setting. History will be interpreted in an intelligent and engaging way, to create a landscape 
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that builds on the inherent qualities of the site and protects the natural systems.  Through this approach, the park will be 
well used by the local community, while also attracting visitors from the wider region. 

This vision is consistent with the conservation and enhancement of the cultural heritage values of the 
site. 

5.6.2  Key Considerations Identified by the Plan of Management 

The POM also identified a number of ‘Key Considerations’ that will inform the management of the site, 
including its heritage management (pages 6.6–6.8).  They are presented below with a brief comment (in 
italics) on their relationship to the site’s identified heritage values: 

• Integrity—A distinctive identity must develop for the park, where users comprehend its combined 
history and multiple character. 

Comment:  The heritage values of the place can be used to excite public interest and give the site a 
clear identity.  The conservation and interpretation of the place’s heritage values are also consistent 
with other uses and need not obscure other elements of the site’s character (eg its natural heritage 
values). 

• Profile and Access—The constraints on the park’s profile and accessibility must be addressed to 
attract people beyond the local community. 

Comment:  The heritage values of the place can be used to raise its profile in the public’s 
imagination.  Maximising public access to the site would be consistent with the principle that a 
place’s heritage should be communicated/interpreted to a wide audience. However, proposed new 
public access should be assessed for adverse heritage impacts and should not be permitted where 
significant adverse heritage impacts are likely.   

• Cultural Heritage—The park’s history must be revealed, drawing on the resources of the site to 
communicate information to people. 

Comment:  Consistent with the policies contained within this CMP. 

• Natural Systems—The preservation, recovery and rehabilitation of the park’s natural systems, 
particularly the Blue Gum High Forest, must be initiated. 

Comment:  The management of the site’s cultural and natural heritage places need not be 
inconsistent.  However, close co-ordination between the two management regimes must be 
achieved to ensure that the cultural resource is not adversely impacted in the management of 
natural values (and vice versa).  Section 4.0 identifies the cultural values of the site as being of State 
(and potentially National) heritage significance.  The site is therefore most significant for its cultural 
heritage values, and where the management of the cultural and natural values are in conflict, the 
cultural values must prevail. 

• Recreation—The park’s potential for less structured recreation and cultural activities must be 
integrated to draw on the qualities of the site and limit impact on identified values. 

Comment:  This aim is consistent with the management of the site’s cultural heritage subject to the 
management policies contained in Section 6.0 of the CMP below. 
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• Management—It must involve the community and stakeholders in an ongoing and integrated 
management approach for the park, and manage the cultural and natural systems of the park 
coherently. 

Comment:  This aim is consistent with the management of the site’s cultural heritage subject to the 
management policies contained in Section 6.0 of the CMP below.   

The Plan of Management also identified a number of constraints at the site that existed at the time of the 
POM’s preparation, and which have the potential to impact on the management of the site’s cultural 
heritage values.  They include (see the POM Executive Summary): 

• Open Space and Linkages—Castle Hill Heritage Park is relatively isolated, with limited linkages to 
other open space.  Surrounding housing development is encroaching on the park, and this 
constrains the potential for a continuity of green space or an appropriate public address. 

• Current Use of the Park—Demographic analysis has shown that the park is currently not well used 
by the community.  A large proportion of people do not know the park exists and/or that it is an area 
of land intended for public access. 

Since the completion of the Plan of Management there has been a significant increase in the use of the 
park by local residents. 

5.7  Constraints and Opportunities Arising from Condition and Integrity 

5.7.1  Generally 

Castle Hill Heritage Park’s heritage values are principally embodied in the archaeological relics and the 
site’s layout, land forms and remnant vegetation.  The condition of the relics, and the integrity of the 
remnant cultural landscape (including vegetation), is therefore an important consideration in the 
formulation of policies for the management of the site.  

5.7.2  Archaeological Relics 

The condition of the archaeological relics at the site relating to the barracks has been assessed in a 
report prepared by Sydney Artefacts Conservation, being Appendix B in the report of AHMS (dated 
August 2006).  The report concludes that the mud mortar of the masonry walls is prone to drying out 
when exposed, which can lead to the bond weakening and the stones of the wall footings moving out of 
position when disturbed or touched.  The report notes that the relics are at risk of damage generally as a 
result of people walking across the footings and abrasion of friable surfaces by weathering. 

It is reasonable to assume that if other archaeological relics from the nineteenth century were 
discovered, then they would face similar threats upon exposure. 

This places a serious constraint on the future interpretation of the relics (known and potential) where the 
exposure/display of the relics is contemplated.  Therefore, policies are required to guide the future 
conservation and management of any relics, especially where this may involve open display.  

Figure 5.2 illustrates the main parts of the site with the potential for the survival of archaeological relics, 
and identifies those areas with the potential to contain relics of heritage significance (although most of 
the site should be regarded as having some level of potential).  Development of those areas that would 
disturb or destroy significant relics should be avoided.    
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5.7.3  Site Topography and Layout  

The site’s topography remains little changed since the site was first cleared and settled.  Therefore, the 
topography allows a certain appreciation of the original form and layout of the convict farm, asylum and 
church grounds.  Any change to the site that would require modification of the land forms (for example, 
significant grading or bulk excavation), which would adversely affect the appreciation of the original form 
and, where still evident, layout of the site, would be inappropriate in heritage terms.   

The natural slope of the site also presents certain constraints with respect to areas suitable for 
development in physical terms (as opposed to solely heritage terms).  Some areas are too steep to 
convert to recreational and other uses without grading and terracing.  Close consideration would have to 
be given to these matters, and potential impacts on heritage values, before work is undertaken. 

5.8  Statutory Context 

5.8.1  General 

Any change undertaken at the site that may impact on its cultural heritage values will need to be 
undertaken within a statutory framework deriving from the three levels of government: local, state and 
Commonwealth.   This section summarises the relevant statutory provisions. 

5.8.2  Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) 

The Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) provides a number of mechanisms by which items and places of heritage 
significance may be protected.  The Heritage Act is designed to protect both known heritage items of 
State significance (such as standing structures) and heritage items that may not be immediately obvious 
to the eye (such as potential archaeological remains).  Different parts of the Heritage Act deal with these 
different situations. 

State Heritage Register Listing and Heritage Council of NSW Approvals 

The Third Government Farm (the Castle Hill Heritage Park) is listed on the State Heritage Register 
(SHR) for its State heritage significance.  The SHR is established under Section 22 of the Heritage Act, 
and pursuant to Section 57(1) of the Act, the approval of the Heritage Council of NSW is required for any 
proposed development within the site, including subdivision, works to the grounds or structures or 
disturbance of archaeological ‘relics’.     

Relics Provisions 

This CMP identifies areas of the site with potential to contain archaeological ‘relics’. 

Work that may disturb, destroy, remove or expose ‘relics’ situated within the SHR boundary would 
require a Section 63 (Excavation Permit) approval, except where carried out in accordance with a 
gazetted Exemption, as discussed below.  Other approvals under Section 63 would also usually be 
required for works such as new or relocated built structures, landscaping, carparks etc. 

‘Relics’ are defined by the Heritage Act to mean: 

Any deposit, object or material evidence 

(a)  which relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales, not being Aboriginal settlement, and 

(b)  which is 50 or more years old. 
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Any Excavation Permit Application to disturb or destroy relics would need to be supported by a 
Research Design which would address how the significant information embodied in the ‘relics’ and their 
contexts is to be managed, conserved and interpreted should approval to remove or disturb the ‘relics’ 
be granted. 

Any application for works would need to be accompanied by a Heritage Impact Statement. 

Exemptions from Heritage Act Approval 

Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act provides for a number of Exemptions to Section 57(1) approval 
requirements.  Exempted development does not require prior Heritage Council of NSW approval.  
Exemptions are of two types: Standard and Specific. 

Standard Exemptions, which apply to all items on the SHR, generally include minor and non-intrusive 
works and are, in some instances, subject to some qualifications.  Typical exempted works include 
maintenance (to buildings and gardens), minor repairs, repainting in approved colours and other works 
that would have minor impact.  The Heritage Council of NSW’s current Standard Exemptions are 
attached at Appendix C.  These currently apply to the Castle Hill Heritage Park. 

Specific Exemptions include those works specifically approved for a site on the SHR.  Applications for 
Specific Exemptions may be made to the Heritage Council of NSW for particular works or activities in 
certain areas of the site and/or for some or all of the works specified in a Conservation Management 
Plan which has been endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW.   

Some ideas for Specific Exemptions to be sought for the site, as part of the endorsement of the CMP by 
the Heritage Council of NSW, are provided in Section 6.14. 

5.8.3  Statutory Planning Controls—Baulkham Hills Shire Council—Local 
Environmental Plan 2005 

General 

The site is currently located within the Baulkham Hills Shire Council Local Government Area.  The parts 
of the Baulkham Hills Local Environmental Plan 2005 (LEP 2005) that are particularly relevant for the 
purposes of Heritage and Conservation are discussed below. 

In reading the LEP 2005 it should be recalled that although the Heritage Park is not listed as a heritage 
‘item’ in Schedule 1, the ‘Old Government Farm Site’ (the Castle Hill Heritage Park) is included in 
Schedule 1 (Part 3) as a Heritage Conservation Area. 

The LEP 2005 defines ‘relic’ to mean: 

(a) any deposit, object or material evidence (that may consist of human remains) that is more than 50 years old relating to 
the use or settlement, not being Aboriginal habitation, of the Baulkham Hills local government area and that is a fixture or 
is wholly or partly within the ground, or 

(b) any deposit, object or material evidence (that may consist of human remains) of any age relating to Aboriginal 
habitation of that area. 

The archaeological remains exposed at the site (and potential remains as yet undiscovered) are relics 
within the meaning of the LEP (as well as the Heritage Act). 
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Objectives  

Clause 2(2)(a)(xii–xiv) of the LEP 2005 states that the objectives of the plan include: 

(xii)  conserve the heritage significance of existing significant fabric, relics, settings and views associated with the heritage 
significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas, and 

(xiii) conserve and enhance the natural, cultural and environmental heritage of the area, and 

(xiv) positively contribute to the retention and maintenance of items of indigenous and non-indigenous heritage. 

Specific Protection of Heritage Items, Relics, Conservation Areas 

Clause 35 of the LEP 2005 requires development consent for the following: 

(a) demolishing or moving a heritage item or a building, work, relic, tree or place within a heritage  conservation area, 

(b) altering a heritage item or a building, work, relic, tree or place within a heritage conservation area by making structural 
or non-structural changes to its exterior, such as to its detail, fabric, finish or appearance, 

(c) altering a heritage item or a building, work, relic, or place within a heritage conservation area by making structural 
changes to its interior, 

(d) disturbing or excavating an archaeological site while knowing, or having reasonable cause to suspect, that the 
disturbance or excavation will or is likely to result in a relic being discovered, exposed, moved, damaged or destroyed, 

(e) moving the whole or a part of a heritage item or a building, work, relic, tree or place within a heritage conservation 
area, 

(f) erecting a building on, or subdividing, land on which a heritage item is located or that is within a heritage conservation 
area. 

In other words, in many circumstances works carried out in the Castle Hill Heritage Park will require 
development consent from Baulkham Hills Shire Council, in addition to the consent required from the 
Heritage Council of NSW under the Heritage Act, unless the proposed works are minor works that will 
not affect the significance of the heritage conservation area (subclause [2]). 

However, works undertaken by Council pursuant to clause 46 of the LEP would not require formal 
‘consent’ from through the standard DA process.  Such works include: 

… development by the Council on land within any zone for the purpose of roads, cycleways, stormwater drainage, 
recreation areas, landscaping, gardening, bush fire hazard reduction, riverbank stabilisation or restoration, wetland 
protection or rehabilitation, public amenities or parking. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of clause 46 of the LEP, where any works are proposed within the site, a 
full assessment of the potential environmental impacts (including heritage) would need to be undertaken 
in order to satisfy the requirements of the Heritage Office, Department of Planning (see Section 5.5.2 
above) and the environmental protection provisions of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 
1979 (NSW).  The objectives of the LEP (above) and the matters for consideration described by the LEP 
(below) are an excellent guide for Council in making such an assessment.  

Where development consent is required from Council, the LEP 2005 requires that Council assess any 
such proposals for their heritage impact, and that this be undertaken with reference to a Heritage Impact 
Statement prepared by the applicant (subclauses [4] and [5]).  The LEP 2005 provides another 
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mechanism by which the development and maintenance of specific areas can be more closely 
managed, stating (at subclause [6]): 

The consent authority may also decline to grant such a consent until it has considered a conservation management plan, 
if it considers the development proposed should be assessed with regard to such a plan or if the proposed development 
affects a heritage item designated in Schedule 1 as being of State or regional significance. 

This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared to assist Baulkham Hills Shire Council in this 
regard and with any Section 60 applications under the Heritage Act. 

Clause 35(7)(b) of the LEP 2005 specifies those matters that the Council must consider (ie be included 
in a Heritage Impact Statement (HIS)) in assessing a proposed development in a conservation area 
such as the Heritage Park:  

(i) the heritage significance of the heritage conservation area and the contribution which any building, work, relic, tree or 
place affected by the proposed development makes to this heritage significance, and 

(ii) the impact that the proposed development would have on the heritage significance of the heritage conservation area, 
and 

(iii) the compatibility of any proposed development with nearby original buildings and the character of the heritage 
conservation area, taking into account the size, form, scale, orientation, setbacks, materials and detailing of the proposed 
development, and 

(iv) the measures proposed to conserve the significance of the heritage conservation area and its setting, and 

(v) whether any landscape or horticultural features would be affected by the proposed development, and 

(vi) whether any relic would be affected by the proposed development, and 

(vii) the extent to which the carrying out of the proposed development in accordance with the consent would affect any 
historic subdivision pattern. 

Development within heritage conservation areas such as the Castle Hill Heritage Park is also governed 
by Clause 41 of the LEP 2005, which states: 

(1) Before granting consent for the erection of a building within a heritage conservation area, the consent authority must 
be satisfied that the features of the proposed building will be compatible with the heritage significance of the heritage 
conservation area, having regard to the form of, and materials used in, buildings that contribute to the heritage 
significance of the heritage conservation area. 

(2) In satisfying itself about those features, the consent authority must have regard to at least the following (but is not to 
be limited to having regard to those features): 

(a) the pitch and form of the roof (if any),  

(b) the style, size, proportion and position of the openings for windows or doors (if any), 

(c) the colour, texture, style, size and type of finish of the materials to be used on the exterior of the building. 

Specific Protections for Archaeological Relics 

Clause 38 of the LEP 2005 provides specific protections in relation to ‘archaeological sites’.  An 
‘archaeological site’ is defined by the LEP 2005 as: 
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a site identified in Schedule 1 as an archaeological site which may include one or more relics. 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is not listed as an archaeological site under the LEP.  However, it would 
certainly satisfy the requirements for listing. 

Clause 38 provides that before granting consent for development that will be carried out on an 
archaeological site that has non-Aboriginal heritage significance, the consent authority must: 

(a) consider a heritage impact statement explaining how the proposed development will affect the conservation of the site 
and any relic known or reasonably likely to be located at the site, and 

(b) notify the Heritage Council of its intention to do so and take into consideration any comments received in response 
within 28 days after the notice is sent. 

(2) This clause does not apply if the proposed development: 

(a) does not involve disturbance of below-ground deposits and the consent authority is of the opinion that the heritage 
significance of any above-ground relics would not be adversely affected by the proposed development, or 

(b) is integrated development. 

Development in the Vicinity of a Heritage Item or Heritage Conservation Area 

Development in the vicinity of the Castle Hill Heritage Park (a conservation area) is governed by Clause 
39 of the LEP 2005 which requires the consent authority to assess the impact of the proposed 
development on the heritage significance of the heritage conservation area.  Clause 39 controls 
development:  

(a) that may have an impact on the setting of a heritage item or heritage conservation area, for example, by affecting a 
significant view to or from the item or conservation area, or by overshadowing, or 

(b) that may undermine or otherwise cause physical damage to a heritage item 

or heritage conservation area, or 

 (c) that will otherwise have any adverse impact on the heritage significance of 

a heritage item or heritage conservation area. 

Development applications for sites in the vicinity of heritage conservation areas must include a HIS that 
includes (subclause [4]): 

details of the size, shape and scale of, setbacks for, and the materials to be used in, any proposed buildings or works and 
details of any modification that would reduce the impact of the proposed development on the heritage significance of the 
heritage item or heritage conservation area. 

Zoning 

The Castle Hill Heritage Park is zoned ‘Zone 6(a)’ ie Open Space 6(a)—Existing and Proposed Public 
Recreation Zone. 

The objectives of this zone include the following: 
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(a) to ensure there is provision of adequate open space areas to meet the existing and future needs of residents and to 
provide opportunities to enhance the environmental quality and heritage character of the Baulkham Hills local 
government area, and 

(b) to identify land that is now owned, or proposed to be owned, by the Council and to provide for the acquisition or 
dedication of that land for open space or public recreational purposes, and 

(c) to identify land that is owned by the Crown and is under the care, control and management of the Council as public 
open space, and 

(d) to protect, preserve and enhance areas of urban bushland and fauna habitat corridors that are considered valuable in 
terms of their natural heritage significance and recreational, educational, aesthetic and scientific value, and 

(e) to provide opportunities for formal and informal recreation and tourist facilities development on publicly owned land for 
use by the community. 

Development in this zone that is allowed only with consent comprises: 

agriculture (other than dams); bush fire fighting establishments; caravan parks; caretakers’ dwellings; child care centres; 
community facilities; environmental protection works; forestry; public buildings; public utility undertakings; recreation 
areas; recreation facilities; renewable energy facilities; roads; utility installations (other than gas holders or generating 
works). 

Exempt and Complying Development 

Clauses 8 and 9 of the LEP 2005 specify that development is not exempt or complying development 
where it is on any of the following land: 

(a) land that is subject to an interim heritage order or listed on the State Heritage Register under the Heritage Act 1977,  

(b) land that is, or is the site of, a heritage item for the purposes of this plan or that is a conservation area for those 
purposes, 

(c) an Aboriginal place under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, 

(d) land (not being land within Zone 2 (d) under this plan) that is zoned, or otherwise identified, under this or any other 
environmental planning instrument for the protection or preservation of habitat, plant communities or wetlands … 

The site is listed on the State Heritage Register.  Therefore, works on the site are not subject to the 
Exempt and Complying Development provisions of the LEP. 

5.8.4  Statutory Planning Controls—Baulkham Hills Shire Council—Development 
Control Plan 10—Heritage (2005) 

General 

Baulkham Hills Shire Council has also prepared Development Control Plan 10—Heritage in order to 
(Clause 1.3): 

provide direction for any development associated with a heritage item or heritage conservation area. The principal 
objectives of this DCP are to: 

• To facilitate conservation of the Shire’s heritage, 

• Integrate conservation issues and management into the planning and 
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• development control process, and  

• Ensure that any development with respect to a heritage site is undertaken in a manner that is sympathetic to, and 
does not detract from the identified significance of the site. 

The DCP (clause 4.1) states that the purpose of the provisions of the LEP 2005 with respect to heritage 
items and conservation areas is: 

to ensure their protection, facilitate conservation and for development to be undertaken in a manner that is sympathetic to 
the site and its identified significance. 

Historical Themes 

The DCP (clause 4.2) identifies five main developmental phases that were considered critically important 
to the historic and present heritage value of the Shire, as follows: 

• early road systems; 

• small farms along the Hawkesbury River; 

• early settlement of the Cumberland Plain; 

• orchard development; and 

• country retreats. 

Castle Hill Heritage Park is relevant to three of the above phases: early road systems, early settlement of 
the Cumberland Plain and orchard development. 

Significance 

The DCP makes the following observation of relevance to the disturbed and partial remains of the Castle 
Hill structures and cultural landscape: 

It is important to note that a heritage building does not have to be completely intact or in good condition for it to be of 
heritage significance. Rather it is the building’s ability to demonstrate the criteria and historical themes discussed above 
that is important. Many listed buildings have undergone change overtime such as extensions or alterations, however the 
works have not had an adverse impact upon the identified significance of the site. Before any alterations or new works 
are proposed to a heritage item or within a conservation area there must be a thorough understanding of its heritage 
significance. Once this is known decisions about the future of the site, such as new works, can be more easily and 
appropriately determined. 

Heritage Conservation Areas 

Clause 4.4 of the DCP makes the following observation of relevance to the Castle Hill Heritage Park (a 
conservation area): 

(Conservation areas are m)ore than a collection of individual heritage items, it is an area in which the historical origins 
and relationships between various elements create a sense of place that is worth keeping.  

Clause 4.5 of the DCP states: 

Listing does not imply that heritage sites or buildings cannot be altered, added to, subdivided, modernised, or in certain 
situations demolished. Rather the main aim of heritage listing is to ensure due and expert consideration is given by 
applicants and Council to the heritage significance of a site at the DA stage, and to ensure that any new work does not 
detract from that significance. 
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Objectives 

The DCP provides a number of important objectives that are relevant to the development of heritage 
items and conservation areas (such as the Castle Hill Heritage Park).  Those of most significance 
include: 

5.1  Any new development should be positioned to ensure that the visual prominence, context, and therefore the 
significance of the existing heritage building and its setting is maintained … 

5.5 To ensure that the development of land in the vicinity of a heritage site is undertaken in a manner that complements 
the heritage significance of the site … 

5.7 To ensure the retention of gardens and other landscape elements that make an important contribution to the 
significance of a heritage site, the streetscape and the Shire generally. 

5.8 To ensure that any development within a conservation area is compatible with the important or significant 
characteristics of the conservation area as a whole. 

5.9 To ensure that the conservation incentive provisions are applied only where the conservation of the heritage site is 
dependant upon the alternate use of the property, and where the amenity of the area or the significance of the heritage 
site is not adversely affected. 

5.10  (i). To ensure that any advertising signs and structures are erected so as not to impinge upon the historic, cultural, 
social or aesthetic value of a heritage item. 

(ii). To provide an opportunity for authorised occupants of heritage items to identify themselves and their activities that are 
commercial in their nature. 

5.11 To ensure an archaeological site or heritage building is adequately protected from vandalism and deterioration … 

5.14 To ensure that development is undertaken in a manner that clearly identifies and protects sites of archaeological 
significance. 

5.8.5  Statutory Approvals Process 

Because of its dual local and state heritage listings, any works at Castle Hill Heritage Park will generally 
require both Heritage Council of NSW and Baulkham Hills Shire Council approvals (as described 
above).  Approval will be required under Section 63 of the Heritage Act for any works proposed within 
the SHR boundary, including works that propose to disturb ‘relics’.  Council consent will also be required 
for most works proposed on the site. 

One method of dealing with these dual approval requirements is to use the Integrated Development 
(IDA) procedures of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) which provides for a 
Development Application (DA) to be referred to the Heritage Council of NSW for comment, and for those 
comments to be considered by the consent authority before it determines a DA.  An application must still 
be made for Heritage Council of NSW approval under Section 60 of the Heritage Act, following the 
exercise of IDA procedures.  If, however, Section 60 approval is obtained prior to lodgement of the 
Development Application, the application is no longer an Integrated Development (as no further approval 
under the Heritage Act is required). 

IDAs and Section 60 Applications generally need to be accompanied by a Conservation Management 
Plan (CMP), particularly for large and/or complex sites and/or where a significant level of development is 
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proposed.  A HIS is also usually required setting out the impacts of the proposed development on the 
significance of the place and consistency of the proposal with the CMP or other relevant documents.   

The listing of the site on the SHR already means there is a requirement to meet the basic maintenance 
requirements set out in the Heritage Act to ensure the long-term conservation of the place.   

Archaeological Excavation Permit applications, or Exemption applications, can be lodged at any time 
and need not relate to the IDA or Section 63 approval processes, or any DA (other than a DA to 
excavate).  If research excavation is to be undertaken to inform the development of adaptive re-use 
options, then the archaeological excavations should take place before development proposals are 
finalised.  For the most part, however, archaeological investigations (monitoring or rescue excavation, 
which records sites prior to disturbance) should take place prior to or during redevelopment works. 
Excavation Permit applications for such investigations can be (but often are not) lodged prior to 
development consent.   

5.8.6  National Parks and Wildlife Act 

Aboriginal heritage values and archaeology are beyond the scope of this report.  For a discussion of the 
site’s Aboriginal history, see the report by Archaeological and Heritage Management Solutions (J 
Wheeler, R Wright, P Douglas and D Kavanagh) entitled Castle Hill Heritage Park NSW. Aboriginal 
Archaeological Test Excavation Report, prepared for Baulkham Hills Shire Council (August 2003). 

The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW) (NPW Act) provides statutory protection for all 
Aboriginal ‘objects’ (consisting of any material evidence of the Indigenous occupation of New South 
Wales) under Section 90 and for ‘Aboriginal places’ (areas of cultural significance to the Aboriginal 
community) under Section 84.  Aboriginal objects and places are afforded automatic statutory protection 
in New South Wales whereby it is an offence (without the Minister’s consent) to: 

Damage, deface or destroy Aboriginal sites without the prior consent of the Director-General of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service (now the Department of Environment and Conservation). 

The NPW Act defines an Aboriginal ‘object’ as: 

any deposit, object or material evidence (not being a handicraft made for sale) relating to the Aboriginal habitation of the 
area that comprises New South Wales, being habitation before or concurrent with (or both) the occupation of that area by 
persons of non-Aboriginal extraction, and includes Aboriginal remains. 

The protection provided to Aboriginal objects and places applies irrespective of the level of their 
significance or issues of land tenure.  Any future development on this site should be undertaken with due 
regard to the requirements of the NPW Act in relation to Aboriginal heritage. 

5.9  Other Statutory and Safety Requirements 

5.9.1  Significant Vegetation  

The site contains significant areas of indigenous vegetation, including regenerating Blue Gum High 
Forest.  This is a declared threatened plant community under the BHSC LEP.  Natural drainage lines 
and open grassland with scattered groupings of cultural plantings are also significant. 

The management of the site’s cultural heritage values will need to be closely co-ordinated with the 
management of its natural heritage values.  Should the management of the cultural and natural values of 
the site be found to be in conflict, decisions should be guided by relative significance.  This CMP 
assesses the cultural heritage values of the site to be of State (and potentially National) heritage 
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significance.  Therefore, the cultural heritage values (and the policies presented in Section 6.0) should 
prevail to the extent of any inconsistency given their assessed higher level of heritage significance.     

5.9.2  Disabled Access 

Access to and within the site for elderly people or people with a disability should comply with the intent of 
the Commonwealth Disability and Discrimination Act 1992, Council’s access and mobility provisions, the 
BCA and the relevant standards of Standards Australia.   

5.9.3  Traffic Requirements  

Council’s requirements for site entry and egress and garbage collection as expressed in the Plan of 
Management should be assessed against the policies in Section 6.0 below as they could have the 
potential to compromise the appropriate management of some of the cultural heritage values of the site.  
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Figure 5.1  Site plan showing areas known to contain relics, and areas known to be clear of relics. 
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Figure 5.2  Site plan showing areas with the potential for productive archaeological excavation. 
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6.0  Conservation Policies and Recommended Actions 

6.1  Introduction 

6.1.1  Role of the Conservation Policies 

This section presents policies for the management of the heritage values of the Castle Hill Heritage 
Park. 

The policies take into account: 

• key constraints and opportunities arising from the site’s heritage values; 

• the principles of the Burra Charter; 

• the requirements of the Baulkham Hills Shire Council;  

• statutory requirements; and  

• the physical condition and integrity of site components. 

The policies aim to: 

• conserve and retain the heritage significance of the site, including its significant physical and 
intangible elements and their relationship to their wider setting; and 

• provide a management framework for the integration of conservation actions with the ‘operational’ 
demands of the site and possible future development. 

The policies in this section include a number of recommended actions that would best give effect to the 
policies.  They are not exhaustive.  Other actions may also result in the effective application of the 
policies.   

The policies also make reference to the aims, objectives and policies of the Plan of Management where 
appropriate (in particular, where there is a need to co-ordinate the application of the CMP and Plan of 
Management).  The objectives and recommended actions of the Plan of Management should be 
pursued within, and subject to, the framework of the policies in the CMP (see Policy 1 below). 

6.1.2  New Development and Change—Guiding Principles—General 

The future conservation and development of the place should be carried out in accordance with the 
principles of The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Places of Cultural Significance 
1999.  In particular, the following measures are recommended: 

• The maximum amount of significant fabric, uses, associations and meanings should be preserved and conserved.  
(Article 3, Burra Charter) 

• Works to the fabric should be planned and implemented taking into account the relative significance of the elements 
of the place.  Unavoidable intervention should be carried out on elements of lesser significance in preference to those 
of higher significance.  Alterations to interior spaces, such as removal of original finishes, partitioning or construction 
of new openings and installation of new services should be carried out in spaces of lesser significance to those of 
higher significance.  (Article 5.2, Burra Charter) 

• Uses should, if possible, be related to the cultural significance rather than uses that do not take advantage of the 
interpretative potential of the place.  (Article 7, Burra Charter) 
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• If possible, items of significance should be interpreted by either introduced interpretative devices or applicable 
restoration and reconstruction.  (Article 25, Burra Charter) 

• The use of the place should be organised to minimise the removal or concealment of significant fabric due to 
statutory requirements including the need for new services, provision of fire egress and access for disabled people.  
(Article 7.2, Burra Charter) 

• All alterations and adaptations to the significant fabric should be clearly identified by means of introduced devices or 
by method of style or construction as new work.  (Article 22.2, Burra Charter) 

• Work should be carried out by personnel experienced in conservation, both professional disciplines and building and 
engineering trades.  (Article 30, Burra Charter) 

• Appropriate recording and documentation procedures, in accordance with the Australia ICOMOS ‘Burra Charter’ 
should be carried out before any works.  (Article 27.2, Burra Charter) 

• Conservation guidelines for the place, formulated in accordance with the ‘Guidelines to the Burra Charter: 
Conservation Policy’ should be prepared, adopted and implemented.  (Article 26.2, Burra Charter) 

6.1.3  New Development and Change—Guiding Principles—Specific 

The principal guides for all decisions relating to development or change at the Castle Hill Heritage Park 
are the heritage values identified in Section 4.0.  The heritage significance of the site and its constituent 
elements, coupled with the assessment of their ‘tolerance for change’, should inform all decisions made 
with respect to the conservation and general management of the site.  

The heritage values embodied by the site (identified in Section 4.0) establish a framework for future 
change (development opportunities etc) based on cultural heritage significance that can be summarised 
in the following guiding principles: 

• In general change should be confined to areas of lower heritage significance and higher tolerance 
for change. 

• Future change should not impede the site’s ability to ‘tell the story’ of the early convict farm, the 
events and people associated with the Battle of Vinegar Hill, the establishment of the nation’s first 
mental health facility, the early settlement of Castle Hill, the role of the site as the ecclesiastical 
centre of the district in the nineteenth century, and the development of orchard agriculture in Castle 
Hill. 

• Conservation works, maintenance etc of fabric with heritage value should be prioritised according to 
heritage significance and need/condition.  

• Adverse impacts on heritage values should be avoided wherever possible.  Adverse impacts 
should only be permitted where: 

− it makes possible the recovery or conservation or interpretation of aspects of greater 
significance; 

− it helps ensure the security and viability of the place; 

− there is no feasible alternative (to meet safety and/or legal requirements, for example);  

− areas, elements, fabric or other aspects of significance that are to be impacted are adequately 
recorded; and 

− full assessment of alternative options has been undertaken to minimise adverse impacts.   
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• Opportunities to retain, reinstate and interpret the site’s heritage values should be investigated and 
implemented on an ongoing basis, particularly where they can be integrated into the daily use and 
ongoing care of the place. 

6.2  Adoption, Endorsement and Review of the Conservation Management 
Plan  
The following policies provide guidance with respect to the formal adoption and ongoing revision of the 
CMP. 

Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 1—Adoption of CMP 
The CMP will be the principal guiding document in 
the management of the cultural heritage resource at 
the site. 
Explanatory Note: 
The CMP will complement the Plan of Management 
for the site, and the Plan of Management will be 
amended if required to reflect the content of the 
CMP. 

Review the draft CMP.  
Forward a copy of the draft CMP to the Heritage Office.  Liaise with the 
Heritage Office, Department of Planning with respect to content and scope.   
Observe Policy 2 (below) with respect to consultation in the preparation and 
finalisation of the draft CMP. 
Obtain the endorsement of the final CMP by the Heritage Council of NSW. 
Formally adopt the final CMP as the principal guide in the future 
conservation and development of the site. 
Amend the Plan of Management to reflect the finalised CMP, as appropriate. 

Policy 2—Consultation 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council will pursue an active 
program of ongoing community consultation in 
relation to the content of the CMP and future 
actions at the site. 

Exhibit the draft CMP, and present it to relevant user and special interest 
groups, and invite feedback.  Review and finalise the CMP in the context of 
user, community and general public feedback. 
Conduct appropriately advertised public meetings from time to time, as 
circumstances require. 
Inform adjacent owners/lessees of the content of the CMP in order to secure 
mutual understanding of the site’s heritage values and a co-operative 
approach to its conservation and development.  
Consider the establishment of a web-based ‘Community Noticeboard’ linked 
to the Council’s website dedicated to issues related to the Heritage Park. 
Maintain contacts with the local history society, and other relevant 
community groups. 
Observe the objectives of ‘Key Consideration 5’ (pages 4.10–4.11 Plan of 
Management) and ‘Key Consideration 6 (pages 4.12–4.13 Plan of 
Management), in a manner consistent with the site’s heritage values and the 
CMP. 
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 3—Monitoring and Review of Policies 
The efficiency and effectiveness of the CMP will be 
monitored on an ongoing basis and reviewed 
regularly. 

Ensure an appropriately qualified person or people monitor the 
implementation of the CMP and to identify any issues in the practical 
application of the document (preferably a Council planning officer with 
experience in heritage matters).  
Assess all development applications and proposed maintenance work for the 
Castle Hill Heritage Park against the policies contained in the CMP. 
Establish an internal auditing system to ensure that maintenance works and 
other activities are being undertaken in accordance with the policies 
contained within the CMP. 
Review the application of the CMP against the application of other policy 
documents relevant to the site (eg Plan of Management, Landscape Plans, 
Maintenance Schedules etc).  Modify other relevant documents to include 
specific references to the CMP and ensure alignment and mutually 
supportive aims, procedures and outcomes.   
Receive feedback from users of the CMP on an ongoing basis, especially 
during the initial phases of its use after its adoption by Council.  In any event, 
review the content of the CMP at no more than five year intervals.  The 
review should identify issues arising out of the application of the CMP, 
particularly in the light of changing circumstances at the site (eg 
development). 
Revise/update the CMP where review of the document indicates gaps, 
issues, superseded content. 
Upon completion of each review, advise the Heritage Office, Department of 
Planning of any changes to the CMP.  Obtain the Heritage Council of NSW’s 
endorsement of any changes. 
Obtain appropriate professional advice in the review and/or amendment of 
the CMP. 

Policy 4—Distribution of CMP Copies 
The CMP will be a public document.  Steps will be 
taken to ensure maximum public access to it.  

Lodge copies of the CMP in the Baulkham Hills Library and the Mitchell 
Library (upon Heritage Council of NSW endorsement). 
Lodge a publicly accessible copy of the CMP at Baulkham Hills Shire 
Council. 
Ensure that a copy of the endorsed CMP is in the hands of each of those 
‘departments’ responsible for the management and maintenance of the site, 
or whose activities may otherwise impact on the site. 
Lodge a copy of the endorsed CMP with the Heritage Office, Department of 
Planning. 
Consider a link to the CMP on the Baulkham Hills Shire Council webpage. 
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6.3  Overarching Conservation and Management Policies 
The following policies provide the fundamental principles with respect to conservation of the cultural 
heritage resource at the site.   

Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 5—Manage in Accordance with National 
and International Heritage Standards 
The heritage values of Castle Hill Heritage Park will 
be managed according to the highest national and 
international standards, applying established 
heritage principles. 

Obtain copies of the following documents: 
• The Burra Charter, The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation 

of Places of Cultural Significance 1999; 
• the Guidelines for the Protection, Management and Use of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Places; and  
• the ICAHM Charter for the management of Archaeological Heritage. 
Inform relevant personnel of the location, contents and importance of these 
documents. 
Manage trees and other vegetation in accordance with current best practice 
in arboriculture/horticulture as recommended in Australian Standards (eg AS 
4373 Formative Pruning) and any other major industry organisations. 
Assess all proposed development applications and other actions affecting 
the site against the policies in the CMP, augmented where necessary by the 
above documents. 

Policy 6—Significance Guides Conservation 
and Planning 
The heritage values embodied by Castle Hill 
Heritage Park will guide the management and 
development of the site.  The Statement of 
Significance, as it relates to the site as a whole and 
to individual elements and precincts, will be the 
principal guide in this regard.  

When assessing proposed development or other actions that may impact on 
the site, use the CMP to identify aspects of heritage significance and 
tolerance for change. 
When assessing proposed development or other actions that may impact on 
the site, use the CMP to identify how the heritage values are embodied (eg 
in form, fabric, function and/or location, or in some intangible way) and to 
identify the ‘tolerance for change’ of these attributes.   
Always recall that the individual elements of the site comprise a suite of 
related features that together make up the site.  Do not assess individual 
elements in isolation. 
Where a proposed action may impact on the heritage significance of an 
element or precinct of the site, or the significance of the site as a whole, 
apply the following general principles: 
• Exceptional significance—Preserve and conserve.  Adapt and/or 

interpret where significant layout, elements and/or fabric is altered or 
missing. 

• High significance—As for Exceptional, with greater allowance for 
adaptation where this is in accordance with overall significance, 
intactness/integrity and use. 

• Moderate significance—Retain and conserve where possible.  
Adaptation and/or alteration permissible.  Removal possible subject to 
Policy 8. 

• Little significance—As for Moderate, with fewer constraints on removal.   
• Intrusive—Remove/modify to reduce adverse impacts. 
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 7—Minimising Adverse Impacts Caused 
by Change 
Change at the Castle Hill Heritage Park will be 
aimed at conserving the heritage values of the site.  
Where unavoidable change may impact adversely 
on heritage values, all alternative courses of action 
will be considered, and the course of action with the 
lowest potential for adverse impacts will be 
preferred. 
Explanatory note: 
This approach will apply equally to the removal of 
existing heritage elements and to introducing new 
elements that do not have direct associations with 
the site. 

Adopt a cautious approach to change. 
Review all proposed change with reference to the CMP, assessing all 
proposed change against the significance of affected elements and their 
tolerance for change. 
Locate proposed changes, where possible, in areas identified as having the 
lowest significance and highest tolerance for change. 
Obtain professional advice, as appropriate, with respect to the assessment 
of proposed change and the development of possible alternative courses of 
action.  
Ensure, where possible, that changes are reversible. 

Policy 8—Removal of or Adverse Impact on 
Significant Elements 
A cautious approach will be taken to activities that 
will result in the removal or modification of elements 
of the site that embody significant heritage values.   
Explanatory note: 
This policy recognises that change is inevitable in 
the life of a place such as the Castle Hill Heritage 
Park.  It requires that major aspects of significance 
are given ‘conservation priority’ in the management 
of the site. 
This approach will apply equally to the removal of 
existing heritage elements and to introducing new 
elements that do not have direct associations with 
the site. 

Retain significant elements of the site in situ commensurate with their 
heritage values and tolerance for change, unless precluded by legislative 
requirements, overwhelming health and safety considerations, threat of 
vandalism or theft, and/or severely deteriorated condition. 
Where change that may adversely impact on heritage values is 
contemplated, seek to permit it only where: 
• it makes possible the recovery, conservation or interpretation of aspects 

of greater significance; 
• it helps to ensure the security and viability of the site; 
• there is no feasible alternative (eg to meet safety and/or legal 

requirements);  
• the significant element or other aspect of significance is adequately 

recorded and, where appropriate, interpreted; and 
• full assessment of alternative options has been undertaken to minimise 

adverse impacts.  

Policy 9—Heritage Impact Assessment  
All development applications/change will be 
thoroughly assessed for potential adverse heritage 
impacts, applying the principles and policies 
contained in the CMP. 

Ensure that all development applications are accompanied by a Heritage 
Impact Statement, consistent with the requirements of the Baulkham Hills 
Local Environmental Plan 2005. 
Ensure that all Heritage Impact Statements meet the requirements of the 
Baulkham Hills Local Environmental Plan 2005, Development Control Plan 
10 (Heritage), and the Heritage Office, Department of Planning’s 
requirements for Statements of Heritage Impact. 
Ensure that all Heritage Impact Statements assess potential heritage 
impacts against the policies and principles contained in this CMP. 

Policy 10—Coordinated Planning 
The management of Castle Hill Heritage Park will 
be undertaken through a planned, co-ordinated and 
documented approach.  

Ensure ongoing liaison between the managers of the cultural heritage values 
and natural heritage values of the site to ensure consistency of aims and 
approach. 
Obtain professional advice from appropriate experts in planning for future 
changes and general management at the site. 
Ensure that all assessment of proposed changes is informed by a 
consideration of alternative courses of action that may have fewer or no 
adverse heritage impacts. 
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 11—Co-operation of Owners, Lessees, 
and Managers 
If all or part of the Castle Hill Heritage Park is leased 
or sold to other parties, the principles and policies of 
the CMP will continue to apply to the leased or sold 
parts of the site. 

Incorporate appropriate clauses in any contract of sale or lease to ensure 
that the purchaser or lessee undertakes to abide by the principles and 
policies of the CMP. 
Ensure that lessees manage their tenancies in a manner that is consistent 
with the CMP by: 
• undertaking regular inspections of leased areas; 
• identifying and rectifying improper actions; 
• providing a copy of the CMP to all lessees and owners of the site, or part 

of the site; and 
• where possible, identifying mutually acceptable mechanisms for the 

conservation of the site through consultation with purchasers and 
lessees. 

Policy 12—Preferred Principal Use  
The preferred use for Castle Hill Heritage Park is as 
public open space that sympathetically incorporates 
and appropriately interprets the heritage values of 
the site. 

Pursue development options contained in the Plan of Management for the 
development of the site as public open space. 
Observe ‘Key Considerations’ 1–6 of the Plan of Management in a manner 
consistent with the site’s heritage values and the CMP. 
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6.4  Ongoing Research, Listings and Documentation 
The following policies reflect the importance of the site as a research instrument and of maintaining an 
ongoing archival record of the site, including changes made to the site. 

Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 13—Further Research 
The management of the heritage values at Castle 
Hill Heritage Park will be informed by an ongoing 
program of research.   

Undertake specific and directed research towards the conservation needs of 
individual elements of the site (eg specific archaeological relics) where 
change is proposed for those specific elements (for example, the relics of the 
barracks may have different conservation needs to other relics). 
Monitor the effectiveness of the policies contained in the CMP with respect to 
the management of specific elements of the site.  Consider the preparation 
of a Specific Elements Conservation Policy (SECP) for individual elements of 
the site where more specific and directed guidance is needed.(see also 
Policy 14 below). 
Facilitate access to Council’s records by students and researchers for bona 
fide research purposes. 
Consider allocating funding assistance to tertiary education students who are 
undertaking research into aspects of Australia’s history relevant to Castle 
Hill.  

Policy 14—Conservation Policies for 
Unexpected Relics  
Where unexpected relics belonging to the 
significant phases of the park’s history are exposed, 
an assessment of their specific conservation needs 
will be made, and the CMP augmented with 
additional policies and recommendations, if 
appropriate. 

Monitor the investigation and exposure of the archaeological resource at the 
site.  Assess the conservation needs for exposed relics on an ongoing basis. 
Ensure that any changes to the CMP are prepared by appropriately qualified 
people. 
Submit any changes to the CMP to the Heritage Council of NSW for 
endorsement. 

Policy 15—Conservation and Maintenance 
Records  
An ongoing record of change at the site will be 
maintained as part of the management of the site’s 
heritage values. 
Explanatory note: 
Documentation is an important part of heritage 
conservation, not only for recording what has been 
undertaken but also to guide future management as 
to the success or otherwise of particular works and 
programs. 

Record to archival standard any physical change made to any significant 
part of the site (for example, conservation works, removal or repair of 
significant fabric, etc). 
Conserve, thoroughly annotate and safely store all original documents and 
records relating to conservation and maintenance works at the site in a fire-
rated premises.   
Keep all copies of the above documents in secure premises (eg as part of 
the local studies collection at the Baulkham Hills Library). 
 

Policy 16—Heritage Register Listings and 
Nominations 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council will safeguard the 
heritage values of the site by pursuing a policy of 
nominating it to, and/or maintaining it on, relevant 
heritage registers/lists.  Existing listings will be 
reviewed and updated on an ongoing basis. 

Liaise with the Heritage Office, Department of Planning in order to have the 
existing State Heritage Register listing revised to reflect the Statement of 
Significance contained in this CMP. 
Undertake further assessment against the criteria for listing on the National 
Heritage List.  Nominate the site for listing on the National Heritage List if 
appropriate. 
Identify an appropriate ‘heritage curtilage’ for the site based on the 
conclusions of this report, and negotiate with the Heritage Office, 
Department of Planning for modification of the SHR boundaries if 
appropriate.  
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 17—Review of Council’s LEP Heritage 
Schedule Listing 
The listing of the site in the Baulkham Hills LEP 
2005 Heritage Schedule will be reviewed and 
updated on an ongoing basis. 

The present listing of the site should be updated to reflect the contents of this 
CMP; that is, the site: 
• is of State heritage significance; 
• is of potential National heritage significance; and 
• contains known and potential archaeological relics/sites of State 

significance. 

Policy 18—Site recording for Archival Purposes 
The management of the heritage values at the site 
will involve an active and ongoing program of 
archival recording. 

Record the existing site layout and key components of the site to archival 
standard prior to carrying out any change there.   
Lodge copies of any archival records with the Baulkham Hills Library, the 
Mitchell Library and the Heritage Office, Department of Planning. 
Observe the archival recording standards established by the Heritage Office, 
Department of Planning. 

 
6.5  Qualifications, Experience and Abilities 
The following policies reflect the specialised nature of heritage conservation and the need to ensure that 
it is carried out by appropriately qualified and experienced people. 

Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 19—Appropriate Qualifications and 
Training 
Only appropriately qualified people will: 
• make determinations that may impact on the 

heritage values of the site; and 
• provide advice to Baulkham Hills Shire Council 

with respect to the carrying out of conservation 
works at the site. 

Pursue an active and ongoing training program for all relevant new and 
existing staff, and external contractors where relevant, which reflects the 
content and intent of the CMP. 
Delegate responsibility for assessing and managing development 
applications to appropriately qualified staff. 
Review the existing skills base at Baulkham Hills Shire Council and, if 
necessary, engage in targeted training and recruiting. 
Ensure heritage personnel have relevant experience and qualifications prior 
to employment or through training after employment commences. 
Establish conservation-focussed continuous improvement programs for all 
relevant staff. 
Ensure that all relevant staff and tenants attend heritage awareness training 
on induction. 

Policy 20—Specialist Conservation Advice 
Only appropriately qualified people will provide 
advice on, or undertake, conservation works and 
future development at the site.   

Assess the qualifications, experience and expertise of all contractors 
providing input into conservation and heritage management matters at the 
site, prior to their engagement.   
Only engage contractors that have proven and relevant experience or ability. 
Seek professional archaeological advice in relation to any work which will 
involve ground disturbance in areas identified by the CMP as having 
archaeological potential. 

Policy 21—Qualified Tradespeople 
All works to elements of the site embodying 
significant heritage values will be carried out by 
suitably qualified tradespeople with practical 
experience or proven ability with respect to heritage 
conservation.   

Assess the qualifications, experience and expertise of all tradespeople 
undertaking works at the site, prior to their engagement.   
Only engage contractors that have proven and relevant experience or ability. 
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6.6  Community Engagement and Interpretation 
The following policies reflect the importance of community engagement to the management and 
conservation of not just the Castle Hill Heritage Park, but the state’s heritage generally. 

Policy Recommended Actions  for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 22—Community Information  
The management of Castle Hill Heritage Park will 
investigate options for an ongoing program of public 
engagement, designed to maximise public interest 
and involvement in the heritage values of the site.  

Keep members of the public informed of the heritage values of the site, and 
issues and developments there, through links on the Baulkham Hills Shire 
Council website, regular newsletters, press releases, public meetings etc, as 
appropriate.  
Observe ‘Key Considerations’ 1–6 of the Plan of Management in a manner 
consistent with the site’s heritage values and the CMP. 

Policy 23—Social Values Assessment 
The assessment of the contemporary social values 
of the site identified in the Plan of Management will 
be a guide to the future management of the site.   

Undertake appropriate ongoing social values assessment as part of any 
future review of the CMP and Plan of Management to ensure understanding 
of the importance of the site to the contemporary community.   

Policy 24—Interpretation Requirements  
The management of the heritage values at the 
Castle Hill Heritage Park will include an active and 
ongoing program of interpretation that is informed by 
the place’s heritage values, and which employs a 
wide range of media.   

Prepare an Interpretation Plan for the site (see Policy 25). 
Assess all development applications relevant to the site against the 
overarching requirement to ‘tell the story’ of Castle Hill’s history and 
heritage. 
Ensure that change at the site does not impede the site’s ability to ‘tell the 
story’ of Castle Hill.  
Where appropriate, incorporate conditions in development consents that 
ensure that interpretation measures are undertaken as part of any new 
development.   
Obtain the advice of appropriately qualified professionals in devising and 
implementing the interpretation program. 
Assess the recommended actions on pages 7.16–7.18 of the Plan of 
Management against the assessed heritage values of the place in an 
Interpretation Plan for the site (see Section 6.13 below).  Implement as 
appropriate. 
Consider options for interpretation measures as applications for new 
development on relevant sites in the park’s vicinity are received, especially 
in adjacent lots to the southwest where historic structures once existed.    

Policy 25—Preparation of an Interpretation Plan 
Interpretation measures undertaken at the site will 
be carried out in accordance with an Interpretation 
Plan approved by Baulkham Hills Shire Council. 
Explanatory note: 
An Interpretation Plan identifies the themes and 
messages to be interpreted that reflect the heritage 
values of the site.  It includes discussion of methods 
that can be used to interpret the significant values 
and associations of the site.  These might include 
conserving original features and fabric, 
interpreting/representing missing or damaged 
elements based on documentary and/or 
archaeological evidence, and introducing 
interpretative devices such as signage and public 
art. 

Prepare the Interpretation Plan against ‘Key Considerations’ 1–6 of the Plan 
of Management.  Interpretation measures should seek to give effect to these 
objectives.  Assess the recommended actions proposed by the Plan of 
Management (pages 7.2–7.4 and 7.16–7.18) against the site’s heritage 
values before implementing. 
Undertake consultation with the Heritage Office, Department of Planning 
during the preparation of the Interpretation Plan to ensure consistency of 
aims and approach. 
Aim interpretation measures at a wide audience, including scholars, special 
interest groups and the public.  
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Policy Recommended Actions  for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 26—Interpretation Through Conservation 
Works 
Preservation, restoration and reconstruction are 
preferred methods of interpreting the site’s heritage 
values.   

Obtain the advice of appropriately qualified professionals to identify 
elements of the site that can (and cannot) be preserved, restored or 
reconstructed. 
Where adaptation is part of the conservation work, incorporate measures to 
show the location, character and/or role of removed or altered components, 
where appropriate.  
Where possible reveal previously hidden or obscured elements that embody 
heritage values as part of any reconstruction and adaptation works. 
Where possible define new elements and fabric (including elements of 
landscape setting) as part of any reconstruction and adaptation works. 

Policy 27—Maintaining Legibility of Site 
Configuration 
The management of the heritage values at the site 
will be guided by the overarching principle that the 
ability of the site to demonstrate early and original 
site layouts must be conserved and enhanced. 
Explanatory note: 
This policy provides a framework for interpreting key 
aspects of the function and use of the site and 
subsequent evolution as part of its conservation and 
on-going development. 

Maintain/interpret the significant visual and physical links between the site of 
the barracks and associated buildings, and surrounding land forms, open 
spaces and vegetation.  
Maintain the sense of the significant former functional relationships between 
the barracks/asylum and the support/ancillary buildings. 
Maintain the sense of open space and of the former rural uses at the site. 
Conserve the significant individual components that ‘tell the story’ of the 
site’s former uses and layout. 
Investigate, record and interpret (where appropriate) the archaeological 
evidence of the original/earlier site development. 

Policy 28—Public Access 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council will ensure that public 
access to the site is maximised, provided this is 
consistent with the site’s heritage values and subject 
to Council’s other requirements (eg security and 
safety).   

Assess the robustness of the archaeological relics at the site and implement 
display/interpretation options that reflect their ability to tolerate exposure to 
the elements, pedestrian activity etc. 
Assess the recommendations of the Plan of Management with respect to 
‘Profile and Access’ (Key Consideration 2, pages 4.4–4.5, pages 7.2, 7.8 
etc) against the site’s heritage values.  Balance the need for appropriate site 
access against the need to conserve an appropriate setting for the heritage. 
Provide appropriate and well-signed public entry/exits. 
Provide safe, adequate and visually unobtrusive parking for the site’s use as 
public open space. 
Provide directional signage in a practical but visually discreet manner, 
ensuring no adverse impacts on heritage values (such as aesthetic values). 
Meet relevant standards for disabled access.  Where this may impact on 
heritage values, locate the necessary changes in areas of high tolerance for 
change, and where this is not possible, ensure liaison between building 
heritage specialists and the certifier/consent authority to achieve a mutually 
satisfactory response. 
Assess all recommendations for recreation areas in the Plan of 
Management (pages 7.10–7.11) against the heritage values at the site.  
Balance the general requirement to locate new development in areas of 
lower significance and higher tolerance for change against the possible 
positive heritage impacts of establishing recreation areas close to areas of 
high heritage significance. 
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6.7  The Archaeological Resource 
The following policies reflect the importance of the known and potential archaeological resource to the 
heritage values of the site, and the fact that they are the principal physical remains of the earliest uses of 
the site. 

Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 29—Unexpected Aboriginal ‘Objects’ 
Any Aboriginal archaeological sites/objects exposed 
at Castle Hill Heritage Park will be managed in 
accordance with the National Parks and Wildlife Act 
1974 (NSW). 
Explanatory note:   
The Aboriginal archaeological resource is beyond 
the scope of this CMP.  The recommended actions 
under this policy are general in nature. 

Should any Aboriginal sites/objects be identified during future site works, all 
activities should cease within the find vicinity, and the advice of the 
Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) sought.  Consultation 
with the local Aboriginal community will be necessary. 
See the report by Archaeological and Heritage Management Solutions (J 
Wheeler, R Wright, P Douglas and D Kavanagh) entitled Castle Hill Heritage 
Park NSW. Aboriginal Archaeological Test Excavation Report, prepared for 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council (August 2003).  Augment with further research 
as appropriate. 

Policy 30—Management of Historical 
Archaeological Remains 
The management of the archaeological relics at the 
site (known and potential) will be given the highest 
priority in the management of the site’s heritage 
values.  In situ retention of significant relics will be 
the preferred method of management in all cases. 

Adopt the CMP as the basis for the management of known and potential 
historical archaeological relics identified within the site. 
Ensure that all ground disturbance in areas with archaeological potential is 
preceded by an application for an excavation permit made pursuant to 
section 60 of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW), and accompanied by an 
Archaeological Research Design. 
Locate new development in areas where there is low potential for 
archaeological relics to exist (see Figures 4.1, 5.1 and 5.2).  

Policy 31—Exemptions under the Heritage Act 
The standard exemptions for works requiring 
Heritage Council of NSW approval will apply to the 
area of the site covered by the SHR listing. 
Explanatory Note: 
Generally, the consent of the Heritage Council of 
NSW will be required for proposed works at the site, 
including those that may impact on archaeological 
relics (a ‘Section 60’ application would need to be 
made).  However, minor excavation works may be 
covered by certain gazetted ‘Standard Exemptions 
for Works Requiring Heritage Council Approval’. 
The Standard Exemptions are included as Appendix 
C.  Recommendations for Specific Exemptions are 
in Section 6.14. 
Works specifically identified by this CMP as not 
requiring Heritage Council of NSW approval are 
‘exempt works’. 

Obtain approval from the Heritage Council of NSW prior to the disturbance 
of subsurface deposits within the areas of archaeological potential identified 
in this report.  This CMP should be included as supporting documentation 
for such an application. 
Apply for an exemption from the Heritage Office, Department of Planning 
where circumstances are appropriate.  This CMP should be included as 
supporting documentation for such an application. 
Delegate an appropriately qualified person or people to make the 
determination as to whether the proposed works fall within the exemptions. 
When in doubt, consult with the Heritage Office, Department of Planning 
with respect to the proposed works and their relationship with the gazetted 
Standard Exemptions to Section 60 approvals. 

Policy 32—Section 146 Notification 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council will keep the Heritage 
Office, Department of Planning informed of heritage 
management issues arising with respect to 
archaeological relics, consistent with the Heritage 
Act 1977 (NSW). 

If substantial or unrecorded relics are encountered during site works 
(including in those areas for which an exemption has been granted), cease 
works in this area immediately and notify the Heritage Office, Department of 
Planning, pursuant to Section 146 of the Heritage Act. 
Seek further assessment, and possibly approval, where necessary before 
recommencing site works. 

Policy 33—Obligations of Contractors 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council will ensure that all 
contractors and external personnel are aware of 
their obligations under the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) 
and National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW), 
with respect to the archaeological resource. 

Include suitable clauses in all contractor and subcontractor contracts to 
ensure that on-site personnel are aware of their obligations with respect to 
the archaeological resource.  Specifically, relevant on-site personnel should 
be made aware of the procedure to be followed for notification and stopping 
work should items of heritage significance be found during site works. 
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 34—Proactive Archaeological 
Investigation 
Generally, Baulkham Hills Shire Council will prefer 
non-invasive forms of archaeological investigation at 
the site.  The excavation of relics will not be 
undertaken unless it is necessary for their 
protection, significant  relics can be retained in situ, 
and/or where there would be overwhelming 
research benefits not otherwise obtainable.    
Explanatory Note: 
Archaeological excavation can be a destructive 
process.  Therefore, where it is possible to leave 
relics undisturbed, this is often favoured.   

Undertake non-invasive investigation of the areas illustrated in Figure 5.2 
(for example, Ground Penetrating Radar, Magnetometer). 
If the above methods indicate the existence or possible existence of 
archaeological relics, assess the value of further investigation (ie by 
excavation) in research terms.  If, for example, it is determined that further 
investigation would have significant benefits in terms of informing future 
interpretation options, apply for a Section 60 (Relics Disturbance) permit 
from the Heritage Office, Department of Planning (this would need to be 
accompanied by an Archaeological Research Design). 
Continue to monitor all incidental ground disturbance (for example, in the 
construction of services, planting of trees etc) for evidence of archaeological 
potential. 
Consider the development of a ‘Research Framework’ for future 
archaeological work in the Castle Hill Heritage Park, that would include 
research questions, methodologies and techniques; repository issues; public 
outreach and interpretation. 

 
6.8  Landscape and Setting 
Conservation of heritage places, particularly landscapes, inevitably involves change as plants go through 
their life cycle.  The following policies reflect the need to manage this process. 

The setting of a heritage place is an essential part of its significance, recognised by Australia ICOMOS in 
the Burra Charter.  Proposed changes in land use, or development of adjoining and nearby lands, need 
to be carefully examined for any potential impacts on the quality of setting. 

Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 35—Cultural and Natural Heritage 
The site will be managed on the principle that its 
cultural and natural heritage values are mutually 
supportive, but where the management needs of the 
two kinds of values are in conflict, the needs of the 
cultural heritage values will prevail. 

Review the Plan of Management and Landscape Masterplan to ensure 
consistency with the CMP (See Section 6.13). 

Policy 36—Landscape and Setting Management 
The landscape and setting at Castle Hill Heritage Park 
will be managed and developed as a central and 
fundamental part of the site’s overall significance.   
Explanatory Note:   
In this context ‘landscape’ refers to landscaping such 
as trees, plantings, garden beds, kerbs, paths etc, as 
well as the wider cultural landscape.  

Ensure that significant trees and shrubs at the site are only managed by 
personnel experienced in working in heritage landscapes and heritage 
trees/plantings.   
Enforce the application of relevant Australian standards (eg AS 4373 
Formative Pruning) and current best practice in arboriculture as 
recommended by relevant industry representative groups. 
Where new vegetation is proposed, consider the re-introduction of original 
species (identified in the early nineteenth century surveys and listed in 
Section 3.3). 
Base decisions on whether to retain or remove particular trees on safety 
considerations, their relative significance, contribution to the landscape as 
a whole and amenity value.  Consider the feasibility of replacing the 
existing Pine Forest north of the barracks site with native plantings which 
would be more in keeping with the early historic setting of the wider site. 
Control and/or remove weeds and problem species (such as lantana, 
privet etc) as part of an ongoing maintenance program, and in 
collaboration with adjoining landholders. 
Monitor the site for the presence of any feral or native animals that might 
have an adverse impact on landscape elements (eg rabbits, possum 
damage to significant trees etc).  
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 37—Management of the Effects of Change 
on the Landscaping and Setting 
Changes to the site’s landscaping will be sympathetic 
to the heritage values of the place, particularly 
(although not solely) in relation to the site’s aesthetic 
values. 

Design any new plantings/gardens so that they are in keeping with 
existing significant landscapes and landscape elements, and using design 
and materials consistent with, or at least not in conflict with, that particular 
part of the place.   
Ensure that sites are left in good condition after construction and other 
works.  Waste material such as excess cement and other rubbish should 
be removed by contractors, workers etc (Articles 22.1, 22.2, Burra 
Charter). 
Construct any new masonry in accordance with relevant industry 
standards.  Ensure that  only stonemasons (or other tradespersons) with 
appropriate experience or ability carry out the work. 

Policy 38—Guidelines for Landscaping Repairs 
The maintenance of significant landscaping at the site 
will be undertaken as a matter of high priority, 
according to relative levels of significance, and as part 
of an ongoing maintenance and improvements 
program. 

Where a significant element is in poor condition, prefer repair/conservation 
to replacement. 
Ensure that repair work is only undertaken by people with appropriate 
skills and qualifications. 
Prefer traditional materials already used in the construction of the 
landscape (eg stone, iron, brick) for repairs or reconstruction. 
Assess priority for conservation on the basis of relative degree of 
significance, read against the requirements for public safety.   
Consider: 
• The likelihood of further deterioration if not repaired. 
• Cost-effectiveness. 
• The importance of the views to, from and within the site (new 

plantings should be selected and located in such a way that they 
enhance views, not block or detract from them). 

• The potential impact of the choice of species for new plantings on the 
relative significance of the area, appropriateness for the period, 
suitability for the location, ease of maintenance and use (eg 
screening, visitor control, floral display).  The placement and selection 
of larger specimen trees should be carefully planned to avoid root 
damage, blocking of views, inappropriate mature dimensions, or 
incompatibility with the established character of the landscape. 

Policy 39—Storage and Disposal of Rubbish, 
Garden Waste and Building Materials 
The storage and disposal of waste products on the site 
will be carried out in a manner that is consistent with 
the site’s heritage values. 

Locate receptacles for rubbish in such a way that they do not detract from 
the heritage values of the site, particularly its aesthetic values, and the 
ability of the site to ‘tell the story’ of Castle Hill. 
Monitor the work of contractors on the site and require them to clean up 
and remove all surplus materials (such as cement, adhesives, drop 
sheets, packaging materials) when they have completed their work. 
Ensure that compost heaps are located away from visually prominent 
areas, or otherwise appropriately contained. 

Policy 40—Protection of Setting and Management 
and Development of Adjoining Lands 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council will monitor and regulate 
proposals for the development of sites in the vicinity of 
the Castle Hill Heritage Park to ensure that there is no 
adverse impact on the wider setting of the place or 
heritage values generally. 

Assess all development applications relating to sites in the vicinity of the 
Castle Hill Heritage Park against its heritage values, with particular 
emphasis on the visual setting of the site. 
Monitor proposed developments or infrastructure projects on adjoining or 
nearby sites to ensure that any new development is sympathetic to the 
conservation of the site’s heritage values. 
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 41—Maintenance Guidelines for Landscape 
A proactive and ongoing program of cyclical, planned 
maintenance will be undertaken at the site, consistent 
with its heritage values. 
Explanatory Note: 
Generally, the consent of the Heritage Council of NSW 
will be required for proposed works at the site (a 
‘Section 60’ application would need to be made).  
However, minor works, including much maintenance, 
may be covered by certain gazetted ‘Standard 
Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage Council 
Approval’.  The Standard Exemptions are included as 
Appendix C.  
Works specifically identified by this CMP as not 
requiring Heritage Council of NSW approval are 
‘exempt works’. 

Carry out routine maintenance actions in accordance with the CMP. 
Seek Heritage Council of NSW approval for maintenance actions not 
covered by the Standard Exemptions to Section 60 approval, or the 
Specific Exemptions in Section 6.14. 
Develop procedures that ensure maintenance works that may impact on 
heritage values are first assessed and approved by qualified people. 
Keep records for all major repairs and maintenance to landscape and built 
elements, in order to ensure an ongoing record of change at the site. 

Policy 42—Conservation of Significant Landscape 
Elements 
Significant landscape elements will be conserved in 
accordance with their level of significance/contribution 
to the significance to the site as a whole. 

Assess all proposed works in relation to landscape elements against their 
assessed levels of significance.   
Where the management of cultural and natural values are in conflict, the 
management requirements of the cultural values (assessed as being of 
State and potential National significance) will prevail. 

Policy 43—Need for a Revised Landscape 
Masterplan 
The management and development of the site’s 
landscaping will be undertaken in accordance with the 
Landscape Masterplan modified to give appropriate 
weight to cultural heritage significance. 

Adopt a Landscape Masterplan for the site that is consistent with the 
policies and principles of the CMP, and which conserves and enhances 
the site’s heritage values.  
Modify the existing Landscape Masterplan in accordance with the 
recommendations in this report (see especially Section 6.13).  
Engage in consultation with the Heritage Office, Department of Planning 
to ensure consistency of aims and approach. 
Arrange liaison between specialists in cultural heritage and natural 
heritage to ensure that the Landscape Masterplan takes a co-ordinated 
response to the two different but related matters. 
Ensure that the Landscape Masterplan is prepared with appropriate input 
from appropriately qualified heritage landscape professionals. 
Ensure that as a minimum the Landscape Masterplan addresses the 
conservation of significant landscape elements, and introduction of new 
landscaping that maintains the heritage significance and character of the 
site, while providing for current/future needs and uses. 
Ensure that input into the Landscape Masterplan is obtained with respect 
to landscape types, activity precincts, address points, accessing the park 
and activity nodes (see Section 8.0 of the Plan of Management). 

Policy 44—Landscape Maintenance Schedule 
The significant landscape components of the site will 
be managed/maintained in accordance with an 
adopted Maintenance Schedule, as part of the site’s 
Total Asset Management Plan/Strategy. 

Arrange for the preparation of a Maintenance Schedule that considers, 
among other things: 
• Management of plantings that may damage archaeological relics. 
• The upkeep of interpretative devices such as signage. 
• Monitoring of pedestrian movement to ensure that no damage is done 

to archaeological relics. 
• Monitoring of any measures instituted to protect the archaeological 

relics. 
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Policy Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 45—Problem Trees and Arboricultural 
Maintenance 
Regular arboricultural inspection should be undertaken 
and a tree maintenance program developed for 
heritage trees. 

Regularly inspect plantings for damage to significant elements of the site 
(eg root damage to relics). 
Monitor significant vegetation for disease, damage etc. 

Policy 46—Conservation of Significant Historic 
Views 
The form and location of future development/change 
at the site will be determined by (among other 
considerations) identified significant views. 

Locate new development outside of significant view corridors unless it will 
enhance the site’s heritage values (for example, sympathetic 
interpretative devices). 
Locate new development/change in view corridors that are of lower 
heritage significance and with high tolerance for change. 
Include a consideration of significant views in the Landscape Masterplan 
for the site.   

Policy 47—Reinstatement of Significant Historic 
Views 
Former significant historic views will be reinstated 
where possible, or interpreted. 

Include a consideration of former significant views in the Landscape 
Masterplan for the site. 
Include a consideration of former significant views in the Interpretation 
Plan for the site.   

 
6.9  Physical Intervention, Including Maintenance 
The following policies augment the overarching policies above.  They relate to works that will impact on 
the physical elements/fabric of the site.  Some are directed towards the management of potential new 
development. 

Policy Recommended Action for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 48—Standard Exemptions for Works 
Requiring Heritage Council of NSW Approvals 
The standard exemptions for works requiring Heritage 
Council of NSW approval will apply to the area of the 
site covered by the SHR listing. 
Explanatory Note: 
Generally, the consent of the Heritage Council of NSW 
will be required for proposed works at the site (a 
‘Section 60’ application would need to be made).  
However, minor works may be covered by certain 
gazetted ‘Standard Exemptions for Works Requiring 
Heritage Council Approval’.  The Standard 
Exemptions are included as Appendix C.   
Works specifically identified by this CMP as not 
requiring Heritage Council of NSW approval are 
‘exempt works’.  

Assess all proposed actions that may impact on the site against the 
Heritage Office’s ‘Standard Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage 
Council Approval’ (see Appendix C) and the identified exempt works in 
this CMP. 
Delegate an appropriately qualified person or people to make the 
determination as to whether the proposed works fall within the 
exemptions. 
When in doubt, consult with the Heritage Office, Department of Planning 
with respect to the proposed works and their relationship with the gazetted 
Standard and Specific Exemptions to Section 60 approvals. 

Policy 49—Ground Remediation 
Should ground remediation be required at the site, the 
remediation will be co-ordinated with the identification 
and comprehensive investigation of the known and 
potential archaeological resource. 

Ensure that a comprehensive assessment of the nature and extent of 
contamination precedes the proposed remediation work. 
Assess the proposed remediation methodology for impacts on heritage 
values and prefer a methodology that minimises heritage impacts.  
Obtain specialist heritage conservation advice as part of the assessment 
process and to provide input in relation to heritage conservation generally. 
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Policy Recommended Action for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 50—Conservation of Buildings and Other 
Structures in Accordance with the CMP 
Future structures built at the site will be managed and 
maintained in accordance with the policies contained 
in this CMP.   

See Policies 1–4. 
Co-ordinate maintenance programs with the conservation needs of the 
site.  Prioritise maintenance work with reference to the significance and 
vulnerability to deterioration of heritage elements, available funding and 
the relationship of the item to the wider use of the site, conservation and 
management programs.  Funding sources and priorities should be 
identified related to specific conservation works including capital works 
projects and recurring annual works programs. 

Policy 51—Adaptation 
Baulkham Hills Shire Council will adopt a cautious 
approach to adaptation works.  The nature and extent 
of adaptation works will be guided by assessed 
heritage values and tolerance for change. 

Assess all proposed adaptation works against the heritage values and 
tolerance for change identified by the CMP.  Undertake adaptation works 
in a manner that is consistent with the CMP. 
Locate adaptation works in places that are of lower significance and with a 
higher tolerance for change. 
Seek to permit adaptation works only in circumstances where it will: 
• be limited in extent and impact; 
• support retention, re-use, restoration/repair and/or reconstruction 

measures; 
• will enhance overall significance; 
• ensure that all adaptation is readable and/or reversible without 

significant adverse impacts; and 
• limit more extensive adaptation (such as the removal of fabric) to less 

significant built elements, spaces and fabric, subject to the general 
policies of this CMP.   

Consider ways in which interpretation of the adaptation can be carried out. 

Policy 52—Distinguishing between Original/Early 
and New Fabric 
The authenticity of significant early elements at the site 
will be identified and, wherever possible, retained as 
part of any works.  Where new work is introduced, it 
will be identifiable as such.  

Precede all works with the identification of original and early significant 
elements. 
Assess all proposed changes against the imperative to retain and 
conserve original and early elements where possible. 
Assess the best methods of distinguishing original/early elements from 
new elements on a case by case basis.  Measures to distinguish between 
new and existing elements should be appropriate to the element and its 
context.  In some areas, new elements and fabric may be clearly 
distinguished as new and/or be of modern design.  In other situations, 
more subtle differentiation should be used where this is an equally 
effective and more appropriate treatment (eg to retain aesthetic 
significance)  
Maintain comprehensive records of all new work, which identify and 
distinguish new and original/early elements. 
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Policy Recommended Action for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 53—Evaluation of Alternatives 
Changes to significant structures at the Castle Hill 
Heritage Park will be aimed at conserving and/or 
enhancing the heritage values of the site.  Where 
unavoidable change may impact adversely on 
heritage values, all alternative courses of action will be 
considered, and the course of action with the lowest 
potential for adverse impacts will be preferred. 
Explanatory Note: 
This policy reflects the need for co-ordinated decision-
making to ensure the appropriate conservation of the 
site’s significant heritage values.  It also takes into 
account the standard requirement of statutory 
authorities that alternatives be considered where 
works are proposed which may adversely impact on 
heritage values.   

Adopt a cautious approach to change. 
Review all proposed change with reference to the CMP, assessing all 
proposed change against the significance of affected elements and their 
tolerance for change. 
Locate proposed changes, where possible, in areas identified as having 
the lowest significance and highest tolerance for change. 
Obtain professional advice, as appropriate, with respect to the 
assessment of proposed change and the development of possible 
alternative courses of action.  
Ensure, where possible, that changes are reversible. 

Policy 54—Evidence of Removal and Reversibility 
Where significant elements of structures are removed, 
evidence of their location and character will be 
retained in situ (eg through interpretation), where 
appropriate.  
Explanatory Note: 
This policy seeks to ensure that significant evidence of 
the form, layout and detailing of the place is retained 
as far as possible when adaptation/change is carried 
out.   

Record the former location of removed elements. 
Catalogue and store removed elements, where possible, for future 
reinstatement or interpretation if required. 

Policy 55—In Situ Retention 
The retention of significant fabric in situ will be the 
preferred management approach. 

Retain significant building fabric/relics in situ commensurate with their 
heritage values and tolerance for change, unless precluded by legislative 
requirements, overwhelming health and safety considerations, threat of 
vandalism or theft, and/or severely deteriorated condition. 

Policy 56—Services and Utilities 
The site will be provided with services and utilities 
consistent with its management needs, but introduced 
and maintained in a manner which minimises impacts 
on the heritage values of the site. 

Seek to introduce services and utilities such as water supply, drainage, 
power and phone in areas that embody the fewest values and with the 
highest tolerance for change (see Figures 4.1, 5.1 and 5.2). 

Policy 57—Financial and Human Resources 
A regular and adequate budgetary allocation will be 
made for conservation purposes (including the 
maintenance of heritage buildings and the cultural 
landscape, conservation works and specialist advice).  
This will be in addition to any recurrent budget for 
routine maintenance.  

Observe the recommendations of the Plan of Management. 

 
6.10  Heritage Conservation and New Development 

6.10.1  Designing for New Uses and Development, Including Adaptive Re-Use 

The following policies guide the future development of the site in a manner that is consistent with its 
heritage values. 
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Policies Recommended Actions for Council/Site Manager 

Policy 58—New Uses 
The site will be used for uses other than that 
outlined in Policy 12 only where the proposed 
use is compatible with the conservation of the 
site’s heritage values. 

Assess all proposed uses for the site against the heritage values identified in the 
CMP, and their identified tolerance for change. 

Policy 59—New Structures 
New structures will only be erected on the site 
in a manner that is consistent with its heritage 
values.  

Adopt a cautious approach to new development. 
Assess all proposed development against the Statement of Significance in the CMP, 
and according to identified tolerance for change. 
In general, locate new development in areas of lower heritage significance and 
higher tolerance for change, unless by locating the structures in the proximity of 
heritage items it will enhance their heritage values (eg by interpretation). 
Ensure that new buildings do not dominate the existing significant character and 
historic layering of the site and the evidence of significant functional relationships, 
associations and non-tangible values there. 
Ensure new buildings are appropriate in terms of siting and setbacks, including the 
retention of appropriate visual and spatial relationships at the site.  Ensure 
compatibility with other heritage features at the site in terms of scale, form and 
character of existing buildings/elements. 
Harmonise new structures with existing colour schemes and materials. 
Avoid the use of inappropriate ‘period’ styles, or heritage ‘mimicking’, in new 
structures. 
Incorporate enhanced opportunities for interpretation in new development.  
Ensure that new development satisfies standard ‘infill principles’, ie it should be 
appropriate within its context in terms of siting, setbacks and orientation, scale form 
and character, materials detail and colour. 
Retain significant physical, functional and visual relationships between groups or 
complexes of heritage landscapes and elements.  

 

6.11  Specific Recommendations for Possible Future Development and 
Uses 

6.11.1  Introduction 

The above policies provide the overarching framework within which all change must be undertaken at 
the site.  This section augments those general policies with a number of specific recommendations for 
the appropriate development of the site, having regard to its identified heritage values.  The specific 
recommendations should therefore be read against the general policies.  Development proposals 
devised to give effect to the specific recommendations should also be assessed with reference to the 
general policies. 

6.11.2  Location of New Development/Change 

Limited and sympathetic new development is appropriate only where it would not impact the 
conservation of the site’s identified heritage values and enhance the site’s ability to ‘tell the story’ of 
Castle Hill’s development and its significant associations. 

New buildings (excluding flag poles, memorial cairns etc) in or near the ‘core’ heritage area (see Figure 
4.1, Zones 1 and 2) should be confined to a Visitor Centre (and toilets), whose principal function is to 
interpret the heritage values of the site.   
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The form and detailing of the Visitor Centre should be informed by the content of an Interpretation Plan 
and/or following input from a heritage professional.  However, the following guides would apply: 

• It would be appropriate for the Visitor Centre to incorporate elements of contemporary design, 
provided they are deferential to the identified heritage values of the site.  The heritage values of the 
site should not stifle a creative, though well-mannered, response to the site’s heritage.  See also 
Article 22 of the Burra Charter. 

• Minimise change/development in areas that require significant ground disturbance, especially 
grading.  The site’s significance derives in part from the fact that its topography remains little 
changed from first settlement.   

• Toilet facilities, if required in or near Zone 1, should be housed in the Visitor Centre’s building 
envelope (separate external access should be allowed if required).  

• Sympathetic structural additions to the site, additional to the Visitor Centre, may be appropriate to 
stabilise, conserve and/or interpret the archaeological relics in this area.   

• The location in the site where the rebellious convicts mustered in 1804 prior to marching on 
Parramatta and Toongabbie is an important symbolic feature of the site imbued with very high 
heritage significance (see Figure 3.1 on the location of the bell and Figure 3.10, and contrast the 
recommendations for this part of the site in the Landscape Masterplan, which should be amended 
as per Section 6.13 below).  This would be an appropriate location for a memorial or interpretative 
feature.  New development on this part of the site, including changes to the site’s topography, 
would be inappropriate.  

• The proposed regeneration of the Blue Gum High Forest at the site (described as ‘proposed native 
regeneration’ in the Landscape Masterplan) would be appropriate in heritage terms, reflecting the 
pre-settlement setting of the site, and the historic setting of the convict phase site.  However, the 
regeneration program should be preceded by a survey of the relevant parts of the creek lines to be 
regenerated, to ensure that any quarry remains, or other archaeological evidence, is first identified 
and recorded.  Significant identified relics may require additional protective measures. 

6.11.3  Form and Function of New Development 

• The Visitor Centre should not mimic past forms and fabric but should interpret them.  A building that 
integrates contemporary design and elements of historic form and fabric would be appropriate. 

• New built form should be dedicated principally to the conservation and interpretation of the site’s 
heritage values.  Retail uses (eg small kiosk, souvenir shop) as an internal part of the Visitors 
Centre would be appropriate.   

• Use of the wider site for recreational purposes is appropriate. 

6.11.4  Retention of Views 

• New built form, new plantings other change should be assessed against potential adverse impacts 
on the view corridors identified in Figure 4.2.   

• New built form should be minimised where it is within the view corridor down Banks Road.  New 
plantings should be restricted to species of a low height (if at all).  New development in this view 
corridor should be assessed against its potential to adversely impact on the interpretation of the 
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original site topography and layout as evidenced by the historic image in Figure 2.1 and Figures 
3.10 and 3.11 (and contrast the recommendation for orchard planting in the Landscape 
Masterplan). 

• The lookout nodes in the Landscape Masterplan are appropriate in heritage terms.  Any new ones 
should be assessed against the policies in this CMP or established in accordance with an 
Interpretation Plan. 

6.11.5  Management and Conservation of Archaeological Relics 

• Consult with a physical conservation specialist to ensure that the long-term conservation needs of 
the relics from the barracks/asylum are met with respect to future development and interpretation 
measures at the site.  The advice should augment the interim advice in Appendix D. 

6.11.6  Paths, Bikeways, Walking Tracks etc 

• Assess the location of all existing and proposed paths, bikeways and walking tracks against the 
cultural heritage values of the site. 

• Ensure that new paths etc are visually unobtrusive. 

• Integrate interpretation media and paths, bikeways, walking tracks etc to ensure that the story of 
Castle Hill is brought to the notice of a wide audience (see also Objective 5 on page 6.8 of the Plan 
of Management).  

• Assess the location of all paths etc against the dangers of pedestrian disturbance to 
archaeologically and culturally sensitive areas.  Consider the potential for users to take damaging 
‘short cuts’ across sensitive areas. 

• Consider non-intrusive pedestrian access (eg suspended paths etc) in the area of the sensitive 
archaeological relics as part of future interpretation measures. 

6.11.7  Replicas and Re-use of Historic Materials and Fabric 

• Replicas of historical built forms are an undesirable heritage outcome for the site. 

• Proposals for the construction of new structures at the site should be carefully assessed against the 
policies in this CMP and the principles of the Burra Charter.  Historic structures should be 
interpreted on site rather than replicated.   

• It would be appropriate for salvageable elements of Kentwell Cottage to be considered for 
incorporation into interpretation measures on the site.  Any Interpretation Plan prepared for the site 
should consider this option.   

6.12  Recommendations Arising out of Community Submissions 
This CMP was prepared after consultation with members of the local community.  A number of written 
submissions were received in response to a number of questions designed to stimulate interest and 
prompt thoughtful and innovative suggestions with respect to the management of the site’s heritage 
values.   

The community responses can be summarised as follows: 
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• The site’s significance derives from its ‘history’ including its association with the Battle of Vinegar 
Hill, its convict past, its links to Irish nationalism, the foundation of the asylum, its use by the church 
and school, and its role in the development of orcharding in the local area.  The site’s natural 
‘beauty’ was also identified as significant. 

• It is important to keep the site as parkland, as an oasis within the surrounding urban development.  
The archaeological relics must be conserved and utilised as part of any future development.  The 
site’s topography should not be changed. 

• Interpretation of the site’s values is essential to its survival.  Interpretation should appeal to children 
as well as adults.  It should be a place where families can get together.  It should attract tourists.  It 
should ‘tell the story’ of the site’s interesting history, especially its convict past.   

• The site should be used for recreational purposes in a parkland setting.  It should be developed as 
a tourist destination. 

• The site needs an Interpretation Centre and other ‘interpretative’ structures to successfully ‘tell the 
story’ of Castle Hill.  The site needs toilet facilities.  The site needs to be appropriately signposted 
and promoted. 

This CMP seeks to give effect to the wishes of community stakeholders, as summarised above. 

Submissions also recommended: 

• the replication of the former convict ‘township’; and 

• renaming the site. 

An Interpretation Plan should be prepared for the site which considers these options for interpretation 
purposes.   

6.13  Recommended Modifications to Landscape Masterplan and Plan of 
Management 
• The Landscape Masterplan recommends that an area to the west of the former school site be 

subject to the following: ‘Sculpt grades to form a natural informal amphitheatre’.  These words 
should be deleted from the Landscape Masterplan.  This relatively flat area is highly significant as 
the mustering site for the rebellious convicts.  The words should be substituted with ‘Retain as  
open level ground.  Do not change landform’. 

• The Landscape Masterplan proposes trees between the barracks area and the school site, along 
the entry path, and to the west of the school site, including ‘orchard planting as a local entry 
feature’.  These would be contrary to the historically open setting of the site and would impede 
significant historical visual connections (see Section 5.4 and Figure 4.2 above), although a small 
number of native trees immediately adjacent to this entrance would be an appropriate entry feature.  
Landscaping in this part of the site should be guided by the open setting depicted in the historical 
drawing at Figure 2.1 above.  The Landscape Masterplan should be modified accordingly.  
(Orchard planting to the east of the barracks area, including the row of Cypress trees marking a 
historic fence to the proposed orchard’s east (as illustrated in the Landscape Masterplan), would be 
an appropriate interpretative response to the later orcharding phase of the site’s use.)  
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• Section 3 of the Plan of Management (‘The Values of the Park’) should be modified to reflect the 
heritage assessment in the CMP. 

• Modify the plan and/or text in the Landscape Masterplan to reflect the significant views in Figure 
4.2.  

• Modify the annotation in the Landscape Masterplan that says ‘Picnic shelters in Pine Forest’ to read 
‘Picnic shelters in Pine Forest–Investigate feasibility of replacing pine trees with native plantings.’ 

6.14  Recommended Specific Exemptions to Section 60 Approvals 
Processes 
In addition to the Standard Exemptions provided in Appendix C (or in clarification of them), the following 
works should be Exempt from the standard Section 60 application process: 

• planting new trees, where the associated ground disturbance would not exceed an area in excess 
of approximately 1m x 1m, and where the proposed trees would not be in an area identified in 
Figure 5.2 as having particular archaeological potential; 

• the erection of temporary, light-weight structures such as marquees and tents for special events 
(provided tent pegs etc are located outside of the areas identified in Figure 5.2 as having particular 
archaeological potential); 

• resealing of the present carpark; repairing/relaying existing cycle paths, footpaths etc, along the 
same alignment and where ground disturbance will be limited to previously disturbed deposits; 

• introducing new turf in areas that have not been identified in Figure 5.2 as having particular 
archaeological potential; 

• bushland conservation measures provided they do not involve significant ground disturbance in 
areas identified in Figure 5.2 as having particular archaeological potential; 

• the repair/upgrading of modern bridges and other structures provided that they are of significantly 
the same bulk, scale and form; and 

• repair/maintenance/upgrading of playground equipment, provided that new structures/elements are 
of significantly the same bulk, scale and form.   
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7.0  Appendices 

Appendix A 
NSW State Heritage Register Citation 

Appendix B 
Full Site History 

Appendix C 
NSW Heritage Office Standard Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage Council Approval 

Appendix D 
Interim Conservation Advice (Sydney Artefacts Conservation), August 2006 
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Third Government Farm (former) 

Item

Name of Item: Third Government Farm (former)

Other Name/s: Castle Hill Heritage Park; Castle Hill Settlement Site; Old Government Farm Site

Type of Item: Area/Complex/Group

Group/Collection: Farming and Grazing

Category: Farm

Primary Address: Gilbert Road, Castle Hill, NSW 2154

Local Govt. Area: Baulkham Hills  

Property Description: 

Lot/Volume Code Lot/Volume Number Section Number Plan/Folio Code Plan/Folio Number

LOT 5 - DP 231945

LOT B - DP 347907

LOT D - DP 393287

LOT Y - DP 393287

LOT 1 - DP 556680

LOT 2 - DP 556680

PART LOT 167 - DP 752020

LOT 1 - DP 85614

LOT 1021 - DP 861081

LOT 1026 - DP 861081

All Addresses

Street Address Suburb/Town LGA Parish County Type

Gilbert Road  Castle Hill  Baulkham Hills   Castle Hill  Cumberland  Primary  

Banks Road  Castle Hill  Baulkham Hills   Castle Hill  Cumberland  Alternate  

Owner/s 
Organisation Name Owner Category Date Ownership Updated

Baulkham Hills Shire Council Local Government  

Statement 
of 
Significance 

The environs of Castle Hill Heritage Park are of national and state heritage significance, 
for the following values:  
- high historical significance as part of the core, residual portion of the original Crown 
Reserve set aside for farming activity at Castle Hill, commencing in 1801. The 
successive land uses on them have played an important supporting role in subserving 
the purposes of the buildings located nearby in the Heritage Park in all phases of 
settlement of Castle Hill. These ranged from the farming activities of phase 1 
(Government Farm) depicted in the painting attributed to Lewin, to phases 2 (Asylum), 
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3 (Church & school land) and also phase 4 (the Orchard period);  
 
- social value from their association with the distinctive groups of people who worked 
on this land, particularly the convict farmers, the inmates of the Asylum, those 
associated with the Church and farming activities on its Glebe land, those associated 
with the school, and those who later used it for orcharding. This significance has been 
highlighted in books on the area which have focussed on the successive communities 
who settled, developed, and worked the land;  
 
- a moderate degree of research significance because the area contains sites on which 
future archaeological investigations may yet reveal valuable information about the early 
uses of the site, the extent of technology available at that time and the remains of 
early convicts, soldiers, asylum inmates and settlers buried in unmarked graves. The 
creek's indigenous, remnant vegetation may also contain some data of ecological and 
scientific value;  
 
- aesthetic values deriving principally from the area's role in people's perception and 
memories as a cleared rural setting to the early 19th century farming cottages, barns, 
asylum, church and school. Some aesthetic value also resides in the visual catchment 
out to the Blue Mountains available from the upper reaches of Portion 162, and from 
the enclosed, rural character of the views into, and within, the area;  
 
The area contains aspects which are representative of early settlement patterns and 
land uses, although only the rural open spaces and a few relics remain to indicate that 
story. The area is an integral part of a whole cultural landscape which represents a rare 
and unusual aspect of our early settlement history and cultural (and custodial) 
attitudes. Although the early built elements are no longer present, this core part of the 
original Crown Reserve is still legible because, being largely unbuilt over, it remains 
visually cohesive. (Mayne-Wilson & Associates, 1999)  
 
Heritage Park is a site of great historical significance. The site represents the whole 
history of settlement in the region, from the Government Farm of 1801, to the lunatic 
asylum of 1811-1826, and its conversion to a church and use by the community up to 
1866. The area also demonstrates its change of use to orange orchards serving the 
needs of greater Sydney in the late 19th Century. Heritage park is of significance to all 
Australians as it is the place where the armed rebellion of 1804, culminating in the 
Battle of Vinegar Hill a few kilometres away, was planned and initiated. The contours of 
the land have remained virtually unchanged from those depicted in the painting of the 
Government Farm in 1801-6 and the site of the convict barracks and probably the 
stone wells belong to this period. Heritage Park has great explanatory potential in 
demonstrating the early colonial schemes for growing food for the colony, government 
attempts to control and care for convicts and the mentally ill by incarceration, and the 
long term history of food production in Sydney from 1801 to the early 20th Century. 
(Bickford, 1990).  
 
Castle Hill Heritage Park is significant primarily as a symbolic site. It is likely to have 
some research and scientific value in the archaeological investigation of sites identified 
in the survey of the Plan of Management and previous surveys. It provides a visual 
impression of the cumulative agricultural and horticultural uses of this site, and it 
represents the rural origins of the Castle Hill district. The site is of considerable 
environmental heritage significance, preserving remnants of indigenous forests in a 
modified cultural landscape. (McDonald, McPhee, 1991)  
 
A major archaeological resource with potential for investigation as a total settlement. 
The site encompasses early colonial remains such as the site of the first Government 
Farm of 1801-11, the lunatic asylum (1811-26) and the school house (1826 on). There 
are remains of early dwellings and wells and features such as roads, tracks, fencing 
and bridges of both the early and middle nineteenth century. As there has been 
remarkably little disturbance, successive landscape changes, with archaeological 
integrity so close to Sydney, can be clearly seen. (RNE) 
Date Significance Updated: 15 Jan 01  
Note: There are incomplete details for a number of items listed on the State Heritage Register. 
The Heritage Office intends to develop or upgrade statements of significance for these items as 
resources become available.

Description
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Construction 
Years:

1801 - 

Physical 
Description:

The original Government Farm buildings were located on this land, the most prominent 
being a large, convict built, two storey stone structure 100ft x 24ft in size. Erected 
1803, it served in turn as a convict barrack, lunatic asylum and church. Archival 
records have revealed its actual site. The buildings formed a small village.  
(Register of the National Estate Database)

Physical Condition 
and/or 
Archaeological 
Potential:

No buildings remain, foundations may remain below present ground level. (Register of 
the National Estate Database)   

Historic Themes

Australian Theme 
(abbrev)

New South Wales Theme Local Theme

2. Peopling - Peopling 
the continent

Convict - Activities relating to incarceration, transport, reform, 
accommodation and working during the convict period in NSW (1788-
1850) - does not include activities associated with the conviction of 
persons in NSW that are unrelated to the imperial 'convict system': use 
the theme of Law & Order for such activities

Administering the 
convict system - 

3. Economy - 
Developing local, 
regional and national 
economies

Agriculture - Activities relating to the cultivation and rearing of plant 
and animal species, usually for commercial purposes, can include 
aquaculture

Clearing land for 
farming - 

3. Economy - 
Developing local, 
regional and national 
economies

Pastoralism - Activities associated with the breeding, raising, processing 
and distribution of livestock for human use

(none) - 

7. Governing - 
Governing

Government and Administration - Activities associated with the 
governance of local areas, regions, the State and the nation, and the 
administration of public programs - includes both principled and corrupt 
activities.

Developing roles for 
government - 
facilitating agriculture 
- 

Assessment Criteria Items are assessed against the  State Heritage Register (SHR) Criteria to determine 

the level of significance. Refer to the Listings below for the level of statutory protection. 

Procedures /Exemptions

Section 
of Act

Description Title Comments
Action 
Date

57(2) Exemption to 
allow work 

Standard Exemptions I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to section 57(2) of 
the Heritage Act 1977 on recommendation of the 
Heritage Council of New South Wales grant standard 
exemptions from section 57(1) of the Heritage Act, 1977 
described in the schedule gazetted on 7 March 2003, Gaz
No. 59 pages 4066-4070.  
To view the schedule click on the link below. 

Mar 7 
2003  

57(2) Exemption to 
allow work 

Temporary amenities 
block near carpark 

 Apr 6 
2006  

57(2) Exemption to 
allow work 

4 - Contamination 
testing for asbestos in 
vicinity of demolished 
fibro cottage 

 Apr 6 
2006  

 Standard Exemptions for Works Requiring Heritage Council Approval
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Listings

Heritage Listing Listing Title
Listing 

Number
Gazette 

Date
Gazette 
Number

Gazette 
Page

Heritage Act - State 
Heritage Register 

 01448 22 Dec 00  168 13891 

Local Environmental Plan Old Government Farm Site Schedule 1 01 Mar 91    

National Trust of Australia 
register  

Castle Hill Historic Site 
Landscape Conservation A 

6958    

Register of the National 
Estate 

Castle Hill Settlement Site 2964 25 Mar 86    

References, Internet links & Images

Type Author Year Title
Internet
Links

Written Anne Bickford 1990 Conservation Study of Heritage Park, Castle 
Hill 

Written Mayne-Wilson & Associates 1999 Heritage & Visual Analysis of the environs of 
Heritage Park Castle Hill 

Written McDonald McPhee P/L with Thorp, W., & 
Burton, C. contributions 

1991 Heritage Park Plan of Management and 
Conservation Strategy, Castle Hill 

Written Register of the National Estate Database 2002 (not given) 

Note: Internet links may be to web pages, documents or images.

   

(Click on Thumbnail for Full Size Image and Image Details) 

Data Source

The information for this entry comes from the following source:

Name: Heritage Office

Database Number: 5051518

File Number: S90/07504 S92/01663 H02/00180

Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained in the State Heritage Inventory is correct. If you 
find any errors or omissions please send your comments to the Database Manager.  
 
All information and pictures on this page are the copyright of the Heritage Office or respective copyright owners. 

  NSW Government | Site Map  | Contact Us   | Copyright   | Disclaimer   | Privacy  
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Appendix B  Full Site History 

1.0  Developmental History 

1.1  Background 

Information regarding the history of the heritage park was compiled for the initial Historical 
Archaeological Assessment report for the Stage 1 planned works.1 The following sections 
summarise events that occurred and construction episodes undertaken during occupation phases at 
the park.  Five phases of occupation were recognised as part of this work, these are listed below: 

• Phase 1: First Contact and Exploration (pre-1801); 

• Phase 2: Government Farm (1801–1811); 

• Phase 3: Lunatic Asylum (1811–1826); 

• Phase 4: Church and School Corporation (1826–1870); 

• Phase 5: 1870 to the present. 

1.1.1  Phase 1 First Contact and Exploration (pre-1801) 

The date at which the study area was first visited by Europeans is unclear.  April 1788 has been 
proposed by JF Campbell as the first date at which the Castle Hill district was traversed by 
Governor Phillip but there is no evidence to support this in any description of the journey.2  Similarly 
the exploratory journey of Phillip in the company of Captain-Lieutenant Watkin Tench in April 1791 
may have touched the southern portion of the Castle Hill district but did not come within 3km of land 
that now forms the Heritage Park. 

It has also been suggested that David Burton, Superintendent of Convicts at Parramatta visited the 
Castle Hill district in 1792.3  Burton’s report dated 24 February 1792 however clearly indicates that 
he was visiting only the cultivated grounds.  Those visited closest to the Study Area were the 
Northern Boundary farms and his assessment of the surrounding country was made from those 
farms.  This location is now North Parramatta in the vicinity of Kissing Point Road approximately 
8km southeast of the Study Area. 

Governor Phillip was certainly made aware of the area at some point prior to his departure in 
December 1792.  Later records indicate that Phillip had intended to establish a stock farm for 
Government at ‘Pendant Hills’ in the Dundas District.4  This would later become Castle Hill 
Government Farm.  Phillip had already established the first Government Farm at Toongabbie in 
August 1791. 

Between 1793 and 1796 eight hundred and twenty five acres of land were granted in the environs of 
the Toongabbie settlement to a mix of former convicts and free arrivals.  Between 1797 and 1799 
there were further releases in the Toongabbie district, present-day Kellyville, and Dundas districts.  
None of this land was immediately adjacent to the site, however the grants made to John Anson, 
James Bean and Thomas Bradley in November 1799 were within 2km. This would suggest that 
during the mid- to late-1790s there was ample opportunity for investigation of the Castle Hill district 
from the settled areas adjacent to Toongabbie.  The release of land in the Dundas region in 1799 to 
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a cluster of failed missionaries from Tahiti may have led to an increasing knowledge of the area as 
well. 

1.1.2  Phase 2 Government Farm (1801-1811) 

Before King's term as Governor there had been no specific system for reserving land for use by the 
Crown.  By 1800 much of the prime agricultural land with road or water access to Sydney and 
Parramatta had been granted while the Government Farm at Toongabbie had been restricted to 
350 acres as a result of the process of granting land in the immediate vicinity of the Crown reserve. 
In 1799 Governor Hunter created a subsidiary Government agricultural establishment at Portland 
Place (the present Merrylands West).  A list of public buildings proposed to be erected by Governor 
Hunter, dated 25 September 1800, included: 

A stock-yard has been lately inclosed with posts and rails at Portland Place for the use of Government cattle. It 
consists of about 30 acres, and takes in a fine chain of fresh water ponds; buildings were designed also to be 
erected there. There are about 100 acres of timber cut down at Portland Place, about 50 of which have been burnt 
off. It was intended to have continued clearing land there for Government, as there is a considerable tract of good 
ground, and at a convenient distance from Parramatta.5 

At this time the administration of the Colony was changing and Philip Gidley King became Acting-
Governor.  King’s comment three days later on Hunter’s Portland Place was: 

The full extent of ground about the settlement of Toongabbie, which was designed by Governor Phillip for the public 
use, being mostly granted or leased to settlers, prevents more than three hundred acres of wheat being sown in that 
place this year, and the one hundred acres which is planted with maize will occasion the necessity of removing to 
other situations. This was begun last year by Governor Hunter at Portland Place. The convicts who must clear and 
labour that ground, require the constant eye of a superintendent to make their labour the least productive; but, as 
the present establishment of that class of officers will not admit of one for that situation, the best shall be done 
without; nor shall I trouble your Grace with application for others until such arrangements are made as will enable 
me to ascertain their utility and advantage. At present my observation confirms me in the opinion that the only 
inducement which this, as well as many other descriptions of people have in this colony of being employed by the 
Crown, is that it gives them opportunity and consequence to impose on the public and to join in sharing the 
immense profits that have been made of the shameful monopolies that have so long existed here, and which have 
been uniformly applied to the misery and ruin of the labouring settlers.6 

King had arrived in the Colony in April 1800 bringing with him Hunter’s notice of dismissal.  Within 
weeks of King’s arrival the Governor and his successor came to disagree strongly on the way in 
which he Colony was to be administered to the point that all personal communication between the 
two ceased in the weeks before Hunter’s departure in September 1800.  King, once free of Hunter’s 
influence, then began a process of dismantling much of his work.  Portland Place was allowed to fall 
into disrepair while King set up an alternative Government Farm at Castle Hill.  Work on the new 
Government Farm appears to have started in mid-1801.  This new project was first reported to the 
Home Government on 8 July 1801 in the following terms: 

As I am now about beginning another farm for the Crown I shall take care that grants of land are not made to 
exclude Government from the ground cleared by the convicts at public labour, which has been the case at 
Toongabbe and Parramatta, to the great accumulation of expense to the public.7 

This was clarified in the following month in a despatch from King that stated: 

I also intimated my commencing at a place begun the previous year; but the soil proving of the most unproductive 
kind, I fixed on a situation that Governor Phillip intended as a stock farm for Government, the soil being of the best 
and most productive kind. Fifty men have been clearing it, and I hope much public benefit will be derived in raising 
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grain and feeding Government cattle, which, after the approaching increase, must be divided into several separate 
herds.8 

The Castle Hill Government Farm was the focal point of 34,539 acres set aside for exclusive use by 
the Crown.  The southern boundary of this reserve was formed in part by the northern boundary of 
the Bradley-Bean-Anson grants in the west and the Dundas block of grants in the east. 

In December 1801 the complexion of the establishment changed with the arrival of three convict 
transports, the Nile, Canada and Minorca.  On board were a large body of Irish political prisoners 
who were quickly moved from Port Jackson to the more isolated Government Farm at Castle Hill.  
The three vessels were also carrying a group of free settlers, many of whom would figure directly in 
the development of the Castle Hill establishment and the region as a whole. 

In a despatch dated 1 March 1802 from Governor King to the Duke of Portland:  

I stated the necessity I should soon be under of appointing another superintendent, to direct the labour of the 
prisoners employed at cultivation on the Public Account, and as the settlement at Castle Hill is detached from the 
other settlements, I have appointed a free settler, who came out in the Canada9 

The free settler referred to above was James Blackman.10  He was appointed Superintendent of 
Agriculture at Castle Hill soon after his arrival, and 100 acres were surveyed as a grant in 
December 1801 or January 1802 immediately south of the main Farm complex.  It appears that 
Blackman preferred a better location and instead took up 100 acres at Mulgrave Place on the 
Hawkesbury.11  The Blackman grant was not formally registered and was not reissued to a new 
applicant.  The only other private grant within the 34,539-acre Government Reserve was that 
immediately adjacent to the southern boundary of the Blackman grant.  This was 100 acres made 
out to a Frenchman, Pierre Lalouette de Vernicourt, referred to as the ‘Baron Verincourt De 
Clambe’.  This lay within the Government Reserve and it would appear that King was desirous of 
using De Clambe’s agricultural knowledge for the benefit of the Government Farm without the 
necessity of providing him with an official Government post.  De Clambe’s grant was issued on 1 
February 1802.  Despite official support from the Duke of Portland, De Clambe may have been 
given this isolated ground because Britain and France were still officially at war (the Peace of 
Amiens ending hostilities was not signed until 27 March 1802). 

The despatch of 1 March 1802 (above) is generally recognised as the first official use of the term 
‘Castle Hill’. The name however, may have been in use before this date.  The survey field books for 
the Blackman and De Clambe grants in December 1801/January 1802 refer to the Castle Hill Road 
although the extant data is an extract transcribed at some time between 1803 and 1808 so it is 
unclear at this time if the term ‘Castle Hill’ was used in the original survey.12 King reported to his 
patron, Sir Joseph Banks on 5 June 1802 that: 

I have begun a new settlement eight miles to the northward of Parramatta, which is doing extremely well.  The 
country and soil is well adapted for cultivation and grazing, and extends equally good as far as the Hawkesbury.  
Our herds of tame cattle are increasing so fast that we are obliged to be constantly erected new stock yards.  This 
species of stock thrive wonderfully well.13 

On 30 September 1802 Blackman was replaced as Superintendent of Convicts at Castle Hill by 
former-convict Michael Nowland (Scarborough 1790).14 

The building of huts must have begun almost immediately for in October 1802, 300 men were 
employed in clearing operations.  The earliest record of structures associated with the 
establishment is recorded in the surveyor’s field book of 1801/1802.15  Both bridges on the current 
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line of Banks Road are referred to as is a single substantial structure listed as the ‘long hut’.  This 
was 100’ by 20’ and may have formed the barrack for the small detachment of the New South 
Wales Corps that was stationed here.  A further feature that receives notice is referred to as the 
‘watering place’.  Its surveyed position placed it slightly to the east of the current line of Banks Road 
and south of the right-of-way.  In October 1802 Col. William Paterson visited the site in the company 
of François Péron, a scientist travelling with the Baudin expedition.  Péron’s impression of the site is 
one of the few surviving descriptions of the Government Farm.  His brief description has been 
reproduced on a number of occasions; the concern with this description is that the only form 
currently available is the 1810 abridged English translation published by Richard Phillips in London.  
The original French version has not been sighted for comparison.  Péron’s description is as follows: 

Of all the establishments in N.S.W., Castle Hill is the most recent; at the time I was there it was scarcely three years 
old.  The infant town then only consisted of a dozen houses; but already there were to be distinguished on the 
neighbouring hills vast tracts of cultivated land, while several handsome farms were settled in the valleys.  Six 
hundred convicts were continually employed in felling trees to open roads through the forests, and in twenty 
quarters might be seen rising immense volumes of flame and smoke produced by the burning of new 
concessions.16 

In the same month as Péron’s visit King gave an indication that the establishment at Castle Hill was 
still in its preliminary stages of development and would not become the main government farm until 
sufficient ground had been cleared for cropping, and buildings had been erected.  Until such a stage 
was achieved Toongabbie would remain operational.17 

The presence of Baudin’s ships had a wider effect in that it encouraged many Irish convicts to 
attempt to leave the Colony.  The impending departure of the French expedition induced Philip 
Cunningham (Anne 1801) and Connor Sheahan (Anne 1801) to leave Castle Hill without passes in 
October 1802.  In their subsequent trial both freely admitted to planning to escape by one of the 
French vessels and both received 100 lashes and were returned to the Government Farm.18  
Cunningham would figure prominently in the events of 1804. 

King’s efforts may have be directed at Castle Hill throughout the last quarter of 1802 since the only 
contemporary view of the Government Farm during its period of operation dates from the end of 
1802 or the first quarter of 1803 and reveals considerable progress.  The painting in question is 
described as ‘View of Castle Hill—Government Farm’, it and a copy are catalogued as PXD379-1 
f.8 and PXD379-1 f.9 in the Mitchell Library (see Figure 1). 

Many of the buildings, roads, fields and other structures can now be reliably identified by 
comparison with data produced by the surveyors’ field books of 1801, 1803 and 1816.  The track in 
the foreground is the precursor of the present day north-south line of Old Castle Hill Road.  This 
track crossed the creek in the foreground, and continues up the hill, now the present Banks Road.  
The roadway follows the present line of Banks Road westward across a bridge and continues up 
the hill and turns northward along the ridge. 

Across the creek is a substantial structure enclosed by a fence.   This was a barn (61’ by 39½’) that 
survived into the following (Asylum) phase of the site’s development.  Contained within the barnyard 
are four wheat stacks set on staddles. 

The low, long building with the external chimney toward the left of the clump of trees has been 
identified in the past as the building later referred to as the barrack/granary/barn/asylum but can 
now be reliably identified as a structure, erected in 1801 and referred to in subsequent 
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documentation as the ‘long hut’ (100’ by 20’).    The structure is located immediately adjacent to the 
store (24’ long) and mill house (39’ by 27’), the two buildings to the left of the long building. 

Other structures that can now be identified in the painting include the stock hut at the top of the hill, 
and the superintendent’s cottage and sentry box in the immediate foreground.19  These latter 
structures are located outside the current Heritage Park boundary.  Scattered throughout the 
complex are a series of huts that were probably used for convict accommodation.  Unlike earlier 
convict stations such as Parramatta or Toongabbie the huts are not set out along a single broad 
road. 

None of the structures depicted in the painting appear to have been constructed in brick or stone.  
The use of these materials at this stage of the site’s development appears to have been restricted 
to the construction of chimneys. 

The cleared ground in the right foreground was the area formerly allotted to Blackman in early 1802.  
The view was painted close to the northwest corner of the De Clambe grant in its original 
configuration (see below). 

The area of cleared ground depicted in this painting is approximately 180 acres suggesting that the 
clearance programme was concentrated in the immediate environs of the Farm complex and may 
have consisted of a single broad area, rather than scattered clearings making use of flat ground.  In 
May 1803 King could report that the area cleared at Castle Hill amounted to approximately 300 
acres.20 

The painting also depicts the site close to the time of the first hint of internal strife regarding the 
operation of the settlement.  On 15 February 1803 thirteen convicts absconded from the Settlement 
and conducted a brief campaign of rapine and pillage throughout the surrounding district.21  The first 
property to suffer was that of De Clambe—this was ransacked and a number of items stolen 
including firearms.  De Clambe’s housekeeper, a former Irish pickpocket Mary Turley (Hercules 
1802) would later stand as chief prosecution witness against this group, including one of De 
Clambe’s other convict servants Patrick McDermott (Atlas (I) 1802).22   

The farms of Thomas Bradley and James Bean further to the south were then attacked after which 
the main part of the group moved west.23  The group splintered with Patrick Gannon (Atlas (I) 1802) 
and Francis Simpson (Atlas (II) 1802), the main perpetrators of the outrages at the Bean and 
Bradley farms, being recaptured two days later on the Hawkesbury. The remaining escapees 
(except one) were recaptured in the following week.  McDermott and the twelve escapees were 
tried on 15 March 1803 with three receiving capital convictions for the robbery of De Clambe’s 
residence (rather than the assaults at the Bean and Bradley farms)—McDermott, Gannon and 
Simpson.  On 23 March 1803 the three were returned to Castle Hill for execution, McDermott 
however received an unexpected reprieve when allowed to draw straws with Gannon.24  The 
executions were carried out on a purpose-built gallows ‘near to the spot on which they had 
committed the offence for which they were about to atone’.25  The place of execution is likely to have 
been close to the De Clambe property, or possibly the Bean property, rather than within the 
confines of the main part of the Government Farm.  The usual practice at the time was burial at the 
place of execution. 

Over the following months the situation quietened to the point that King withdrew the detachment of 
the New South Wales Corps that had been stationed here and replaced them with convict 
constables.  King was also using the site as a place of secondary punishment.  In March 1803 for 
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example Mary Caroll and Elizabeth Wilson were sentenced to public labour at Castle Hill ‘for riotous 
and disorderly behaviour’.26 

On 30 June 1803 King was able to report that he was ‘constructing a stone barrack for convicts at 
Castle Hill’ described as being 100’ by 24’ with two stories.27  Survey data from the following month 
indicated that the ‘New Stone Building’ was actually 104’ by 24’.28 

Construction of barracks as a form of convict accommodation was a departure from the system 
employed since 1788.  In the development of all of the convict settlements up to 1803 (Sydney, 
Norfolk Island, Toongabbie, Parramatta) the convicts were housed in huts arranged in streets.  The 
huts accommodated 8 to 14 convicts who were responsible for maintenance and order within each.  
Why barracks were constructed at Castle Hill at this early date remains unclear.29  This building was 
the first structure designed specifically as a convict barracks in the Australian Colonies.  The 
particularly recalcitrant nature of the convicts sent to this station may have prompted a perceived 
need for closer monitoring and the ability to quickly confine large numbers in a single place should 
the circumstance arise.  The failure of the system following the events of 1804 (see below) may 
have temporarily ended the construction of convict barracks in New South Wales (the formalization 
of the Newcastle settlement in 1804 for example, did not result in the construction of barracks at 
that location).  It is not until the arrival of Macquarie in 1810 that accommodation in barracks 
becomes a feature of all convict settlements and continued as an important aspect of penal culture 
until the end of Transportation.30  It remains unclear who was responsible for the design of the 
building.  In Britain in 1793, a special civil department, the Barracks Department, was formed to 
deal with the erection and upkeep of barracks and barrack hospitals not within fortified places.31  
Governor King’s Official Secretary, William Neate Chapman, had a brother Henry Chapman who 
was employed by the Barracks Department.  It may be speculation but King had at his disposal 
someone with direct links to the Government department responsible for the construction of 
barracks. 

The barracks were still under construction in August 1803, while employment returns for December 
show a high proportion of convicts working at building trades, especially stone cutters and layers 
with a lime burner and charcoal burner also at work.32 

Survey data from July 1803 indicated that the new stone barracks were located northeast of the line 
of buildings formed by the mill house, store and ‘long hut’.  Such a configuration was standard 
practice in order to secure food and clothing—the two factors that enabled control of the convict 
population to be maintained.  Construction of a stone barracks for the convicts was a reversal in 
thinking that failed in the absence of a trustworthy military detachment (withdrawn in 1803). 

By March 1804 King had increased the area of cleared ground to seven hundred acres and good 
wheat crops had been harvested suggesting that the establishment was operating successfully.   
King reported to Lord Hobart on 1 March 1804: 

In reply to your Lordship's observations respecting the increase of land cultivated for Government, and 
recommending its not being increased more than to employ the convicts at my disposal; that the greater part of 
such land should be for pasturage, and the stock of Government cattle to be regarded as the foundation of the stock 
of individual settlers;—I beg leave most respectfully to state that before leaving England I was directed to promote 
the public cultivation, and encourage that of individuals. After distributing as many convicts as I judged could be 
advantageously employed by the settlers who I knew to be industrious and deserving, I hired the productive 
Hawkesbury farm in 1801, and began clearing the public agricultural settlement at Castle Hill in August, 1802, 
where there are now 700 acres of good ground clear, and durable stone buildings erected on it.33 
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King’s optimistic review of the situation on the Government Farms was tempered a few days later 
when up to 200 prisoners rose in rebellion at Castle Hill. At approximately 8 p.m. on Sunday, 4 
March 1804 one of the huts (described as a ‘House’ by the Sydney Gazette) was deliberately set 
alight and the settlement’s bell rung.34  Phillip Cunningham, overseer of stonemasons, with the 
assistance of other prisoners, broke into the store where firearms and ammunition were kept.  This 
action was supposed to coincide with similar uprisings on the settlers’ farms that would result in the 
capture of the Hawkesbury settlements and Parramatta.  There are few references to the precise 
actions that took place on the Castle Hill site following the initial phase of the insurrection, possibly 
because most of those who could have commented fled the site (see Figure 2). 

It would appear from the description in the Sydney Gazette that the Government Farm at Castle Hill 
was to be used as a base for further operations and may have avoided destruction for that reason.  
Buildings, stores and food in particular would have been left intact in anticipation of receiving a large 
number of men from different districts.  This desire to retain the settlement at Castle Hill intact may 
be the reason that surviving documentation contains no references to any activities directly 
associated with the barracks.35  The insurgents split into several groups in order to plunder the 
adjoining properties and to form cadres capable of absorbing convicts from other settlements.  The 
main body under Phillip Cunningham and William Johnston made an unsuccessful attempt to join 
with the convicts of Parramatta but found there was no visible support so on Monday 5 March they 
moved along the Hawkesbury Road (Old Windsor Road) towards Windsor.  A second group of 
seventy under the command of Samuel Humes had failed to link with the main body and were 
concealed about the Castle Hill Road.36  During the following 24-hours the uprising was crushed 
with most of those involved having been captured of voluntarily giving themselves up.  Most were 
sent back to their respective labours with a caution and without punishment, ten were selected for 
trial as ringleaders of whom eight were executed and two reprieved. Five others received corporal 
punishment while another thirty were transferred to the gaol gangs until their fates could be 
decided.  William Johnston, John Neale and George Harrington were hanged at Castle Hill on 9 
March 1804 (see Figure 2).37 

Two of the principals involved with the uprising, Phillip Cunningham and Samuel Humes were both 
involved in the building programme at Castle Hill.  The Sydney Gazette described them as follows: 

Philip Cunningham the Principal Rebel leader, who was executed at Hawkesbury, was one of the Prisoners by the 
Ann, and was remarkably active in the mutinous transactions on board that vessel which rendered a recourse to 
rigorous exertions necessary to the safety of the Officers and crew. Some time after his arrival he was sent up to the 
Settlement at Castle Hill, whence he was appointed overseer of the Government Stone-masons and such was the 
...indulgence shown him, that in the Course of little more than a twelvemonth he had nearly erected on his own 
account, a stone building of considerable value. 

Samuel Humes officiated as overseer of the Carpenters, and had a convenient house, and received also many 
indulgences that might have awakened a sentiment of gratitude in his breast which would have prevented his 
disgrace and untimely exit.38 

The properties attacked during the uprising included that of De Clambe who was absent at the time 
although his servants received some rough handling, and the property of George Suttor at 
Baulkham Hills.  Suttor was the owner of Chelsea Farm and would figure prominently in the later 
history of the site.  He and his wife Sarah Maria (nee Dobinson) arrived in Port Jackson as a free 
settler by the Porpoise on 5 November 1800.  Suttor was born at Chelsea in 1774, the son of a 
gardener and botanist on the estate of Lord Cadogan.  He came to the attention of Sir Joseph 
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Banks and was sent to Australia with a collection of trees and plants including grape vines, apples, 
pears, and hops.39   

Within a few months of the uprising the operation of the Government Farm had returned to its usual 
pace.  De Clambe died at Parramatta on 4 June 1804 and his property passed to his creditors who 
put the property to lease for two years.40  Such an arrangement may have been legal but it may not 
have pleased King.  The name of the lessee is unknown but ultimate control of the property would 
have fallen to Robert Campbell.41  Figure 3 shows the location of the Government Farm and the 
surrounding grants in c.1804. 

By the end of 1804 King had committed all efforts in Government farming to the Castle Hill 
establishment: 

The public cultivation will be confined to Castle Hill, where the Government stacks containing about 16,000 bushels 
of wheat, will be a reserve in case of accidents.  These circumstances, joined to the necessity there will be of 
supplying the new settlements with grain for at least the next two years to come, will considerably extend the 
demand on settlers for their overplus grown.  Still, with those advantages a great surplus will remain, provided no 
floods or accidents intervene, as we have now upwards of two years wheat in stacks of this last years produce.42 

King had previously adopted a policy of spreading government agriculture across a number of areas 
in order to avoid problems resulting from natural calamities. Government farming on the 
Hawkesbury, the most productive region within the Colony, had been previously restricted to King’s 
rental of a private farm of 171 acres for the Government.  This was ‘Cornwallis Farm’ belonging to 
the absent owner Capt. Michael Hogan.  According to King this had been ‘successfully and 
advantageously cropped on account of Government since 1800’.  With the lease for this property 
expiring in 1804 King was forced to withdraw to the remaining government reserves.43 

Little documentation regarding the Study Area survives for the year 1805 apart from notices of the 
crops suffering blight.44 

King’s term as Governor expired in 1806 and his replacement, William Bligh, arrived in Sydney on 6 
August 1806 as the fourth Governor.  Bligh and succeeded Philip Gidley King on 14 August at a 
time during which the Colony was suffering the effects of severe flooding in the Hawkesbury River 
region during March 1806 and by a general fall-off in shipping to Sydney. The Colony was operating 
below subsistence level with the importation of significant quantities of staple foodstuffs still being 
necessary.  Only five days after his arrival King accompanied Bligh on a tour of inspection of Castle 
Hill.45 

On 30 September 1806 Bligh returned to Sydney from his first visit to the Hawkesbury, an area to 
which he had previously ordered the despatch of seed maize for planting for the relief of the 
settlers.46  As part of the importance Bligh viewed the Hawkesbury he also offered to take wheat 
from the next crop into the Government stores at 15 shillings per bushel, a prospect that cemented 
his relationship with the settlers.47 

Bligh’s career had a number of previous agricultural dimensions.  In 1788 he had planted a garden 
at Adventure Bay in Tasmania in order to supply future voyagers to that land. Bligh’s fame, or 
infamy, derived from an agricultural venture, the voyage of HMS Bounty and the attempt to supply 
the West Indies with breadfruit.  Apart from these activities and his strong associations with Sir 
Joseph Banks, Bligh himself does not appear to have been a farmer or estate owner.  He did 
however recognise mismanagement and false economy in any field of endeavour.  In regard to 
agriculture he seems to have followed the lead of George III who viewed agriculture as ‘that 
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greatest of all manufactures’.48  Agriculture, when managed properly was also seen as creating a 
society of good citizens.49  Bligh however saw the need to develop a strong, efficient system of 
private agriculture and a reduced reliance upon the system of Government agriculture that by 
necessity had come to dominate the colony’s internal economy. In a private letter to Sir Joseph 
Banks in 1807 Bligh stated his position in the Colony thus: 

I am not here for my ease or comfort but to do justice and relieve the oppressed poor settlers who must be the 
support of the Country and are honester Men than those who wish to keep them under.50 

During the final year of King’s administration the numbers of convicts housed on the site had been 
reduced considerably.  By August 1806 there were only 177 convicts on the site and numbers 
continued to drop thereafter.  It seems that about this time the barrack was adapted for use as a 
barn to store precious provisions.  The modification of existing weatherproof buildings from living 
quarters to barns and granaries was not usual in Sydney and Parramatta at this time.  It is this 
barrack or barn that was later converted into an asylum.  In the return of public buildings at Castle 
Hill on 13 August 1806 mention is made of the following: One barn in good repair, one stone 
Granary floor wants repairing, one new granary in unfinished state, Dwelling and store houses 
wanting repairs’.51  In November 1806 there were only 150 acres of wheat (‘much worn out’) but 
reasonable quantities of maize (212 acres) and 16 acres of barley and oats.52  During the previous 
two years the crops had been subject to blight and worm attacks. 

By August 1807 Bligh was able to state that: ‘Stone granary repaired, New Granary or Barn 
finished. Dwelling house and store house not repaired.’53  Bligh’s main concern with Castle Hill was 
the use of its livestock for breeding purposes.  By October 1807 Bligh’s relationship with the New 
South Wales Corps came under strain following his intercession in a dispute between Captain 
Anthony Fenn Kemp and Major George Johnston, commanding officer of the Corps.  This saw Bligh 
countermand an order from the commanding officer of the Corps.  Criticism of Bligh’s use, or 
misuse, of Government stock, labour and materials appeared in the same month when John Harris 
wrote to former Governor King that: 

Governor Bligh is now turned a great farmer, and has plenty of stock at the Nepean. Andrew Thompson is his 
director and right hand man. His farm is all fenced in, and in high cultivation. I am told that he has got an immense 
flock of cows from Government herd, not picked as Gov. King’s were but picked as I would have done had I been 
Governor King….54 

Following Bligh’s overthrow in January 1808 the military junta maintained few records regarding the 
Castle Hill establishment.  It would appear that operation of the site, already in decline under Bligh 
slipped further.  In 1809 while Bligh was under arrest there were only 100 acres under cultivation.55 

The incoming Governor, Lachlan Macquarie had been under instructions to report on the matter of 
Government Farms and the advisability of closing them down and distributing the convict labour 
amongst the settlers.  Macquarie was however not inclined to act immediately: 

... From what I have myself already seen and observed, and from what I have learnt from well-informed People on 
this subject, I conceive it will be highly advisable to continue a Government Stock of Cattle for several years to 
come and a Government Farm on a limited economical plan; the latter will not only serve as a Stimulus to the 
regular Farmer to increase and improve his Crops, but will also be the means of preventing a Famine...56 

On 11 December 1810 Governor Macquarie recorded in his journal that: 

I went in the carriage with Mrs M. accompanied by Mr Meehan the surveyor, this morning after breakfast to see and 
inspect the Government Agricultural Farm of Castle Hill, where the Government crops of wheat are now ripe and 
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cutting down to be gathered in.  Having inspected the whole of this farm and its capabilities for tillage and 
pasturage, I proceeded to visit those remaining farms in the Baulkham Hills and Toongabbie districts…57 

On the following day Macquarie was to write: 

sent off W…… to the superintendent of Government Agriculture to prepare 6 or 8 acres of land at Castle Hill for 
planting potatoes—and to prepare also 3 or 400 acres of land for sowing wheat.58 

These would prove to be the final crops sewn as part of the operation of the Government Farm at 
Castle Hill.  For Isaac Knight, the last Superintendent of Agriculture at Castle Hill most of his duties 
entailed the hiring-out of the convicts remaining on the Farm to local settlers.59  

1.1.3  Phase 3—Lunatic Asylum (1811–1826) 

At the beginning of 1811 Lieut. Robert Durie, Commandant at Parramatta had suggested converting 
the buildings at Castle Hill for use as a Lunatic Asylum.  In April 1811, acting on this suggestion, 
Governor Macquarie instructed that the stone barracks be repaired for use as an asylum for convict 
lunatics, who were then housed at Parramatta. The instructions issued from Macquarie’s office were 
as follows: 

His Excellency entirely approves of the Alterations and improvements suggested by you to be made on the Granary 
at Castle Hill to render it fit for the reception of the Lunatics now at Parramatta and desires that they may be 
commenced on and finished with the least possible delay, and that a Garden be fenced in at the rear of the Granary 
walls in the manner you propose with the boards &c of the Wooden Barrack now fallen to the ground for the 
unfortunate Persons to occasionally walk and take exercise in.60 

The building was to accommodate 30 patients.  A courtyard surrounded by a stockade was 
established, probably in the form of a high paling fence between 7 and 10 feet high.  This material 
was obtained from the remains of the ‘long hut’ that had fallen to the ground.  That the ‘long hut’ 
was still referred to at this time as a barrack suggests that it may have served the function of a 
convict barracks following the conversion of the stone barracks to a granary during Bligh’s regime.  
Official notification of the conversion of the site appeared in the Sydney Gazette in June 1811: 

His Excellency, the Governor, and Mrs Macquarie made a visit to Parramatta on Tuesday last and this day returned 
to town.  His Excellency, commiserating the unhappy condition of persons labouring under the affliction of mental 
derangement, has been pleased to order and asylum to be prepared for their reception at Castle Hill, wither they 
have been accordingly removed from their former place of confinement which was in the town gaol at Parramatta, 
and every provision that humanity could suggest has been made for their accommodation and comfort.61 

The initial intake consisted of six inmates transferred from Parramatta placed in the care of one 
Patrick Cullen, as keeper, and an unnamed female cook.62  Formal administration lay with the 
Military Commandant at Parramatta, however, in 1814 following a reorganization of Macquarie’s 
administration supervision of the asylum was transferred to the Rev. Samuel Marsden, the resident 
Magistrate at Parramatta.63 

The Asylum was visited on occasion by physicians from Windsor or Parramatta but there was no 
resident medical presence.  The rift between Macquarie and Marsden coupled with Marsden’s own 
concerns in New Zealand resulted in his resignation in August 1814.64  The future administration of 
the site would rest with a resident superintendent and a resident medical officer who would report 
directly to the Governor.  The superintendent appointed was George Suttor, owner of the near-by 
Chelsea Farm (see Figure 4).65  His appointment was almost certainly the result of Marsden’s 
intervention.  According to Suttor: 
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My Friend, the Rev. Samuel Marsden, about this time commenced his trips to New Zealand, and had to give up his 
superintendence of the Lunatic Asylum at Castle Hill. This was offered to me by the Government and Mr. Marsden. I 
thankfully accepted it with the use of all the Government cleared land there, which, I thought would be beneficial to 
my family, particularly as they were all very young and had been much injured by the rebellion. 66 

Suttor’s only qualifications for the post appear to have been his respectability and skills as a farm 
manager.  Macquarie personally drew up a set of instructions to guide Suttor in his administration of 
the asylum: 

Instructions for Mr G. Suttor, Superintendent of the Lunatic Asylum at Castle Hill 

1. You are hereby ordered and directed to pay the most particular attention to the cleanliness and comforts of the 
Lunatics placed under your charge, in as far as their unhappy condition and the means you possess will admit of. 
You will see that they wash their hands and faces every morning and that they shave and put on clean linen every 
week, namely on Sundays and Thursdays.  

2. You are not to allow the Keepers or other persons attending them to exercise any unnecessary severity towards 
the Lunatics but see that they are at all times treated with mildness, kindness and humanity. The Keepers and other 
attendants are to receive strict orders to this effect. 

3. You must be particularly careful that the Provisions issued from the Government stores for the use of the Lunatics 
are properly dressed and regularly served out to them at proper hours [sic]. You must also be very careful that no 
Person shall defraud the Lunatics of any part of the Rations allowed them by the Government; a crime which here-
to-fore very common, and which if ever again committed must be severely punished when detected. 

4. With a view to promote the health as well as comfort of the Lunatics, you are to get a good garden into cultivation 
as soon as possible at Castle Hill, in order that they may be furnished with a constant supply of vegetables, 
particularly potatoes and cabbages. Such of them as are fit for manual labour are, with the permission of the 
surgeon, to be employed in cultivating the garden thus ordered, at stated hours every day; which will be the means 
of not only amusing them, but will likewise prove a wholesome exercise highly beneficial to their health. 

5. With respect to the medical treatment of the Lunatics placed under your charge, you are to follow and comply 
with such directions and advice as you may receive from time to time from the Surgeon appointed to attend the 
Lunatic Asylum at Castle Hill; and you are on no account to make any of the Lunatics work in the garden or 
elsewhere, without the approbation and sanction of the Surgeon, as he alone is capable of judging whether such 
labour be good for their health or not. 

6. You will not fail to report to me in writing, once every month, the number and state of the Lunatics under your 
charge; specifying such casualties, increase or decrease as may have occurred during the preceding month. You 
are to commence making these monthly reports on the first of the next month of October.  

Given under my Hand at Government House, Sydney, this 12th Day of September, 1814. 

[Signed] L. Macquarie.67 

Suttor was given the assistance of convict Dr William Bland as Surgeon and it would appear from 
later documentation that Bland was responsible for the day-to-day operation of the site (see Figure 
5).68  On taking up the position it became apparent that the institution had languished under 
Marsden’s supervision.  There were no medicines, the buildings were in a poor condition, there 
were no written case histories and no measure of security.69  Possibly foreseeing problems between 
Suttor, a free settler, and Bland, a convict but his social superior, the Colonial Secretary saw fit to 
request of Suttor on the day of Bland’s appointment that: 
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a good and friendly understanding should subsist between you and Mr Bland the surgeon whom His Excellency has 
appointed to attend to the health of the unfortunate patients70 

Bland’s letter of appointment included the following: 

His Excellency is pleased to grant you and your friend, Mr Randall, permission to cultivate some Government 
cleared land at Castle Hill, for your mutual use and benefit, so long as you shall continue to act as surgeon to the 
lunatic asylum71 

That both Suttor and Bland were resident on the site indicates that two cottages were present at this 
time.  There is no evidence in the surviving documentation that any new buildings were constructed 
between the establishment of the Asylum in 1811 and the arrival of Bland in 1814. 

Within days of his appointment Bland communicated with the Governor reporting that the windows 
and doors of the Asylum were broken allowing inmates to escape and called for the construction of 
two or three cells or apartments within the building.72  The required repairs and additions were 
immediately agreed to by Macquarie who issued orders to the superintendent of works at 
Parramatta to carry these works into effect.73  Bland was later to describe the situation thus: 

On my arrival there were no medicines but there was a sufficient supply of them afterwards.  In all other respects 
the establishment was as bad as possible…The building was in very bad repair…74 

Problems arose between Suttor and Bland since both believed themselves to be in charge of the 
asylum.  Bland challenged Suttor’s authority requiring intervention by Macquarie who ultimately 
supported Suttor.  The strained relationship between the two men saw Bland replaced as surgeon 
on 24 July 1815 by the Newcastle convict, Henry Ravenscroft.75  Ravenscroft, was recorded as both 
keeper and resident surgeon and his appointment may have already been considered fro some 
time.  He received a remission of his sentence on 8 July 1815 and was removed from Newcastle to 
Sydney shortly after.76 Ravenscroft’s career is not well documented, although he appears to have 
had no conflict with Suttor apart from one incident that saw his removal from the asylum in March 
1816 and despatch to Newcastle in August 1816 after being accused of embezzling bedding from 
the asylum.77 

His replacement in turn, was another convict doctor, Thomas Parmeter who was given the position 
of Acting Assisting Surgeon in April 1817.  The senior medical position was now assumed by a non-
resident, Visiting Medical Officer.  Parmeter himself was given a convict assistant allowing him to 
reside for much of the time at Windsor and pursue a private practice.78 

In response to requests from Suttor for repairs to the Superintendent’s house (that is his own 
residence) he was informed that it was the intention of Government to remove the establishment 
from Castle Hill to Parramatta ‘in the course of a very short time’.79  This timetable was further 
refined in May 1816 with the direction that: 

The grounds will be assigned for the Benefit of the Small Settlers, so soon as the Asylum shall be removed from 
there, which it is the Governor’s Intention to have done at an Early Period.80 

Suttor was however instructed to continue to operate the facility and to: 

…..reserve for the present the Grounds wherein the Lunatic Asylum stands with its Garden, attached thereto—and 
also the Several Houses and Gardens, now occupied by the Superintendent, Asst Surgeon and attendants 
belonging to that Asylum.81 
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Data for the future subdivision of the site was gathered in October 1816 by a re-survey of the former 
Government Farm by James Meehan.82  The re-survey resulted in a 200-acre block centred on the 
asylum (former Government Farm) being reserved for a future township.  This constituted the later 
Portions 155, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166 and 167 of the Parish of Castle Hill; several of the 
surrounding subdivisions had been allotted to individuals during Meehan’s survey of 1816 and were 
formally granted between 1818 and 1823.  Prior to formal grants being issued there may have been 
permissive occupancy of the lots.  The 200-acre reserve was positioned so that its boundaries 
encompassed the surviving buildings and gardens associated with the asylum proper.  The 
southern boundary was therefore fixed well south of Banks Road in order to keep Suttor’s residence 
(Superintendent’s Cottage)—located on what would later become Portion 165—within the Asylum 
reserve. 

Meehan’s survey indicated that there had been considerable regrowth on lands cleared or partially 
cleared during the previous few years.  It is possible that the rate of clearing timber and scrub for 
cropping fell after c.1805 and ceased during Bligh’s governorship. 

The 200-acre block reserved for the Asylum was bounded in the west by John Redmond’s 30 acres, 
in the north by William Hankinson’s 200 acres, in the east by William Moore’s 50 acres (north) and 
D. Whittaker’s 50 acres (south), and in the south by John Duff’s 60 acres (east) and John 
Dewhurst’s 40 acres (west). 

Within the establishment itself the same problems that existed in the relationship between Bland 
and Suttor were also being faced by Parmeter.83  On 2 October 1817 Parmeter voiced his concerns 
regarding the management and condition of the asylum: 

In further confirmation of my last statement, respecting the necessity of Mr G. Suttor being informed that the 
Patients ought to be entirely under my direction, I have to observe that the keeper before alluded to of the name of 
Wm Maddox has even declared that he has orders not to obey any instructions I may give him provided Mr Suttor 
thinks proper to countermand them.  Anxious as I am to do my duty and try the effect of Medicine and I trust I have 
not been altogether unsuccessful, I am more and more prevented by the grossly ignorant and improper conduct on 
the part of the Superintendent from effecting the purpose of so excellent an institution—an Institution that with a few 
repairs, might be rendered comfortable and spacious enough for double the number of patients—Whitewash, and a 
few Partitions in the upper storey, would make two good wards and allow room enough for the stores—And then 
there would be no necessity for any of the Invalids sleeping in a hot kitchen.  Besides I should be able to classify 
them as follows, 1st Class of Maniac, 2nd Melancholic, 3rd Epilepsia and 4th the Women—the Keepers in the men’s 
wards and the Cook in the Women’s.  Such an arrangement would facilitate my attempts to recover or relieve their 
several maladies.  The Building is in good condition and with a little internal improvement herein mentioned, the 
Asylum might be made worth the visitation of His Excellency the Governor—and I should feel delighted admitting 
that I had the complete management of the Asylum I conceive I might have, with any Inspection of the place and 
patients, that from time to time might be ordered.  Wishing therefore Sir, to give every importance to this 
establishment, I trust you will take into consideration the object I have in view of being fully authorized by His 
Excellency the Governor to have the entire management of the Patients, and to be obeyed by the Keepers, as 
Acting Assistant Surgeon of the Asylum, confirming the Superintendent to the very letter of his Instructions that is, of 
delivering out their Rations and keeping the Patients clean etc.84 

This letter is significant in that it is the first reference to a kitchen that appears to separate from the 
main Asylum block. 

Operation of the Asylum limped through 1818 with the relationship between Suttor and Parmeter 
becoming increasingly strained.  This came to a head in December 1818 with the instituting of a 
Court of Inquiry in which both parties accused the other of malpractice.85  Suttor tendered a formal 
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charge of neglect against Parmeter.  Parmeter in turn then issued a counter-charge, accusing 
Sutter of using the patients to labour on his farm and complaining that Suttor was waging a vendetta 
against him.  The two men had arrived at their current positions through different courses.  
Parmeter, as a convict, had no choice but to obey Macquarie’s directive.  Suttor had accepted his 
position through financial necessity.  He had not fully recovered from the financial setbacks created 
in 1804 by the convict uprising or from the results of imprisonment and travel to England to give 
evidence following the military coup of 1808.  He was provided with a residence, a wage, access to 
the cleared land on the former Government Farm for his own use, his family were victualled by 
Government and he also made use of the ‘voluntary’ labour of the Asylum patients for his own 
benefit.  One of Parmeter’s other charges against Suttor was that regarding the murder of one 
patient by another while collecting firewood on 8 June 1818.86  The Magistrate, Hannibal Macarthur, 
unable to resolve the situation passed the papers on to Macquarie who made the decision in 
January 1819 to dismiss both men.  This was carried into effect in February 1819. 

Suttor was replaced as Superintendent of the Lunatic Asylum by Commissary Clerk William Bennett 
while no resident surgeon was appointed.87  Instead a visiting surgeon, Major West, was appointed 
in March 1819.  West attended the Asylum twice-weekly and did so until 1821.  His replacement 
was a distinguished non-resident surgeon based in Parramatta, Dr Henry Grattan Douglass.88 

On taking charge of the Asylum Bennett was responsible for 35 male and 10 female patients.  
Although he was now Superintendent he was housed in the former Surgeon’s quarters while Suttor 
remained in residence in the Superintendent’s cottage.  In March 1819 one month after his 
appointment Bennett forwarded a report on the condition of the Asylum:  

That a considerable proportion of the upstairs room of the Asylum adjoining the female Lunatics room or Ward may 
be partitioned off for the lodgement of the male Lunatics and the residue appropriated to the use of a store for 
keeping the provisions &c I think it a very good plan as the poor unfortunate [-] damp and uncomfortable below 
stairs on the ground floor—the roof of the Asylum admits rain through every part of it and the walls very dirty without 
plaister and abound with vermin.89 

On the same date Bennett also raised concerns regarding his own dwelling: 

The house lately occupied by the Surgeon in which at present I reside is in a very bad state of repair as also the 
house occupied by Mr Suttor, the windows of the former want about forty panes of Glass, has no window shutters 
and the rain beats through every window on the weather side of the house—the chimney of the latter is coming 
down, the roof admits rain in every part of the house and there is upwards of three dozen panes of glass wanted in 
the windows.90 

It is unclear if the requests for repairs were carried out, particularly those on Suttor’s dwelling.  By 
his own account Suttor remained in residence until 1820 at which time he returned to ‘Chelsea 
Farm’ at Baulkham Hills.91   

Macquarie’s instructions to Bennett also made it clear that the patients were not assigned convicts, 
and the use of their labour was prohibited except, ‘such light work in a garden as may (under the 
opinion of the visiting Surgeon) be deemed conducive to their health.’92  Such a vegetable garden, 
almost one acre in extent, was established by Bennett.93 

Bennett appears to have had no trouble with the visiting medical officers but he did face problems 
with his convict staff.  During the first month of his appointment he complained that some of his staff 
were under unspecified improper influences and sought their replacement.  This was acceded to by 
Macquarie who found two male replacements to act as keeper and cook while the other acted as 
keeper and procurer of stores and water.  Macquarie also obtained two women from the Female 
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Factory at Parramatta, one to act as nurse for the female patients and the other a washerwoman.94 
Bennett levelled further charges of ‘Gross Misconduct’ in February 1822 against a keeper named 
Paget, and then in May 1822 he reported that the junior nurse (who was the daughter of the senior 
nurse), was pregnant to one of the keepers, Edward New.  He noted that the nurse already had an 
illegitimate child, and felt their presence was a ‘nuisance’ to the running of the establishment.95 

In 1821 JT Bigge recommended closure of the Asylum and the removal of its patients to Parramatta 
Gaol.96  This was not acted upon and the institution continued to function under Bennett’s 
supervision.  Little work appears to have been carried out on the establishment in the years 
immediately after 1821.  In 1823 there was a call for the roads to be repaired and in 1824 a request 
was made for covers for the wells.97 

The end of the institution was heralded by a Report by the Committee of the Grand Jury in 
September 1825.  The Committee found the ‘establishment highly unfit, in every point, for its 
present occupation, the building never having been designed for that purpose, but originally used as 
an emergency’.98  Bennett retained his position for at least another month as he forwarded his final 
monthly report in October 1825.99  He may have remained responsible for the site until 10 
November 1826, at which time the patients were transferred to the Liverpool Courthouse while 
Bennett was allowed to retire on a pension.100  

1.1.4  Phase 4—Church & Schools (1826-1870) 

The imprecise nature of documentation regarding the site immediately after October 1825 may be 
accounted for by a change in policy for the use of the site.  Although Macquarie had set aside the 
200-acre Asylum reserve as a future township site a new organization began acquiring Crown lands 
at a rapid rate.  On 9 March 1826 the Corporation of the Trustees of the Clergy and School Lands 
(Church and School Lands Corporation) was established for the purpose of ‘making provision for 
the maintenance of religion and the education of youth’ in New South Wales.  This remarkably 
acquisitive organization was brought into being through Commissioner Bigge’s former secretary, 
Thomas Hobbes Scott.  Archdeacon Scott, as he now was, returned to the Colony in May 1825 with 
a directive from Earl Bathurst that ‘one seventh part in extent and value of all the lands in each 
County’ should be set aside as an endowment for the Church of England.101  The letters patent were 
issued on 9 March 1826 during Governor Darling’s tenure and on 4 May 1826 Scott approached the 
Governor seeking approval for the raising of £30,000 by debentures while waiting for land to be 
formally deeded to the Corporation.102  Darling was anxious to assist the organization, even to the 
extent of allowing the Colonial Treasury to advance funds to the Corporation should other methods 
fail.  In this action Darling exceeded his commission to the extent of £19,100 beyond the limit of the 
£200 during the period 1826 to 1828 that he could allot without prior approval from London.103   

It is in this period between that the first correspondence regarding the Corporation and the former 
Castle Hill Asylum appears.  Without a formal grant or official notification the Corporation was able 
to issue tenders for the conversion of the ‘Old Asylum’ Castle Hill into a place of worship.  One such 
tender-response was received on 23 November 1826 by the Rev. Wilton at the Female Orphan 
School, Parramatta who appears to have been given the task of organising and administering the 
works: 

23 November 1826 Letter from George Hopkins to Rev Wilton at the Female Orphan School, Parramatta. ‘I the 
undersigned do hereby tender to perform the undermentioned work at the Old Asylum (for Lunatics) at Castle Hill, 
the same being about to be converted into a place of worship—the same to be performed in a workmanlike 
manner—George Hopkins. Replacing roof and shingling, stepladder and hand rail, replacing floors, putting up 
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boarded partitions, door lock and hinges (‘) eleven sashes, to be primed and glazed (glass to be found by the 
Corporation)’ the sashes to be hanged (‘) clean beams under verandah, to white washing and plastering (2) two 
rooms, room 60 feet in length 18 feet wide; room 45x18—new verandah posts and replacing shingling on verandah. 
Sterling 36.0.0. For workmanship and materials.104 

A second part of the tender involved repairs and renovations to be carried out on one of the 
cottages for use as a schoolhouse: 

Estimate of repairing cottage about to be converted into a school room. For raising floor, taking down partition, 
drawing in front side and tie beams.  Repairing roof and shingling, new sash, repairing weather boarding, running up 
fence in front of the house.  Brick knoggin plastering and whitewashing, the whole of the cottage to be put in good 
repair. For workmanship and materials sterling  25.0.0.105 

The cottage in question was the former surgeon’s residence that had operated as the 
Superintendent of the Asylum’s residence during the period following Suttor’s dismissal in February 
1819.  No mention is made in the tender regarding Suttor’s former residence—formerly the 
residence of the Superintendent of Agriculture for the Government Farm.  Figure 7 shows the 
attached plan from the tender response for work on the School House/Cottage. 

By May 1828 the property had been formally conveyed to the Corporation without any hint of what 
amounted to permissive occupancy for the previous two years.106  Once the Corporation had control 
of the land it found that deriving an income from it was another issue.  In January 1829, 164 acres 
were leased to Sydney Stephen at ₤41.0.0 per acre with a covenant to purchase over 21 years.  
Nothing came of the lease as it was formally cancelled by 1830.  A general notice indicating that the 
land was available for rental was issued in August 1829 but the Church and Schools Corporation 
land books show in December 1830 that no part of the 200 acres was under lease.107 

The records that survive for this period are limited to a small number of maps and a number of 
letters.  In 1832 part of the site was surveyed by Felton Mathew (see Figure 8.  Particular reference 
was made to the school building but the map does indicate the approximate position of the Asylum 
building as well as a building described as ‘in ruins.  Also shown is a small bridge across Castle Hill 
Creek north of the school. 

The condition of the Asylum building itself was a matter of concern.  On 22 September 1832 Bishop 
Broughton wrote that: 

I have at the same time to repeat that the building at Castle Hill in which alone Divine Service has been, or could be 
conveniently performed is in so dilapidated a condition that without thorough repair it could not be so occupied:  I 
have therefore for the present been compelled to dispense with the attendance of the Chaplain at that station.108 

The Corporation was abolished by an Order in Council dated 4 February 1833 and after March 
1834 all land matters were controlled by an Agent.  The number of notices associated with Church 
land in the Sydney Gazette suggests that the disposal of these assets took more than a decade to 
resolve.  Despite complaints by William Broughton the barrack building continued to be used as a 
chapel for many years and the schoolhouse continued to be used as a primary school.  Between 
1834 and 1836 the New South Wales Calendar and General Post Office Directory indicated that the 
Primary School at Castle Hill was taught by Mr Samuel Barber. 

During 1837 further attempts were made to derive income from the 200-acre reserve through 
leasing.109  In November 1837 the site was re-surveyed by HL Butler who set aside 40 acres as a 
Glebe (Portion 155) (see Figure 9).  The new southern boundary of the Glebe was formed by a line 
that now defines the current right-of-way from the Banks Road corner. 
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One of the earliest incumbents of the parish, and possibly its most distinguished was the Rev. 
William Branwhite Clarke (1798–1878) (see Figures 10 and 11).  He was born on 2 June 1798 at 
East Bergholt, Suffolk, England, the eldest child of William Clarke, schoolmaster, and his wife 
Sarah, née Branwhite. In 1817 he entered Jesus College, Cambridge (BA 1821; MA 1824) and in 
June 1821 he was made deacon at Norwich Cathedral and ordained priest in 1823. He became a 
fellow of the Geological Society of London in 1826 and by the 1830s had contributed papers on 
meteoric phenomena and geology and notes on zoology in the Magazine of Natural History and to 
the Proceedings of the Geological Society.  A lack of suitable connections, ill-health and poverty 
forced Clarke to accept the nomination of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel to a 
chaplaincy in New South Wales.  He arrived in Sydney with his family in May 1839 and was 
assigned to St Peter's, Campbelltown but shortly after was appointed to the headmastership of The 
King's School, Parramatta, with charge of the near-by parishes of Castle Hill and Dural. In 
December 1840 he resigned as headmaster on the grounds of health, but continued to minister at 
Dural and Castle Hill until November 1844.110  

In September 1839 the Rev. Clarke wrote to his mother and made reference to the church holdings 
at Castle Hill.  Clarke stated that ‘they were converting an old building standing upon the Glebe into 
a chapel’, other than that ‘we only have a small school house.’111  The only surviving view of the 
Asylum building suggests that this conversion work included the re-modelling of a section of the 
building; the chapel was referred to as St Simon’s (see Figure 12).  Clarke, as one of the leading 
scientific minds in the Colony, had a wide range of interests, including meteorology—particularly the 
physics of storms.  Between 1842 and 1844 he established and monitored a weather station within 
the Parish of Castle Hill.  The precise location of the station has not been determined but it is likely 
to have been within the 200 acre glebe.112 

The deed for the Glebe dedicated to St Simon’s church was not issued until 1842.113  It took a 
further five years before the remaining 160 acres were leased for a period of 21 years.  In 1847 the 
area excluding the Glebe were leased to local farmers Samuel Moore, Edward Fuller and Thomas 
Fuller.  The Glebe land appears to have been used as pasturage rather than cultivation. 

The old Asylum may have been used as a church until 1861 when the Lord Bishop of Sydney 
purchased land on the Great Northern Road in order to build a church.  The Asylum appears to 
have been demolished in 1866 and the stone used for the parsonage for which land had been 
purchased on 11June 1866.  The remains of the former Asylum building were shown in an article in 
the Illustrated Sydney News on 16 July 1866 (see Figure 12).  This is the only image recovered to 
date showing the structure.  Accompanying the illustration was the following text: 

Another landmark of the past has vanished, and ‘the old mad house’ with its memories, has followed many of its 
congeners.  It is, perhaps, as well that the government buildings used in the early days of the colony should 
disappear; with the history of many of them are connected reminiscences useful neither for example or precept.  
Amongst others is the building of which we give an illustration, chiefly for the purpose of handing down to future 
generations a picture of the first lunatic asylum in Australia.  Now that it has disappeared, we are glad to perceive 
how much better the site will be occupied by a handsome parsonage being erected thereon.114 

A later description by Christopher Moore says this of the site: 

I remember well the old stone barracks standing; in my time known as ‘The Old Madhouse’. All the best stones from 
the building were used in the foundations of the Castle Hill Rectory. There were also the dwelling houses built of 
stone a short distance from the barracks, but all the buildings disappeared long ago.115 
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The stone dwelling houses referred to may be the former surgeon’s and superintendent’s 
quarters—both constructed in timber.116 

In 1868 the leases had expired and all but the 40 acres of Glebe reverted to the Crown (Portion 
155).  In 1870 the whole site was re-surveyed in preparation for sale (see Figure 13). 

1.1.5  Phase 5—1870 to the Present 

On 30 September 1870 following expiry of the leases the 160 acres of land were advertised for sale 
and auctioned at the Parramatta Court House as Crown Land in January 1871.  The land was 
purchased by S Moore (Portion 161), James Black (Portion 162), ES Black (Portion 163), James 
Greenwood (Portion 164), James Purser (Portion 165), and Thomas Williams (Portions 166 and 
167) (see Figures 13 and 14). Portion 155, located between Castle Hill Creek and the line of the 
right-of-way remained in the hands of the Anglican Synod of the Diocese of Sydney. 

Title to Portion 167, purchased by farmer Thomas Williams, was transferred on 21 April 1871.117  
Williams then sold the land to James Black (the owner of Portion 162 located to the south of the 
right-of-way) in 1873.  The property remained with the Black family until 1886 after which time it was 
held by members of the Rogers family until 1905.118 

In 1893 assent was given to an ordinance authorizing the sale or auction of the remaining 40 acre 
Glebe by the Anglican Synod of the Diocese of Sydney.  On 2 February 1895 the first part of the 
Glebe (Lot 5) was sold to an orchardist, James Taylor Benn (see Figure 15). 

In 1900 the remainder was sold to James Purser who used part of the land for fruit growing.  One 
tiny portion of Lot 5, at the end of Banks Road remained the property of the Bishops of Sydney until 
the 1940s (see Figure 15).  The history of the remaining lots to the east of Lot 5 and north of the 
right-of-way is unclear but by 1900 these may have been under the control of Dr Cecil Purser.119 

As the district developed as a prime orcharding region improvements were made to access.  In 
1902 a tramway extended from Parramatta to Baulkham Hills, this was extended in 1910 to Castle 
Hill and in 1924 to Rogan’s Hill.  The tramway was short-lived and was closed in 1932 because of 
increasing congestion on the road which it shared with cars and trucks.  Orcharding started its 
terminal decline just before the tramway closed. There was increasing competition in the 1930s 
from the irrigation areas created along the Murrumbidgee and from the rapid expansion of citrus 
and passionfruit growing in the Gosford area. 

After 1905 Lot 167 underwent a series of sales and transfers. In 1905 it was owned by Castle Hill 
Orangeries Ltd and was then sold or transferred on thirteen occasions until its purchase in 1971 by 
the War Services Homes.120 

It was during the 1930s however that the so-called causeway on the western side of the site was 
created.  Oral evidence collected by Birmingham in 1981 indicated that this was a straight track 
used for coursing.  The course is exactly one quarter mile long, a length consistent with this activity.  
The property at this time was owned by Edwin Henry Tucker, a farmer, until 1934 at which time it 
was purchased by journalist Athol Hugh Stewart.121 

Most of the study area was remained under pasture throughout the 1930s and 1940s with only the 
western section of Portion 155 under fruit trees (see Figures 16 and 17). 

By 1961 this orchard was in decay and the portions forming the study area had been subdivided 
into smaller blocks. Most of the extant buildings on Portions 167, 155, 166 and 162 were built from 
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1960 onwards (see Figures 18).  A fibro cottage was constructed on Lot 5 in 1960 near the 
intersection of Banks Road and the right-of-way. 
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Figure 1  ‘View of Castle Hill Government Farm’ (unsigned watercolour). ML PXD379-1 f.8. 

 

Figure 2  ‘Convict uprising at Castle Hill, 1804’ (Major Johnston with Quartermaster Laycock and twenty five privates of ye New South 
Wales Corps defeats two hundred and sixty six armed rebels, 5th March 1804) NLA PIC T2495 NK10162 LOC Box B13*.  This 
composite view of events shows the three insurgents hanged at Castle Hill at far left. 
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Figure 3  ‘Plan of Allotments 1813’ J. Burr ML M2 811.1gbbd 1813/1.  The plan shows the configuration of allotments in c.1804.  De 
Clambe’s Grant is shown as the isolated block south of the Castle Hill establishment numbered 1. (North at top of sheet). 
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Figure 4  ‘Mr George Suttor’. ML GPO 1—18042. 
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Figure 5  ‘Dr William Bland’. Watercolour 1845-1849 by Richard Read from a daguerreotype by George Goodman. ML P2/250. 
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Figure 6  ‘Parish of Castle Hill’ WH Brownrigg 1850 ML M2 811.137/1850/1.Detail showing the pre 1832 configuration of the site. 
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Figure 7  Outline of the Cottage at Castle Hill (School House) plan accompanying tender response (SR NSW Col Sec 4/347 pp 266-7 
George Hopkins to Rev. Wilton 23 November 1826 Tender application for repairs to Old Asylum for conversion into a place of worship). 
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Figure 8  ‘Survey of land at Castle Hill occupied by the Schoolmaster on the 200 acres of Church & School land at Castle Hill.  Felton 
Mathew 1832. (Source Birmingham (1981)) 

 

Figure 9  ‘County of Cumberland, Parish of Castle Hill. Survey of 40 acres intended for church, school and house and Glebe’. H. L. 
Butler 1837. (Source Birmingham (1981)) 
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Figure 10  J Anivitti, Rev William Branwhite Clarke (1876), (image source: ML ZML917 on permanent loan Royal Society of NSW). 
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Figure 11  William Branwhite Clarke (1798–1878), Sydney Mail 1878 (image source: National Library of Australia. nla.pic-an9351872). 
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Figure 12  View of Old Asylum. Illustrated Sydney News 16 July 1866. 
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Figure 13  ‘Church and School Lands Parish of Castle Hill’ 1870 (source: Birmingham (1981)). 
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Figure 14  Parish of Castle Hill 1897 (showing former Glebe and the 1871 subdivisions) NSW Department of Lands. 
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Figure 15  ‘Plan showing Land in the Parish of Castle Hill. 1903’ (Source Birmingham (1981)). 

 

Figure 16  1943 Aerial Photograph RTA. 
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Figure 17  Aerial Photograph 1947 NSW Lands Department. 
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Figure 18  Aerial Photograph 1961 NSW Lands Department. 
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111  Jervis (1944): 354 
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117  Birmingham (1981): 69 
118  Birmingham (1981): 69 
119  Birmingham (1981): 63-64 
120  Birmingham (1981): 69 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In NSW important items of our environmental heritage are listed on the State 
Heritage Register. Any changes to those items should respect and retain 
those qualities and characteristics that make the heritage place special. 
 
Any major works proposed for State Heritage Register items therefore need 
to be assessed and approved by the Heritage Council to ensure that the 
heritage significance of the item will not be adversely affected.  
 
However, the assessment process can waste the time and resources of both 
the owner and the Heritage Council if the works are only minor in nature and 
will have minimal impact on the heritage significance of the place. The 
Heritage Act allows the Minister for Planning , on the recommendation of the 
Heritage Council, to grant exemptions for certain activities which would 
otherwise require approval under the NSW Heritage Act. 
 
There are two types of exemptions which can apply to a heritage item listed 
on the State Heritage Register: 
 
1. standard exemptions for all items on the State Heritage Register. Typical 

activities that are exempted include building maintenance, minor repairs, 
alterations to certain interiors or areas and change of use. 

 
2. site specific exemptions for a particular heritage item can be approved by 

the Minister on the recommendation of the Heritage Council. 
 
These guidelines have been prepared to inform owners and managers of 
heritage items listed on the State Heritage Register about the standard 
exemptions. They also explain how to develop site specific exemptions for a 
heritage item.  
 
The State Heritage Register 
 
Heritage places and items of particular importance to the people of New South 
Wales are listed on the State Heritage Register. The  Register was created in 
April 1999 by amendments to the Heritage Act 1977. 
 
The key to listing on the State Heritage Register is the level of significance. 
Only those heritage items which are of state significance in NSW are listed 
on the State Heritage Register. 
 
To check whether an item is listed on the register, check the online heritage 
database on the Heritage Office homepage:  
 
www.heritage.nsw.gov.au.  
 
This online database lists all statutorily protected items in NSW.  
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WHY HAVE STANDARD EXEMPTIONS? 
 
The standard exemptions apply to all items listed on the State Heritage 
Register. These exemptions came into force on 25 March 2006. They replace 
all previous standard exemptions.  
 
The current exemptions replace those gazetted on 7 March 2003, 18 June 
2004 and 8 July 2005. They relate to a broad range of minor development and 
will result in a more streamlined approval process.  
 
The purpose of the standard exemptions is to clarify for owners, the Heritage 
Office and local councils what kind of maintenance and minor works can be 
undertaken without needing Heritage Council approval. This ensures that 
owners are not required to make unnecessary applications for minor 
maintenance and repair. 
 
Heritage Council has drafted guidelines to help owners and managers to 
interpret and apply the standard exemptions. These guidelines were published 
in 2004 and have been incorporated into this document.  
 
 
HOW WILL EXEMPTIONS ALREADY IN PLACE BE AFFECTED 
BY THE NEW STANDARD EXEMPTIONS? 
 
1. Standard Exemptions: The new standard exemptions replace all existing 

standard exemptions.  
 
2. Site Specific Exemptions: Some heritage items have site specific 

exemptions for works other than those in the standard list. Site specific 
exemptions will continue to remain in force. 

 
 
WHAT OTHER APPROVALS ARE NECESSARY TO DO WORK 
ON A HERITAGE ITEM? 
 
The exemptions only reduce the need to obtain approval from the Heritage 
Council, under section 60 of the Heritage Act, to carry out works to a heritage 
item listed on the State Heritage Register. You should check with your local 
council for information on additional development and building approvals, and 
with the Heritage Office for other approvals which may be required under the 
Heritage Act, such as an Excavation Permit. 
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HOW TO RELATE THE STANDARD EXEMPTION CLAUSES TO 
YOUR HERITAGE ITEM 
 
The standard exemption clauses can be grouped under two headings: 
 

• maintenance and repairs; 
• alterations. 

 
Clauses have been kept as concise as possible to avoid ambiguities. The 
terminology used is consistent with the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter. 
Australia ICOMOS is the Australian Chapter of International Council on 
Monuments and Sites, a UNESCO-affiliated international organisation of 
conservation specialists. The Burra Charter is a nationally accepted standard 
for assessing and managing change to heritage items. 
 
Before you develop firm proposals for changes to the heritage item, take the 
following actions: 
  
 [ 1.] Check the boundaries of the item to which the State   

Heritage Register listing applies; 
 
 [ 2.] Check the exemptions which apply to your heritage  
  item; 
 
 [ 3.] Read these explanatory notes to ensure that the work you  
  propose is exempted; 
 
 [ 4.] If the work is not exempted, apply to the Heritage 
  Council for approval under section 60 of the Heritage  
  Act; 
 
 [ 5.] Check with the local council concerning other  
  approvals that may be required; 
 
 [ 6.] Check with the Heritage Office if the work you 
  propose involves the disturbance of relics more than  
  50 years old. 
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SCHEDULE OF STANDARD EXEMPTIONS 
 

 

HERITAGE ACT, 1977 

Order Under Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act, 1977 

 

I, the Minister for Planning, pursuant to section 57(2) of the Heritage Act 1977, 
on the recommendation of the Heritage Council of New South Wales, do by 
this Order: 

1. revoke the Schedule of Exemptions to subsection 57(1) of the Heritage 
Act made under subsection 57(2) and published in the Government 
Gazette on 7 March 2003, 18 June 2004 and 8 July 2005; and 

2. grant standard exemptions from section 57(1) of the Heritage Act 1977, 
described in the Schedule below. 

 

FRANK SARTOR 

Minister for Planning 

Sydney, 25 March 2006 
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SCHEDULE OF EXEMPTIONS TO SUBSECTION 57(1) OF THE 
HERITAGE ACT 1977 

MADE UNDER SUBSECTION 57(2)  

GENERAL CONDIT IONS 

1. These general conditions apply to all of the following Exemptions. 

2. Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be carried 
out in accordance with relevant Guidelines issued by the Heritage 
Office including “The Maintenance of Heritage Assets: A Practical 
Guide” 1998, “Movable Heritage Principles” 2000 and “The Heritage 
Council Policy on Managing Change to Heritage Items”. 

3. The following Standard Exemptions do not apply to anything affecting 
relics, places, items or sites of heritage significance to Aboriginal 
people or which affect traditional access by Aboriginal people. 

4.      The Executive Director, Director and Managers employed by the 
Heritage Office, Department of Planning; the Executive Director, 
Tenant and Asset Management Services, employed by the Sydney 
Harbour Foreshore Authority; the Executive Director Cultural Heritage 
employed by the Department of Environment and Conservation; and 
the Director of Planning employed by the Sydney City Council may 
perform any of the functions of the Director-General of the 
Department of Planning (Director-General) under these exemptions. 

 
The authorisation to the Executive Director, Tenant and Asset 
Management Services of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority is 
restricted to land for which it is the delegated approval body under 
section 169 of the Heritage Act, and the preparation and submission 
of information required to demonstrate that compliance with the 
criteria contained in these exemptions is satisfied, must not be carried 
out by the Executive Director, Tenant and Asset Management 
Services. 

 
The authorisation to the Executive Director Cultural Heritage of the 
Department of Environment and Conservation is restricted to land for 
which it is the delegated approval body under section 169 of the 
Heritage Act, and the preparation and submission of information 
required to demonstrate that compliance with the criteria contained in 
these exemptions is satisfied, must not be carried out by the 
Executive Director Cultural Heritage. 

 
The authorisation to the Director of Planning, Sydney City Council is 
restricted to land for which the Council is the delegated approval body 
under section 169 of the Heritage Act, and the preparation and 
submission of information required to demonstrate that compliance 
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with the criteria contained in these exemptions is satisfied, must not 
be carried out by the Director of Planning, Sydney City Council. 

 
5. In these Exemptions, words shall be given the same meaning as in 

the Heritage Act 1977 (“the Act”) unless the contrary intention 
appears from the context of the exemption. 

6. Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be 
specified, supervised and carried out by people with knowledge, skills 
and experience appropriate to the work. 

 

Guidelines 

In addition to the above guidelines listed in paragraph two , the Heritage 
Council adopted further guidelines on 7 April 2004 for use in interpreting and 
applying the standard exemptions.   

If it is unclear whether proposed development satisfies the requirements of 
these exemptions, an application will be required under section 60 of the 
Heritage Act. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 1:  MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING 

1. The following maintenance and cleaning does not require approval 
under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) the maintenance of an item to retain its condition or 
operation without the removal of or damage to the 
existing fabric or the introduction of new materials; 

(b) cleaning including the removal of surface deposits, 
organic growths or graffiti by the use of low 
pressure water (less than 100 psi at the surface 
being cleaned) and neutral detergents and mild 
brushing and scrubbing. 

NOTE 1: Traditional finishes such as oils and waxes must continue to be used 
for timber surfaces rather than modern alternative protective coatings 
such as polyurethane or acrylic which may seal the surface and can 
cause damage. 

NOTE 2: Surface patina which has developed on the fabric may be an 
important part of the item's significance and if so needs to be preserved 
during maintenance and cleaning. 

Guidelines 

Maintenance is distinguished from repairs, restoration and reconstruction as it 
does not involve the removal of or damage to existing fabric or the 
introduction of new materials.  It is a continuing process of protective care.  
Typical maintenance activity includes: 

• the removal of vegetation and litter from gutters and drainage systems; 

• resecuring and tightening fixings of loose elements of building fabric; 

• lubricating equipment and services which have moving parts; 

• the application of protective coatings such as limewash, polish, oils and 
waxes to surfaces which have previously had such coatings applied; 
and 

• cleaning by the removal of surface deposits using methods other than 
aggressive mechanical or chemical techniques such as high pressure, 
high temperature or strong solvents which may affect the substrate. 

This standard exemption applies to the maintenance of all types of heritage 
items including buildings, works, landscapes, cemeteries and movable 
heritage.  Reference should be made to other relevant standard exemptions 
(#12, 14 and 17) for particular types of items.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 2:  REPAIRS 

 

1. Repair to an item which is of the type described in (a) or (b) below does 
not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) the replacement of services such as cabling, plumbing, 
wiring and fire services that uses existing service routes, 
cavities or voids or replaces existing  surface mounted 
services and does not involve damage to or the removal 
of significant fabric;  

(b) the repair (such as refixing and patching) or the replacement of 
missing, damaged or deteriorated fabric that is beyond further 
maintenance, which matches the existing fabric in appearance, 
material and method of affixing and does not involve damage to 
or the removal of significant fabric. 

NOTE 1: Repairs must be based on the principle of doing as little as possible 
and only as much as is necessary to retain and protect the element.  
Therefore replacement must only occur as a last resort where the 
major part of an element has decayed beyond further maintenance. 

NOTE 2: Any new materials used for repair must not exacerbate the decay of 
existing fabric due to chemical incompatibility, obscure existing fabric or 
limit access to existing fabric for future maintenance. 

NOTE 3: Repair must maximise protection and retention of fabric and include 
the conservation of existing detailing, such as vents, capping, 
chimneys, carving, decoration or glazing. 

 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption is not intended to allow the cumulative replacement 
of large amounts or a high proportion of the fabric of an item.  If replacement 
of large amounts of fabric is necessary, an application will be required to be 
submitted under s. 60 of the Heritage Act.  If there is uncertainty about 
whether the proposed extent of repair is exempt from approval, advice should 
be sought from the NSW Heritage Office. 

Repairs should have detailed specifications and carried out by licensed 
tradespeople with experience in the conservation of heritage buildings.  It is 
essential that the composition of elements of the fabric such renders, mortars, 
timber species and metal types remain the same to assist with matching 
appearance and avoiding chemical incompatibility. 

Repair may involve reconstruction which means returning an item to a known 
earlier state. This may involve the use of new or recycled materials.  
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Reconstruction must satisfy a four-part test to qualify for exemption from 
approval: 

1. The nature of the earlier state being reconstructed must be known.  
Where there is conjecture about the earlier state of the fabric or 
where it is proposed to change the appearance, material or method 
of fixing of the fabric an application under s.60 of the Heritage Act 
will be required. 

2. The replacement fabric must be matching in appearance and 
method of fixing. The use of salvaged or recycled fabric can be a 
valuable resource in matching appearance in preference to the use 
of new fabric which may appear obtrusive.  However the damage to 
other heritage buildings by the salvaging of fabric for reuse is 
unacceptable.  Salvaged materials must be judiciously sourced so 
as not to encourage secondary damage to other heritage 
resources.  The use of artificial ageing techniques to assist the 
matching of new with original fabric is only advocated where there 
is an obtrusive mismatch of materials which negatively impacts on 
the heritage significance of the item.  Ideally, new and original fabric 
should be subtly discernable on close examination to assist 
interpretation of the history of change to the building. 

3. The fabric being replaced must be beyond further maintenance.  
The replacement of fabric may only occur where fabric is missing or 
it is so damaged or deteriorated that it is beyond further 
maintenance.  In many cases the judgement about the level of 
deterioration and the effectiveness of further maintenance will 
require the advice of a person who is suitably experienced in similar 
heritage conservation projects.  If it is unclear that the fabric is 
beyond further maintenance, its replacement will require the 
submission of an application under s. 60 of the Heritage Act. 

4. Significant fabric must not be damaged or removed.  In all cases of 
repair, the damage or removal of significant fabric is not permitted 
without approval. Significant fabric is that which contributes to the 
heritage significance of the item.  The identification of the level of 
significance of fabric will usually require the advice of a person who 
is suitably experienced in similar heritage conservation projects.  
The damage or removal of significant fabric will require the 
submission of an application under s. 60 of the Heritage Act. 

New material used in repairs should where possible be date stamped in a 
location which is not conspicuous but is legible on close examination.   
Archival recording of removed and replacement fabric is advocated and 
should be used in interpretative displays where practicable. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 3:  PAINTING 

1. Painting does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act if the 
painting: 

(a) does not involve the disturbance or removal of earlier 
paint layers other than that which has failed by chalking, 
flaking, peeling or blistering;  

(b) involves over-coating with an appropriate surface as an 
isolating layer to provide a means of protection for 
significant earlier layers or to provide a stable basis for 
repainting; and 

(c) employs the same colour scheme and paint type as an 
earlier scheme if they are appropriate to the substrate and 
do not endanger the survival of earlier paint layers. 

2. Painting which employs a different colour scheme and paint type from 
an earlier scheme does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, 
provided that: 

(a) the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed colour 
scheme, paint type, details of surface preparation and 
paint removal will not adversely affect the heritage 
significance of the item; and  

(b) the person proposing to undertake the painting has 
received a notice advising that the Director-General is 
satisfied.  

3. A person proposing to undertake repainting of the kind described in 
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and describe the 
proposed colour scheme, paint type, details of surface preparation and 
paint removal involved in the repainting. If the Director-General is 
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in 
paragraph 2(a) the Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

NOTE: Preference should be given to the re-establishment of historically 
significant paint schemes of the item that are appropriate to the 
significance of the building. 

Guidelines 

Painting of surfaces which have not previously been painted such as face 
brickwork, stone, concrete or galvanised iron is likely to adversely affect the 
heritage significance of the item and is not exempt from approval under this 
standard exemption.  Likewise, the stripping of paint coatings which were 
intended to be protective may expose the substrate to damage and cause the 
loss of the historical record and significance of the building.  In cases where 
surface preparation has revealed significant historic paint layers, repainting 
should facilitate the interpretation of the evolution of the building by displaying 
appropriately located sample patches of historic paint schemes.  This 
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information should also be examined if it is proposed to recreate earlier 
finishes or paint schemes.   

Paint removal of failed layers to achieve a stable base for repainting is exempt 
from approval but intervention should be minimised to avoid the loss of the 
significant historical record.  Where old paint layers are sound they should be 
left undisturbed.  The removal of paint with a high content of lead or other 
hazardous materials requires considerable care and use of experienced 
tradespeople as its disturbance can create health hazards.  If the removal of 
such paint layers will adversely affect the heritage significance of the item, an 
application will be required under section 60 of the Heritage Act. 

Reference should be made to The Maintenance Series, NSW Heritage Office, 
particularly Information Sheets 6.2 Removing Paint from Old Buildings, 7.2 
Paint Finishes and 7.3 Basic Limewash. Available online at 
www.heritage.nsw.gov.au. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 4:  EXCAVATION 

1.       Excavation or disturbance of land of the kind specified below does not 
require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-
General is satisfied that the criteria in (a), (b) or (c) have been met and 
the person proposing to undertake the excavation or disturbance of 
land has received a notice advising that the Director-General is 
satisfied: 

(a) where an archaeological assessment has been prepared 
in accordance with Guidelines published by the Heritage 
Council of NSW which indicates that any relics in the land 
are unlikely to have State or local heritage significance; or  

(b) where the excavation or disturbance of land will have a 
minor impact on archaeological relics; or 

(c) where the excavation or disturbance of land involves only 
the removal of unstratified fill which has been deposited 
on the land. 

2. A person proposing to excavate or disturb land in the manner 
described in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and 
describe the proposed excavation or disturbance of land and set out 
why it satisfies the criteria set out in paragraph 1.  If the Director-
General is satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria 
set out in paragraph (a), (b) or (c) the Director-General shall notify the 
applicant. 

NOTE 1: Any excavation with the potential to affect Aboriginal objects must be 
referred to the Director-General of the Department of Environment and 
Conservation. 
 
NOTE 2:  If any Aboriginal objects are discovered on the site, excavation or 
disturbance is to cease and the Department of Environment and Conservation 
is to be informed in accordance with s. 91 of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act, 1974. 
 
NOTE 3: This exemption does not allow the removal of State significant relics. 
 
NOTE 4: Where substantial intact archaeological relics of State or local 
significance, not identified in the archaeological assessment or statement 
required by this exemption, are unexpectedly discovered during excavation, 
work must cease in the affected area and the Heritage Office must be notified 
in writing in accordance with s. 146 of the Act.  Depending on the nature of the 
discovery, additional assessment and possibly an excavation permit may be 
required prior to the recommencement of excavation in the affected area. 
 

Guidelines 

Excavation or disturbance to which clause 1(c) applies only involves the 
removal of unstratified fill material of minor heritage significance.  Such fill will 
have been deposited in a single episode. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 5:  RESTORATION 

1. Restoration of an item by returning significant fabric to a known earlier 
location without the introduction of new material does not require 
approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.  

2. The following restoration does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria 
in (a) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the 
restoration has received a notice advising that the Director-General is 
satisfied: 

(a) the restoration of an item without the introduction of new 
material (except for fixings) to reveal a known earlier 
configuration by removing accretions or reassembling 
existing components which does not adversely affect the 
heritage significance of the item. 

3. A person proposing to undertake restoration of the kind described in 
paragraph 2 must write to the Director-General and set out why there is 
a need for restoration to be undertaken and the proposed material and 
method of restoration. If the Director-General is satisfied that the 
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2(a), the 
Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

Restoration in accordance with clause 1 of this standard exemption does not 
involve the removal of fabric and only relates to the return of fabric which has 
been removed to storage or has been dislodged from its original location.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 6: DEVELOPMENT ENDORSED 
BY THE HERITAGE COUNCIL OR DIRECTOR-GENERAL 

1. Minor development specifically identified as exempt development 
which does not materially impact on heritage significance, by a 
conservation policy or strategy within a conservation management plan 
which has been endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW or by a 
conservation management strategy endorsed by the Director-General 
does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act. 

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed 
development.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed 
development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the Director-
General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption does not exempt development that is consistent with 
a conservation policy or strategy contained in an endorsed conservation 
management plan or interim conservation management strategy other than 
development that is specifically identified as exempt development in that 
conservation plan or strategy.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 7:  MINOR ACTIVITIES WITH NO 
ADVERSE IMPACT ON HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE 

1. Anything which in the opinion of the Director-General is of a minor 
nature and will not adversely affect the heritage significance of the item 
does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.  

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed activity.  
If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed activity meets the 
criteria set out in paragraph 1, the Director-General shall notify the 
applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption has the potential to relate to a wide range of minor 
development.  In determining whether a proposed development is minor the 
Director may have regard to the context of the particular heritage item such as 
its size and setting.  For instance a development may be considered to be 
minor in the context of Prospect Reservoir’s 1200ha curtilage whereas a 
similar proposal affecting an item on a smaller site may not be considered to 
be minor. 

In order to assess whether a proposal has an adverse affect on heritage 
significance it is necessary to submit a clear and concise statement of the 
item’s heritage significance and an assessment of whether a proposal impacts 
on that significance.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 8:  NON-SIGNIFICANT FABRIC 

1. The following development does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria 
in (a) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the 
development has received a notice advising that the Director-General 
is satisfied: 

(a) the alteration of a building involving the construction or 
installation of new fabric or services or the  removal of 
building fabric which will not adversely affect the heritage 
significance of the item. 

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 
must write to the Director-General and describe the proposed 
development.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed 
development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a), the Director-
General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

In order to assess the level of significance of fabric it is necessary to submit a 
clear and concise statement of the item’s heritage significance and to grade 
the fabric of the place in accordance with its association with or impact on that 
significance.  It may not always be concluded that more recent fabric is of less 
or no heritage significance. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 9:  CHANGE OF USE 

1. The change of use of an item or its curtilage or the commencement of 
an additional or temporary use does not require approval under s. 57(1) 
of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the  
criteria in (a) and (b) have been met and the person proposing to 
undertake the change of use has received a notice advising that the 
Director-General is satisfied: 

(a) the use does not involve the alteration of the fabric, layout 
or setting of the item or the carrying out of development 
other than that permitted by other standard or site specific 
exemptions; and 

(b) the use does not involve the cessation of the primary use 
for which the building was erected, a later significant use 
or the loss of significant associations with the item by 
current users;  

2. A person proposing to change the use of an item or its curtilage or to 
commence an additional or temporary use of an item or its curtilage in 
the manner described in paragraph 1 must write to the Director-
General and describe the changes proposed.  If the Director-General is 
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in 
paragraph 1(a) and (b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

For the purposes of this standard exemption any change of use which is 
inconsistent with specific conditions of any previous approval or consent such 
as hours of operation or nature of conduct of an activity requires approval 
under section 57(1) or the modification of an approval under section 65A of 
the Heritage Act.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 10:  NEW BUILDINGS 

1. Subdivision under the Strata Scheme (Freehold Development) Act or 
Strata Scheme (Leasehold Development) Act of the interior of a 
building that has been constructed since the listing of the item on the 
State Heritage Register or the publication of an interim heritage order in 
the Gazette which applies to the land does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act.   

2. Alteration to the interior of a building which has been cons tructed since 
the listing of the item on the State Heritage Register or the publication 
of an interim heritage order in the Gazette which applies to the land 
does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.   

 

Guidelines 

Subdivision to which clause 1 of this standard exemption applies must not 
subdivide the curtilage of the exterior of a building other than approved car 
spaces.  A strata plan which otherwise proposes the subdivision of the 
curtilage of a heritage item requires approval under section 57(1) of the 
Heritage Act. 

For the purposes of clause 2 of this standard exemption, alterations to the 
interior of a building: 

• do not include internal alterations to additions to buildings which 
existed prior to the listing of the site on the State Heritage Register or 
publication of the interim heritage order; 

• must not affect the external appearance of the building such as by 
balcony enclosure or window screening; and 

• must not be inconsistent with any specific conditions of a previous 
approval. 

Such alterations require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 11:  TEMPORARY STRUCTURES 

1. The erection of temporary structures does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that 
the criteria in (a) and (b) have been met and the person proposing to 
erect the structure has received a notice advising that the Director-
General is satisfied: 

(a) the structure will be erected within and used for a 
maximum period of 4 weeks after which it will be removed 
within a period of 2 days and not erected again within a 
period of 6 months; and 

(b) the structure is not to be located where it could damage or 
endanger significant fabric including landscape or 
archaeological features of its curtilage or obstruct 
significant views of and from heritage items.  

2. A person proposing to erect a structure of the kind described in 
paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and set out the nature 
of the structure, the use for the structure and how long it will remain in 
place and the next occasion on which it is anticipated that the structure 
will be erected.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the proposed 
development meets the criteria set out in paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b) the 
Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

Guidelines 

The cumulative impact of the multiple use of this standard exemption will be 
considered by the Director in the assessment of the simultaneous 
construction of a number of temporary structures or a succession of 
temporary structures which may have a prolonged adverse impact on heritage 
significance of the item. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 12:  LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE 

1. Landscape maintenance which is of the type described below does not 
require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) weeding, watering, mowing, top-dressing, pest control 
and fertilizing necessary for the continued health of 
plants, without damage or major alterations to layout, 
contours, plant species or other significant landscape 
features;  

(b) pruning to control size, improve shape, flowering or 
fruiting and the removal of diseased, dead or dangerous 
material, not exceeding 20% of the crown of a tree within 
a period of 2 years; or 

(c) tree surgery by a qualified horticulturist or tree surgeon 
necessary for the health of those plants. 

NOTE 1: In relation to cemeteries, landscape features include monuments, 
grave markers, grave surrounds, fencing, path edging and the like. 

 

Guidelines 

Landscape features and gardens are fundamental to the setting of heritage 
items and are important to the appreciation of heritage significance.  
Landscape setting is by its nature evolving and often requires more regular 
maintenance than other elements of heritage fabric.  Horticultural advice may 
be required to ensure a regime of maintenance appropriate to the retention of 
heritage significance of a place.  General advice about landscape 
maintenance is provided by The Maintenance of Heritage Assets: A Practical 
Guide Information Sheet 9.1 Heritage Gardens and Grounds, printed versions 
available from the NSW Heritage Office. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 13:  SIGNAGE 

1. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) 
below does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act: 

(a) temporary signage which is located behind or on the glass 
surface of a shop window which is not internally 
illuminated or flashing and is to be removed within eight 
weeks; or  

(b) a real estate sign indicating that the place is for auction, 
sale or letting and related particulars and which is 
removed within 10 days of the sale or letting of the place; 

2. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) 
below does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that 
the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria in (a) and (b) 
respectively have been met and the person proposing to erect it has 
received a notice advising that the Director-General is satisfied: 

(a) the erection of non-illuminated signage for the sole 
purpose of providing information to assist in the 
interpretation of the heritage significance of the item and 
which will not adversely affect significant fabric including 
landscape or archaeological  features of its curtilage or 
obstruct significant views of and from heritage items; or 

(b) signage which is in the form of a flag or banner 
associated with a building used for a purpose which 
requires such form of promotion such as a theatre or 
gallery, which is displayed for a maximum period of eight 
weeks and which will not adversely affect significant fabric 
including landscape or archaeological features of its 
curtilage; 

3. A person proposing to erect signage of the kind described in paragraph 
2 must write to the Director-General and describe the nature and 
purpose of the advertising or signage. If the Director-General is 
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in 
paragraph 2(a) or 2(b), the Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

4. Signage of the kind described in paragraphs 1 and 2 must: 

(a) not conceal or involve the removal of signage which has 
an integral relationship with the significance of the item; 

(b) be located and be of a suitable size so as not to obscure 
or damage significant fabric of the item;  

(c) be able to be later removed without causing damage to 
the significant fabric of the item; and 

(d) reuse existing fixing points or insert fixings within existing joints 
without damage to adjacent masonry. 
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Guidelines 

In addition to the requirements of clause 4 of the standard exemptions, 
signage may be controlled by development control plans or signage policies 
prepared by the relevant local council.  The operation of the standard 
exemptions do not affect the requirements for consent  by local councils or the 
need to satisfy any signage policies which may have been adopted by them.  

Additional forms of signage not addressed by this standard exemption may 
not require approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if they satisfy the 
requirements of other standard exemptions such as Standard Exemption 7 
(Minor Activities with no Adverse Impact on Heritage Significance) or 
Standard Exemption 8 (Non-significant Fabric). 

Signage in accordance with clause 2(a) of the standard exemption for the 
purpose of assisting the interpretation of heritage significance: 

• requires approval under section 57(1) of the Heritage Act if additional 
information is provided which is unrelated to heritage interpretation 
such as commercial promotion or sponsorship; and 

• must be in accordance with Interpreting Heritage Places and Items 
published by the NSW Heritage Office and available online. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 14: BURIAL SITES AND 
CEMETERIES 

 

1. Development on land within a burial site or cemetery which is of the 
type described in (a), (b) or (c) below does not require approval under 
s. 57(1) of the Act:  

(a) the creation of a new grave;  

(b) the erection of monuments or grave markers in a place of 
consistent character, including materials, size and form, which 
will not be in conflict with the character of the place; or  

(c) an excavation or disturbance of land for the purpose of 
carrying out conservation or repair of monuments or grave 
markers; 

 provided that there will be no disturbance to human remains, to relics in 
the form of grave goods, associated landscape features or to a place of 
Aboriginal heritage significance. 

 

2. A person proposing to carry out development in the manner described 
in paragraph 1(b) or (c) must write to the Director-General and describe 
the development proposed.  If the Director-General is satisfied that the 
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the 
Director-General shall notify the applicant. 

 

3. This exemption does not apply to the erection of above-ground 
chambers, columbaria or vaults, or the designation of additional areas 
to be used as a burial place.  

NOTE 1: Other standard exemptions apply to the maintenance, cleaning and 
repair of burial sites and cemeteries. 

 

Guidelines 

In addition to burial remains and artefacts, above ground cemetery elements 
may include headstones, footstones and other burial markers or monuments 
and associated elements such as grave kerbing, iron grave railings, grave 
furniture, enclosures and plantings.  It is important that cemeteries listed on 
the State Heritage Register have a conservation policy or conservation 
management plan endorsed by the Heritage Council and that it records the 
history and significant fabric of the place with policies for conservation, 
relocation and the erection of new monuments and grave markers. 
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Additional advice about the management of heritage cemeteries is provided 
in: 

• Cemeteries: Guidelines for their Care and Conservation, NSW 
Heritage Office, 1992; 

• Skeletal Remains, NSW Heritage Office, 1998; 

• Guidelines for Cemetery Conservation, National Trust of 
Australia (NSW), 2002. 
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 15:  COMPLIANCE WITH MINIMUM 
STANDARDS AND ORDERS 

1. Development which is required for the purpose of compliance with the 
minimum standards set out in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 or 
an order issued under either: 

(a) section 120 of the Heritage Act 1977 regarding minimum 
standards of maintenance and repair; or 

(b) section 121S of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 regarding an order which is 
consistent with a submission by the Heritage Council 
under section 121S(6) of that Act; 

does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act. 

Guidelines 

This standard exemption is intended to facilitate and expedite compliance with 
orders and minimum standards of maintenance and repair.  

The Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair replaced the “wilful 
neglect” provisions of the Heritage Act in 1999.  The minimum standards are 
contained in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 and are reproduced in the 
Heritage Information Series published by the NSW Heritage Office.  The 
minimum standards only apply to items listed on the State Heritage Register 
and relate to: 

• weather protection; 

• fire prevention and protection; 

• security; and 

• essential maintenance and repair to prevent serious or irreparable 
damage. 

Maintenance and repair which exceed the minimum standards in the 
Regulation may be exempt from approval under other standard exemptions 
(refer to #1 and #2). 

Orders under s.121S(6) of the EP&A Act are those given by a council or other 
consent authority in relation to an item listed on the State Heritage Register, 
land to which an interim heritage order applies or a heritage item listed under 
an environmental planning instrument.  Orders must not be given in relation to 
items listed on the State Heritage Register or land to which an interim heritage 
order relates unless the consent authority has given notice of it to the Heritage 
Council and considered any submission made by it.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 16:  SAFETY AND SECURITY 

1. The following development does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act, provided that the Director-General is satisfied that the criteria 
in (a) or (b) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the 
development has received a notice advising that the Director-General 
is satisfied: 

(a) the erection of temporary security fencing, scaffolding, 
hoardings or surveillance systems to prevent 
unauthorised access or secure public safety which will not 
adversely affect significant fabric of the item including 
landscape or archaeological features of its curtilage; or 

(b) development, including emergency stabilisation, 
necessary to secure safety where a building or part of a 
building has been irreparably damaged or destabilised 
and poses a safety risk to its users or the public. 

2. A person proposing to undertake development of the kind described in 
paragraph 1 must write to the Director-General and describe the 
development and, if it is of the kind set out in 1(b), provide certification 
from a structural engineer having experience with heritage items 
confirming the necessity for the development with regard to the criteria 
set out in 1(b) and any adverse impact on significant fabric.  If the 
Director-General is satisfied that the proposed development meets the 
criteria set out in paragraph 1(a) or (b), the Director-General shall notify 
the applicant. 

 

Guidelines  

Development exempt under this standard exemption must be for the 
temporary or emergency securing of safety for users or the public.  
Permanent upgrading of site or building security may be exempt under other 
standard exemptions such as #7 (Minor Activities with no Adverse Impact on 
Heritage Significance) or #8 (Non-significant Fabric).  Development described 
in 1(b) of this exemption is intended to apply in circumstances where there 
has been damage caused by a sudden change in circumstances of the 
building such as a  catastrophic event, rather than safety risks which may 
arise from ongoing neglect of maintenance. 

Emergency maintenance and repairs such as required following a storm event 
may be exempt under other standard exemptions such as #1 (Maintenance 
and Cleaning) and #2 (Repairs).  More intrusive means of upgrading security 
which may damage significant fabric will require the submission of an 
application under section 60 of the Heritage Act. 

Development in accordance with this exemption must be undertaken with 
minimal intervention to significant fabric.  
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STANDARD EXEMPTION 17: MOVABLE HERITAGE ITEMS 

1. The temporary relocation of movable heritage items, including 
contents, fixtures and objects, to ensure their security, maintenance 
and preservation, for conservation or exhibition, to ensure health or 
safety, the need for a controlled environment for those heritage items, 
or to protect the place, and which are to be returned to their present 
location within six months, does not require approval under s. 57(1) of 
the Act.  

2. A person proposing to relocate a movable heritage item as set out in 
paragraph 1 must advise the Director-General in writing of the 
proposed location and the reasons for its relocation.  If the Director-
General is satisfied that the temporary relocation meets the criteria set 
out in paragraph 1 the Director-General shall notify the applicant.  

 
Guidelines 
 
Movable heritage items or objects which are listed on the State Heritage 
Register must be specifically referred to in the gazetted listing.  Unless 
specifically listed, the movable content of buildings such as furniture, paintings 
and other decoration is not movable heritage for the purposes of the Heritage 
Act which triggers approval requirements to “move, damage or destroy it”.  
 
The permanent relocation of an item of movable heritage such as listed ships 
or railway rolling stock will require the submission of an application under 
section 60 of the Heritage Act. 
 
Additional advice regarding movable heritage is provided by:  
 

• Objects in Their Place: An Introduction to Movable Heritage,  NSW 
Heritage Office, 1999; and 

• Movable Heritage Principles,  NSW Heritage Office and Ministry for 
the Arts, 1999. 

 
 
END 



 

 

Appendix D 
Interim Conservation Advice (Sydney Artefacts Conservation), August 2006 

 

 

 










